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Sonnet XVIII
Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate:
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,
And summer’s lease hath all too short a date:
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,
And often is his gold complexion dimm’d;
And every fair from fair sometime declines,
By chance, or nature’s changing course untrimm’d;
But thy eternal summer shall not fade,
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow’st,
Nor shall death brag thou wander’st in his shade,
When in eternal lines to time thou grow’st;
So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.
William Shakespeare (1564-1616)
Abstract
Various models of viscoelasticity exist based on continuum mechanics. In
this work a statistical mechanical approach is taken to derive a new isotropic,
hyperelastic, viscoelastic, incompressible constitutive equation for polymers.
The result has been achieved by generating a novel physics for the micro-
scopic behaviour of polymers. A vocabulary has been created to faciliate
the physics. A new differential equation describing polymer behaviour is
derived based on the mathematical description of the physics. The integro-
differential equation derived can either be considered to be a pair of coupled
vector equivalents of the diffusion equation in Lagrangian coordinates or it
can be considered to be a special case of the wave equation with non-linear
damping in Eulerian coordinates. Furthermore macroscopic (and measur-
able) entities are derived both to facilitate testing the model and to allow
the use of the Chapman-Enskog expansion (to the first order) to derive the
macroscopic equations.
The first order approximation to the macroscopic equations are then de-
rived using continuum mechanics both to provide insight and to determine
stress tensors. A one dimensional spring-and-dashpot analogy is used to show
that the macroscopic equations derived from the non-equilibrium behaviour
of polymers is equivalent to material viscoelasticity. The relationship between
the first order approximation to the macroscopc equation, linear viscoelastic
models and the neo-Hookean model of hyperelasticity is demonstrated.
A finite differencing method based on the differential equation describ-
ing the microscopic behaviour of polymers is used to generate a lattice-
Boltzmann type numerical method to solve the above microscopic differential
equation. A Chapman-Enskog-like procedure is used directly on the numeri-
cal method to demonstrate that the first-order macroscopic equations can be
derived directly from the numerical method. It should be recognised that the
above numerical method models the distribution of stretch subject to a differ-
ential equation which is independent of stress and is subject to set boundary
conditions. The stress is a dependent variable which is a consequence of the
distribution of stretch. This differs substantially from continuum-based con-
stitutive equations which typically incorporate stress as a variable.
Novel experimental methods are developed and implemented in order to
determine the constants of the model. Furthermore the stress relaxation ex-
periment is used to verify the model.
The results show excellent agreement up to maximum stretch of 150%
both for hyperelastic and viscoelastic behaviour. The model was never in-
tended to be used beyond this limit and was not tested beyond this limit,
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This thesis presents the development of a constitutive equation for the de-
scription of the mechanical behaviour of an incompressible, viscoelastic, hy-
perelastic solid and the construction of a means of numerically modelling
such a specimen. It derives the constitutive equation with the aid of statis-
tical mechanics and the numerical method utilized is the Lattice Boltzmann
Method (LBM).
The model uses statistical mechanics (which describes the behaviour of
molecules) to derive these macroscopic, constitutive equations. Convention-
ally one would study the macroscopic behaviour of the specimen and develop
a constitutive equation, based on the continuum mechanics, constrained by
the laws of mechanics that best describe the observed phenomena. This
macroscopic differential or integro-differential equation would then be solved
using a numerical method. In such an approach details at the molecular level
are disregarded.
1.1 Comparison of continuum and statistical
mechanics
Before comparing and contrasting statistical and continuum approaches, the
concepts are introduced.
1
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1.1.1 Preliminary concepts and definitions
A specimen is constructed of a material that consists of molecules. Let it suf-
fice that if one were to determine the properties of each individual molecule
(w), one would be investigating the material at a microscopic level. Ex-
amples of the properties that would be considered at this microscopic level
would be the mass of the wth molecule (mw), similarly molecular velocity
(uw), molecular stretch (λw) and vibration of the total chain length (fw).
An averaging procedure over all the molecules within the volume at position
r would be required to determine the macroscopic properties of the material
at that position; examples would be density (ρ(r)) , pressure (P(r)), veloc-
ity (v(r)), strain (ε(r)) and temperature (T(r)). Modelling the individual
molecules directly would be considered a microscopic approach. These ideas
are illustrated in Figure 1.1 where the blue lines represent molecules and a
property of the molecule (here velocity, u) is described. The macroscopic
of velocity at r is u(r) and is determined by averaging all of the molecular
velocities u.
Figure 1.1: Schematic view of microscopic modelling
Alternatively, one could apply the laws of physics and thermodynamics to
a kinetic theory of molecules and derive formulae describing the relationship
between macroscopic (directly measurable) properties. Descriptions of the
behaviour of these macroscopic properties, for example (T(r)), will be con-
sidered the macroscopic level. Modelling the interaction of these macroscopic
properties directly will be considered the macroscopic approach. Although
desirable to determine the macroscopic properties from the microscopic, it is
not necessary for a relationship to exist.
3 Introduction
Consider next a hybrid, intermediate situation. As for the macroscopic
situation, consider an infinitesimal volume at a position r. Within this vol-
ume, let a microscopic property, u, have a statistical distribution p(u), Let
all the molecular properties within that volume be similar where the sim-
ilarity is defined by the symmetry of p(u). Conversely asymmetry of the
probability distribution, excludes similarity. Let this volume be called a rep-
resentative volume (RV). The dimensions of this RV are determined by the
greatest distance in which similarity can occur under specified conditions.
Alternatively the RV is defined by the smallest distance in which a signifi-
cant change in p(u) occurs under specified conditions. The RV can also be
considered to be a grand canonical pressure ensemble( [40] Chapter 2). As
for the microscopic situation, one determines microscopic properties. How-
ever, it is not individual molecular properties that are determined. Rather,
at position r, the probability distribution (p(ui)) of molecular property ui
(where i ∈ N0 ⇐⇒ i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; i < M and M is the number of proper-
ties) is determined. The macroscopic properties are derived by an averaging
procedure applied to the probability distribution. The consideration of the
probability distribution in such a representative volume will be called the
mesoscopic level. The modelling of the probability of molecular properties in
a representative volume being in a given state with subsequent averaging to
determine the macroscopic properties will be called the mesoscopic approach.
Figure 1.2 is a representation of the mesoscopic approach in which the red
square represents a representative volume, the blue lines are molecules and
the green curve is the the probability distribution of the microscopic property
(u), p(u), within the volume at position r.
Figure 1.2: Schematic view of mesoscopic modelling
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In this work, a distinction is made between the material and the speci-
men. The specimen properties are independent of position. Material prop-
erties (which are position dependent) will be used in and generated from the
mesoscopic approach. The specimen properties will be defined as the average
of material properties over the volume of the specimen. It will, however, also
be shown that specimen phenomena will not necessarily be the average of
material phenomena. The term specimen is never used in the mesoscopic
approach. The terms viscoelasticity, stress relaxation and creep will be con-
sidered specimen phenomena and are reserved for the macroscopic approach.
The term disequilibrium will be confined to the macroscopic approach
and refers to a situation in which specimen properties change with respect
to time in the absence of a change in the external environment. The term
steady state (for a particular property) is also reserved for the macroscopic
description and refers to the situation in which a macroscopic property does
not change with respect to time in the absence of a change in the external
environment. The ground state is a steady state situation in which the ex-
ternal environment is in a default state (for example room temperature and
atmospheric pressure).
Several properties have alternate interpretations microscopically and macro-
scopically, for example, molecular vibration translates to temperature macro-
scopically. However, several properties have analogues across the micro-
scopic, mesoscopic, material and specimen range. An example of the latter
situation is velocity. For this latter scenario, a mesoscopic property repre-
sents the probability that a molecule has a particular molecular property. A
material property represents the average microscopic property of the popula-
tion of molecules within an infinitesimal representative volume. A specimen
property then represents the average material property over the volume of
the specimen.
The approximation of a body as a continuum and the application of the
derived mechanics or thermodynamics of these continua based on the av-
eraged (and directly measurable) properties of that continuum, constitute
continuum mechanics. In continuum mechanics the macroscopic properties
are functions of position and time within the continuum.



























Table 1.1: Macroscopic and mesoscopic terms
mous with statistical mechanics and the macroscopic approach is equivalent
to continuum mechanics. In principle, it is possible to relate the mesoscopic
and macroscopic descriptions but in practice this may be constrained by
complexity. However, the inability to derive the macroscopic from the micro-
scopic description generates a discontinuity between these descriptions. The
derivation of the macroscopic behaviour from the microscopic behaviour has
been achieved for gases but it is not necessary to be able to derive the contin-
uum mechanics from the statistical mechanics. The Navier-Stokes equations,
for example, were derived by continuum mechanics before they were derived
using statistical mechanics.
The mesoscopic description will be divided into two components – equilib-
rium and non-equilibrium. The equilibrium behaviour refers to the situation
where the averaged properties of molecules do not change with respect to
time. Conversely, non-equilibrium behaviour refers to averaged properties
that vary with respect to time. Implicitly, the terms equilibrium and non-
equilibrium are reserved for the mesoscopic approach. The term maximum
entropy state (used in Chapter 3) will also be reserved for the mesoscopic
approach. The maximum entropy state refers to the least ordered distribu-
tion of microscopic properties that are compatible with a given macroscopic
state. Table 1.1 categorises the terminology into macroscopic and mesoscopic
groups.
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1.1.2 The mesoscopic and macroscopic approaches to
the derivation of constitutive equations
One is interested in the macroscopic behaviour of materials and the averaged
properties. Intuitively one would anticipate that the continuum approach
would be quicker and more physically relevant. Quicker because the math-
ematical description applies to the observed properties directly and more
physically relevant because an observed property can be introduced directly
into the macroscopic mathematical description even if the observed property
has as yet not been derived from an averaged mesoscopic property.
In order for mesoscopic and macroscopic theory to be consistent, it is
necessary to derive the latter from the former or, in principle, vice versa –
with the proviso that the loss of information when translating the macro-
scopic to the microscopic may prohibit the derivation. It could, however,
be argued that this simply confirms what is already known. Nevertheless,
the possibility that a macroscopic phenomenon derived from the mesoscopic
theory may have been neglected in derivations based directly on macroscopic
theory exists. The mesoscopic approach may provide a means to derive an
innovative constitutive equation.
1.2 Need for reconciliation between macroscopic
and microscopic polymer theory
The study of polymers occurs on at least three levels. Briefly chemists and
chemical engineers study the manufacturing process. Chemists and physicists
construct theories to explain diffusion, neutron scattering, viscoelasticity and
optical birefringence [115]. Structural engineers and applied mathematicians
construct models to explain the mechanical behaviour of continua and to
design. When considering the microscopic models of the physicists and the
macroscopic models of the engineers, there is no obvious way to derive the
one from the other. The macroscopic approaches are accused of being phe-
nomenological and the microscopic approaches are not readily applicable to
real-world design problems. Ensuring continuity not only provides internal
consistency [40] but allows new ideas and phenomena to be transmitted from
microscopic to macroscopic and vice versa. Thus any microscopic/mesoscopic
theory that is produced should have the capacity to be extrapolated to the
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macroscopic world.
The existing microscopic theories are variants of two models. Kuhn mod-
els a polymer molecule as being a collection of freely-jointed, rigid segments of
equal length [115] and uses the model to construct a probability distribution
function for the length of the molecule. An extension of Kuhn’s model uses
a partition function to separate the potential energy of the rigid link model
into three contributions [40] – energy of bond interaction which is considered
constant, energy due to chain link rotation and the energy of van der Waal
forces. Interestingly, this approach uses several properties of a random flight
model/simulation [40] and thus, unusually, extrapolates a numerical model
to a physical description as apposed to extrapolating a molecular model to a
physical description. The alternative to the rigid links of Kuhn is the bead-
and-spring model [115]. The motion of the ‘beads’ in the bead-and-spring
models are governed by Smulochowski’s equation [28] for Brownian motion.
There is an alternate interpretation of Kuhn’s model. One could consider
the rigid link model as a means to determine a probability distribution for
chain length. The benefit of the latter perspective is that a model already
exists (Chapman-Enskog expansion [18]) for extrapolating to macroscopic
behaviour. It should also be recognised that statistical mechanics acknowl-
edges that it is not possible to predict the position of every molecule and
thus one determines the probability of a molecule being at a particular po-
sition. In the bead-and-spring approach, the probability of finding a ‘bead’
at a particular position is being predicted. One could argue that just as it is
not necessary to predict the position of every molecule to predict mechanical
behaviour, it is not necessary to predict the probability distribution of the
‘beads’. Rather the bead-and-spring and the rigid link models may simply be
useful for predicting the probability distribution for the length of the whole
molecule.
Comparing this alternate approach to the Kuhn model to the partition
function [40], the latter only considers the potential energy. It is noted
that the bond energy is common and that the alternate approach is at a
larger scale and thus implicitly includes the van der Waal forces. The energy
due to link rotation translates to molecular stretch in the alternate Kuhn
model. It will become evident that the alternate approach to the Kuhn model
presented in this document will also consider the effect of kinetic energy – in
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contrast to the partition function approach. The latter approach will also be
shown to provide an explanation for the observed macroscopic phenomenon
of (specimen) stress relaxation.
1.3 Existing numerical models of mesoscopic
polymer behaviour
There are existing lattice Boltzmann models of visco-elasticity which can
be classified into two categories. The first group model the interaction
of solid spheres (as for gases) and assume that the constitutive equation
is only a function of the velocity of the solid sphere (as in a Newtonian
fluid) [39,88,100]. It is not obvious that the contribution of molecular stretch
can be neglected and the descriptions are acknowledged to be phenomenono-
logical [29]. Furthermore, the variables that describe the phenomena are
macroscopic and it is therefore not obvious that, in principle, they can be
transposed directly to the mesoscopic scale (although a Chapman-Enskog
expansion [39] or a dispersion equation analysis [88] are used to derive the
macroscopic behaviour). Furthermore, it is not apparent how the numerical
model relates to the idealised kinetic ‘rigid-link’ or ‘bead-and-spring’ models.
The second group provide a numerical method that is related to the ‘bead-
and-spring’ model [8]. Essentially the Brownian motion modelled by the
Smulochowski’s equation [28] is circumvented by coupling the motion of the
‘beads’ to the motion of a surrounding fluid where the Brownian motion is
provided by a fluctuating (random) term introduced into the momentum flux.
Of note only one polymer chain is modelled and effectively the findings for
the chain are extrapolated to the specimen. It is however not obvious when
the properties of a single chain can be extrapolated to the specimen nor is a
constitutive equation for stress provided – and, consequently, engineers and
applied mathematicians may have difficulty using this method.
1.4 Justification for statistically derived consti-
tutive equations
As stated, a fundamental approach (although potentially more time-consuming)
may result in the derivation of constitutive equations that would not other-
wise have been recognised. However, before embarking on a quest for a con-
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stitutive equation, one should review the evidence and determine if a glaring
omission has failed to be investigated or solved.
1.4.1 Continuous material description
The kinetic theory of gases considers gas molecules to be the equivalent of
solid spheres having the properties of mass and momentum. This ‘billiard
ball’ model can be considered the microscopic description. The mesoscopic
description of the kinetic theory of gases derives the continuous Boltzmann
equation (CBE) and the Boltzmann H theorem. The fundamental descrip-
tion spans Dalton (and the atom) in the 18th century to Boltzmann (and the
H-theorem) in the 19th century.
The Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations for incompressible fluids were origi-
nally derived from the macroscopic description and date from 1822. They
remained unrelated to the mesoscopic theory until 1916 when Chapman and
Enskog [18] in 1916 and 1917 independently derived the N-S equations di-
rectly from the mesoscopic description by applying a multi-scaling expansion
technique. Enskog’s derivation was more mathematically precise and effec-
tively derived the N-S equations from first principles, thus reconciling the
macroscopic equations and the underlying mesoscopic theory.
Table 1.2 depicts, for fluids and viscoelastic solids, the equations and
a selection of representative contributors categorised into equilibrium be-
haviour, non-equilibrium behaviour (both microscopic/mesoscopic), reconcil-
iation and macroscopic equations. It will be shown that both the equilibrium
and non-equilibrium microscopic theory describe material properties whereas
the macroscopic behaviour is described by the distribution of material prop-
erties throughout the specimen. It should be noted that unique relationships
do not exist between material distributions and specimen states. Conse-
quently the distribution of material properties does not equate to specimen
property.
The analogue of the kinetic theory of gases is the kinetic theory of poly-
mers introduced by Guth and Mark [51] and Meyer et al [107]. The meso-
scopic theory for the equilibrium behaviour of polymers was further ad-
vanced by Kuhn [81–83], Guth et al [51,71], Flory [32,34], Treloar [133,134],
Wall [142, 144] and others. Green and Tobolsky [47] developed a theory for
the non-equilibrium behaviour of polymers that could be shown to derive two
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Material Equi- Non- Recon- Macroscopic
librium equilibrium ciliation/ behaviour
behaviour behaviour expansion
Fluid Boltzmann Chapman- Navier-Stokes
equation Enskog equation
Visco- Kuhn Green and Boltzmann








Table 1.2: The relationship between statistical and continuum mechanics
known linear macroscopic models – the Maxwell model and the Boltzmann
superposition integral. It should be noted that Green did not distinguish
between material and specimen behaviour. The above theory is for Gaus-
sian chain length distribution. Non-Gaussian chain length distribution will
briefly be described in Chapter 3. Mark and Burak [103] provide a more
comprehensive overview.
In parallel with the above, constitutive equations for hyperelastic and
viscoelastic materials based on continuum considerations were derived by
Volterra, Cosserats and Fréchet [74]. Rivlin [122] and Mooney [111] made
significant contributions for isotropic materials. Ogden [113] made valuable
contributions based on linear combinations of powers of prinicipal stretches
in the 1970s and 1980s. Spring-and-dashpot models of viscoelasticity (time-
dependent reversible elastic behaviour) exist [73,86,94]. Non-linear viscoelas-
tic theories [43–46,93,94] have been extended to include applications to bio-
logical tissues [17,38,67,68,87].
It is thus evident that the theory of non-equilibrium behaviour of poly-
mers is incomplete because reconciliation has not occurred. An opportu-
nity, therefore, exists to develop a theory for the non-equilibrium behaviour
of polymers that will provide additional insight and new constitutive equa-
tions. The Chapman-Enskog expansion in Table 1.2 is described under the
heading of reconciliation or expansion. The original use by Enskog rec-
onciled the CBE and N-S equations. However the expansion can also be
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used as a primary method to derive macroscopic equations for fluid flow
directly [18,42,110]. Table 1.2 deliberately omits information about the rec-
onciliation of the macroscopic and mesoscopic theory of viscoelasticity to
emphasise the absence of a Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion for polymers.
1.4.2 Discrete material description
The distinction between analytical theory and discrete modelling can be ar-
bitrary. In this work, discrete modelling can consist of pseudo-direct simula-
tion, finite differencing, finite volume or the finite element method. Pseudo-
direct simulation does not model individual molecules, but rather it models
representatives of collections of molecules as individual molecules. Pseudo-
direct simulation does not apply to an equation and can therefore be applied
to mesoscopic simulations. Finite differencing, finite volume and finite ele-
ment modelling apply to equations and are therefore applied to both meso-
scopic and macroscopic equations. The classification is not intended to be
exhaustive nor are the representatives of each category.
Consider the modelling of fluids. Lattice cell gas automata (LCGA)
[36, 147] and the classical interpretation of the LBM [63, 104], which will be
discussed again in Section 1.5, are pseudo-direct simulations of the kinetic
theory of gases. The alternate interpretation of the LBM is a finite differenc-
ing method applied to the CBE [57,58]. Finite volume LBMs have also been
generated [20, 132, 151]. The finite volume (as presented by Patankar [114])
and finite element methods (as presented by Zienkiewicz [154]) have been
applied directly to the N-S equations.
Similarly one could consider polymer simulation. Direct simulation can
either be of the equilibrium scenario or the non-equilibrium scenario. Wu
and van Giessen [150] provide a brief review of network theory. In network
theory the behaviour of the entire network can be represented by a finite
set of idealised molecules within a finite volume. James and Guth [71] have
shown that, by applying the appropriate mechanics, the specimen behaviour
can be reproduced from these representative molecules.
Early equilibrium contributions to polymer theory were by Kuhn and
Grün [82], Wang and Guth [145], Treloar [136] and Flory and Rehner [34].
More recent contribution are by Wu and van Giessen [149, 150], Edwards
and Doi [5, 27] and Boyce [3]. Micromechanical non-equilibrium polymer
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elasticity has recently been explored by Chen and Cheng [19] and Bergström
and Boyce [6, 7]. Because these mesoscopic models of viscoelasticity model
representative molecules within a representative volume, these correspond to
material viscoelasticity (time dependent stress-strain retainships observed at
a position) – which differs from the observed specimen viscoelasticity (the
macroscopically observed phenomena of creep and stress relation which are
properties of the whole specimen). Implicitly extrapolation to the specimen
requires that the specimen should be in steady state because the properties
of the RVE can in general not be extrapolated to the specimen unless ev-
ery RVE is in equilibrium and in exactly the same state. Furthermore the
criteria for extrapolation are even more strict than just steady state – every
RVE should be at the same equilibrium state. Consequently the specimen
is in steady state and the whole specimen may represent an RVE – which
is not generally true of the steady state. The terms equilibrium and steady
state (amongst other) will be defined explicitly in Section 3.1.1. It will be
shown that the non-equilibrium theory of polymer elasticity can also gener-





























Table 1.3: Discrete models of continuum and statistical mechanics
Examples of discrete continuum modelling of hyperelastic and viscoelas-
tic materials abound with models based on Ogden or Green-Rivlin theory
(e.g. [9,67,121,152]) respectively or linear viscoelastic models based on spring-
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dashpot assemblies (e.g. [73]). A summary of the discrete theory options is
presented in Table 1.3. The categories are macroscopic and mesoscopic and
each of these are divided into direct simulation (where the physics is modelled
directly without first developing a mathematical description of the physics
to which a numerical method can be applied), finite difference, finite volume
and finite element. The san-serif script refers to fluids. The italic script is
either for equilibrium or hyperelastic modelling and the small caps script
is either for non-equilibrium or viscoelastic modelling. The abbrevation FE
refers to finite element discretisation. It is evident that a finite difference
approach to the modelling of non-equilibrium polymer chains is absent.
The existing Lattice Boltzmann based models of Section 1.3 have been
omitted either because chain stretch is not considered in their constitutive
equations and their constitutive equations are not arrived directly from a mi-
croscopic model [39,88,100] or because no macroscopic constitutive equation
is derived/provided [8].
1.5 Selection of a numerical method
The end result of both the mesoscopic and macroscopic description is an
integro-differential equation. One is attempting to solve the equation over a
domain. In general, analytical solutions are not available. A numerical solu-
tion is determined and the technique used to find this numerical solution is
termed a numerical method. It has already been stated that the distinction
between continuous and discrete theory can be arbitrary.
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) will be shown to be a finite dif-
ferencing method based on the Boltzmann equation of statistical mechanics.
It can also be generalised to be considered as a fully Lagrangian method for
solving systems of conservation equations [2].
In Chapter 2, the lattice Boltzmann method will be reviewed. In partic-
ular, two approaches to the derivation will be described. The first will arbi-
trarily be called the classical derivation as reviewed by Chen and Doolen [23]
and the second (also briefly presented by Chen and Doolen [23]) will be called
the alternate derivation.
The classical derivation (approach/description) is the historical evolu-
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the classical derivation of LBM
tion of the method. The LBM is a real-valued version of lattice cell gas
automata (LCGA) which was an attempt to model molecular interaction
directly. The method is typically divided into advection and collision (to
mimic the behaviour of a molecule). This advection and collision procedure
can be represented mathematically by the lattice Boltzmann equation. It can
be shown that one can derive the N-S equation from the lattice Boltzmann
equation [15]. In the classical description there is no clear separation of the
physics, the mathematical description based on the physics and the numer-
ical method based on the mathematical description of the physics. In the
classical approach, the relationship to the conventional methods is not ap-
parent and consequently it could be considered a separate numerical method.
The classical derivation is depicted in Figure 1.3 where the blue pathway on
the left is the analytical development and the green path on the right is the
numerical or discrete development.
The alternate approach, as will be described, will derive the Boltzmann
equation based on the kinetic theory of gases. The lattice Boltzmann equa-
tion will then be derived by applying a finite differencing method to the
Boltzmann equation. As in the classical approach, the N-S equation can
be derived from the lattice Boltzmann equation. The distinction between
physics, mathematical description of the physics and numerical method is
obvious in the alternate approach. Although the end result is the same, the
alternate approach abandons the idea of advection and collision thereby al-
lowing the application of finite differencing to any appropriate equation. A
depiction of the alternate approach is presented in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the alternate derivation of LBM
1.6 Aims of thesis
The thesis will extend the existing statistical mechanics of polymers from the
equilibrium theory to the non-equilibrium theory of polymer elasticity which
will be shown to correspond to a model of viscoelasticity. The statistical
theory for polymers will be used to generate a lattice Boltzmann type nu-
merical method for polymers. This method will be Lagrangian. This thesis
will achieve these aims in the following manner:
1. Polymer statistical mechanics (depicted in Figure 1.5)
• Present the statistical mechanics for the equilibrium behaviour of
a polymeric material (rubber elasticity)
• Extend to a statistical mechanics model for the non-equilibrium
behaviour of a polymeric material (viscoelasticity)
• Apply the Chapman-Enskog expansion to derive the macroscopic
equations of polymer mechanics based on the statistical model
2. Polymer continuum mechanics
• Derive the macroscopic equations using continuum mechanics in
order to determine the equivalent constitutive equations
• Determine the equivalent spring-and-dashpot model which can ei-
ther be considered a Kelvin-Voigt model with spring generalization
or Boltzmann superposition integral with single viscous element.
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3. Polymer discrete solution
• Construct an LBM based on the statistical mechanics model for
polymers
• Derive the macroscopic equations for the polymer from the LBM
for polymers
4. Experimentally determine the constants necessary for the model
5. Experimentally verify that utility of the numerical model
Figure 1.5: Thesis organisation and aims
1.7 The original contributions of this thesis
The original contributions will be divided into mechanics or physics, numer-
ical methods and engineering and are:
• Mechanics
1. Derivation of a constitutive equation for the modelling of a hyper-
elastic, viscoelastic specimen from statistical mechanics using the
Chapman-Enskog expansion
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2. Derivation of the same constitutive equation for viscoelasticity
using continuum mechanics – thereby showing the equivalence of
the solutions
3. Demonstration of the equivalence of a conventional spring-and-
dashpot model with the 1D specialisation of the newly derived
viscoelastic model
• Numerical Methods – Derivation of a LBM-type method for the mod-
elling of an isotropic, incompressible, hyperelastic, viscoelastic solid
• Engineering – Experimental determination of constants required for the
derived viscoelastic model
1.8 Thesis layout
The layout of the thesis is depicted in Figure 1.5. Chapters 3 through 6, in
blue, are related to the analytical theory of statistical mechanics. Chapter
7, in purple, will incorporate all of the continuum theory and Chapters 8
through 11, in green, will construct all of the numerical theory with respect
to statistical mechanics. The experimental work of Chapters 12 and 13 are
depicted in red.
Chapter 2 will briefly describe the historical evolution of and justifica-
tion for the lattice Boltzmann method. It will achieve this by introducing
the idea of cellular automata, lattice-cell gas automata and extending these
concepts to the lattice Boltzman method. References will also be provided
for the derivation of the N-S equations from the LBM. This description will
be called the classical derivation.
The chapter will then proceed to describe the arbitrarily termed alternate
derivation. In this approach, the statistical mechanics of a fluid at equilib-
rium will be introduced and extended to the non-equilibrium situation. The
theory will be described mathematically by the continuous Boltzmann equa-
tion (CBE). Based on the above theory, the derivation of the macroscopic
equations (N-S equations) will be described.
It will then return to the CBE and derive the LBM method as a finite
differencing of the continuous Boltzmann equation (CBE). The description
of the derivation of the N-S equations is exactly as for the classical approach.
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This, the alternate derivation, is relevant because this is the form used to
develop the numerical method for polymer mechanics.
Chapter 3 will present the existing statistical mechanical theory for the
equilibrium behaviour of an isotropic, incompressible, hyperelastic, viscoelas-
tic polymeric specimen. The theory will then be extended to develop the non-
equilibrium behaviour of polymer elasticity and conclude by determining the
form of the mesoscopic differential equation of polymer chain interaction but
will omit to determine the polymer chain interaction term – the equivalent
of the collision term in the LBM.
Chapter 4 will use the geometry of molecular interaction to determine
the polymer chain interaction term that was omitted in Chapter 3. Combin-
ing the result for the polymer chain interaction term with the form of the
differential equation of polymer chain interaction will provide the complete
description of the mesoscopic differential equation of polymer chain interac-
tion.
Chapter 5 averages mesoscopic properties to determine and define the
measurable macroscopic properties. These macroscopic properties will have
to be isolated or recognised (where isolation is to group separately and recog-
nise the group as a distinct unit) after appying the Chapman-Enskog expan-
sion in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 6, the equations of viscoelasticity at a macroscopic level will
then be derived by applying the Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion to the
mesoscopic differential equation of polymer chain interaction. The resultant
equations (6.98 and 6.99) predict the propagation of stretch and stretch rate
through the specimen.
Chapter 7 will derive the same macroscopic equations (6.98 and 6.99) as
those derived in Chapter 6 but will do so using continuum mechanics. The
continuum derivation of the macroscopic equations of Chapter 6 will rely on
assumptions concerning the form of the stress tensor. Based on these as-
sumptions, the constitutive equation (7.15, 7.16 or 7.17) for polymers will be
derived. A spring-and-dashpot model of viscoelasticity will be used to derive
a 1D version of the material stress. An additional spring-and-dashpot model
of viscoelasticity will be used to derive a 1D version of specimen stress. The
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stored energy functions of the Neo-Hookean hyperelastic model will then be
compared to that derived from the statistical model.
Chapter 8 will then return to the equations describing the mesoscopic
behaviour of polymers as presented in Chapter 3 and construct a LBM-type
method based on these equations. The numerical method is derived based
on the discretisation of the probability distribution function for polymers.
Chapter 9 recovers the macroscopically measurable variables like stress from
the mesoscopic distribution of stretch and stretch rate.
In Chapter 10 the equations of viscoelasticity (macroscopic equations) as
described in Chapters 6 and 7 will be derived directly from the LBM-type
method for polymers as constructed in Chapter 8. Chapter 11 presents novel
boundary conditions for symmetry, uniaxial testing and adapts an existing
boundary condition to polymers.
Chapter 12 determines the constants required for the model by determin-
ing the appropriate conditions for experimentation and using the method of
least squares to calculate the constants. Chapter 13 compares the model of
specimen stress relaxation and viscoelasticity to experimental results. Chap-
ter 14 will discuss the results. The conclusion and recommendations mark
the end of the thesis.
1.9 Thesis notation
The variables describing microscopic properties will be written as x if it is
a scalar, x if it is a tensor. Variables describing macroscopic properties
will be written as x if it is scalar and x for tensors. Macroscopic material
properties will be in capitals letter (X or X) and in lower case if specimen
properties are being considered (x or x). Material notation will be retained
for material properties used in a macroscopic context (specimen properties)
but will be qualified as Xspec or Xspec. Greek notation will not follow the
above convention. Macroscopic vectors will be underlined (v). The expres-
sion vv′ = v ⊗ v′, the vector product. For tensor Q, n ·Q = Q · n = Qn.
The symbol Rf refers to the microscopic vector chain length and Ṙf
refers to the microscopic property chain length stretch rate. These variables
are capitalised to avoid confusion with position r. Further the microscopic
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position r and the macroscopic position r are interchangeable. All integrals
over chain length, Rf , and chain length stretch rate, Ṙf , are from negative
to positive infinity in all three directions.
1.10 Summary
At least two broad categories of approaches to the modelling of the me-
chanical behaviour of viscoelastic (or rubber-like) materials exist. These can
be divided into macroscopic or continuum based approaches and mesoscopic
or statistically based approaches. By comparing the statistical approach for
polymers to the equivalent approach for gases, it has been demonstrated that
a Chapman-Enskog-like expansion for polymers does not exist and represents
an opportunity for exploitation.
Furthermore the opportunity exists to create a finite difference method
based on the mathematical description of the polymer micromechanics and to
interpret the results within the context of material and specimen properties,
states and phenomena.
Chapter 2
The derivation of the lattice
Boltzmann method
This chapter will review the theory behind the conventional lattice Boltz-
mann method as applied to fluids. It also serves as an introduction to what
is referred to in this work as the alternate derivation. It is this alternate
derivation which will form the basis of the LBM to be derived for polymers.
The review by Chen and Doolen [23] emphasizes the conventional derivation
of the LBM which this document will call the classical approach.
2.1 The classical approach
Figure 2.1: LCGA lattice: Molecular velocity is represented by the
blue arrows. The presence of a blue arrow also indicates the pres-
ence of a molecule. Conversely, the absence of the arrow repre-
sents the absence of a molecule.
In the kinetic theory of gases, a molecule can be represented as a sphere
(billiard ball) and these molecules are sufficiently rarefied to only have binary
collisions after advection.
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Lattice cell gas automata (LCGA) simulates the above directly [37,147].
It evolved from cellular automata [148] and shares the integer nature of the
latter. The simulation occurs on a regular hexagonal lattice where a molecule
can either be present (1) or absent (0) and the molecule could only have one
of six velocities corresponding to the midpoints of the edges of the lattice as
depicted in Figure 2.1. Collision rules are created to enforce conservation of
mass and momentum at the point of collision as depicted in Figure 2.2. The
N-S equations can be derived from the LCGA by applying a multiscaling
method [21, 36]. The classical approach to the LBM is essentially an algo-







Figure 2.2: LCGA collision laws. Precollision distribution is depicted
in blue and the post-collision distribution is in red. Note that mo-
mentum and mass are conserved.
The LBM is a real-valued version of the above LCGA [63,104]. The lattice
Boltzmann method is constructed on a square lattice as depicted in Figure
2.3. The vertices (blue arrows) and the the mid-points of the sides (red
Figure 2.3: The LBM square lattice. Both the blue and the red ar-
rows represent constant velocity vectors. The blue vectors have
a common magnitude and the red vectors have a common magnitude.
The green dots represent mass with the area intended to be propor-
tional to mass.
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arrows) of the lattice represent discrete velocities, ei, where i ranges from 0
to 8. Real-valued probability density distribution values, fi, are assigned to
each of the discrete velocities. The fi are depicted as green circles in Figure
2.3. The density of the molecules at the node is the sum of the individual
fi (ρ =
∑8
i=0 fi) and the momentum at the node is the sum of products
of the individual velocities and its assigned mass (ρU =
∑8
i=0 fiei). The
advection and collision terminology of the kinetic theory and the lattice cell
gas automata is retained [89]. Advection is represented as the movement of
fi at a given velocity to the the same velocity at the adjacent node. The
mathematical description of this advection is given by
fi(xj + eiδt, t+ δt) = fi(xj, t) 1 ≤ i ≤ 8
where xj represents the position of the jth node. The inclusion of the collision
term, Ωij, redistributes fi(xj + eiδt, t+ δt) such that
fi(xj + eiδt, t+ δt) = fi(xj, t) + Ωij
where Ωij represents the rate of change of fi at the jth node.
The collision rules were abandoned in favour of a collision function – the
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook approximation [10,48,80,117] – which approximates
the collision as a relaxation. The relaxation occurs to an equilibrium function
[75]. The collision term can thus be represented as
Ωij = −
fi(xj)− f (eq)i (xj)
τ
where f (eq)i (xj) represents the velocity distribution of the equilibrium distri-
bution assigned to ei and τ is a relaxation constant. Furthermore fi(xj) −
f
(eq)
i (xj) was selected such that momentum is conserved [75]. Consequently∑8
i=0 Ωij = 0 and
∑8
i=0 Ωijei = 0. Combining the advection and collision
steps one obtains
fi(xj + eiδt, t+ δt) = fi(xj, t)−
fi − f (eq)i
τ
which is the discrete Boltzmann equation. The Navier-Stokes equations can
be derived by appropriately summing over i in the above equation as shown
by Hou et al [21,65,117]. A flow diagram depicting the classical approach is
presented in Figure 1.3.
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2.2 The alternate derivation of the LBM
The alternate approach views the LBM as a finite difference method applied
to the continuous Boltzmann equation (CBE). The first such discretisation
was by Broadwell [12, 13] who developed a one-dimensional discretisation of
the CBE. Abe [1] and He and Luo [58] independently showed that the LBM
is a discretisation of the CBE.
In the kinetic theory of rarefied gases the continuous Boltzmann equation(
∂
∂t
+ c · ∇r + F · ∇p
)







predicts the probability of finding a molecule at a given position, at a given
momentum, at a given time (Huang [66], Chapter 3) where f is the probabil-
ity density function, r is the position, c is the velocity and p is the momentum
of the molecule. F is the applied force. The gradient with respect to po-
sition is represented as∇r and∇p is the gradient with respect to momentum.
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where R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin,
D is the number of spatial dimensions, and |c− c0|2 = (c− c0) · (c− c0).
The above provides the theory behind the behaviour of gases at a meso-
scopic level. By applying the Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion, it is possible
to derive the Navier-Stokes equations [18,42]. The Chapman-Enskog expan-
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sion is a multiscaling technique. The first order application derives the N-S
equations [18] and the second order expansion derives the Burnett equa-
tions, but this and other higher order expansions, have not been shown to
contribute significantly [42] for fluids.
In the conventional approach to the numerical modelling of fluids, the
N-S equations would be discretised (finite difference, finite volume or finite-
element method). However, when applying the LBM as a numerical method,
Equation (2.3) is discretised using the finite difference method, to obtain








After multiplying by δt one gets the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE)
fi(xj + eiδt, t+ δt)− fi(xj, t) = −
fi − f (eq)i
τ
= Ωij(r, c) (2.5)
He and Luo [58] integrated Equation (2.3) formally to derive (2.5).
A formal derivation of the discretisation of space and velocity space re-










































Given that, at equilibrium, ρ =
∫
f (eq)dc and ρU =
∫
f (eq)cdc, equation (2.5)
is integrated numerically with respect to c in order to satisfy conservation of
mass and momentum and thus∫














Integration at position r is performed approximately using Gaussian quadra-
ture. In Section 8.2 it will be shown that various orthonormal polynomial
solutions exist and that Hermite polynomials (at particular sampling veloc-
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ities) generate the nine velocity square lattice [35, 58]. The N-S equations
can be derived from the LBE (2.5) by using a CE-like expansion [35, 65].
A graphical depiction of the alternate derivation is given by Figure 1.4 and
should be compared to the classical approach in Figure 1.3.
2.3 Success of the LBM
The LBM has modelled several standard computational fluid dynamics bench-
marks [65, 97, 109, 119, 132]. In addition, the LBM algorithm is inherently
parallel, making it ideal for solution on parallel computers [78, 127]. It has
been used to model multiple immiscible and miscible fluids [49, 50, 55, 62,
69, 124, 129, 130] and non-ideal fluids [39, 54, 98, 116, 120, 125]. It has also
been used to model porous boundary conditions [22], suspensions [84, 85],
fluid-structure interaction [76,77,79], biomechanics [4] and solids [91,102].
2.4 Criticism of and difficulties with the LBM
The classical approach to the LBM has been criticised for not separating
physics, mathematical description of the physics and numerical solution of
the mathematical description of the physics, but the alternate derivation has
eliminated this criticism [1,2, 57,58]. Further shortcomings are the lattice is
prohibitively fine for real fluids (the excessive number of nodes is a function
of the velocity of the fluid). Attempts have been made to limit this restric-
tion [20,59,151]. Curvilinear and non-uniform co-ordinate systems were not
supported initially [56, 59]. Attempts have also been made to model higher
Reynolds numbers [61]. A universally accepted approach to boundary con-
ditions is pending [24,60,70,99,106,112,156].
2.5 The value of the alternate approach
This work uses the alternate approach. The value of the alternate derivation
lies in the abandonment of the idea of advection and collision. This is made
possible by the finite differencing of the CBE. Thus LBM-like methods can
be derived for other equations without resorting to the ideas of advection and
collision – which (unlike the case for gases) may not be physically relevant.
In particular this thesis will construct a polymer LBM.
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In Section 1.1.1 a general definition for equilibrium behaviour and non-
equilibrium behaviour was presented. A specific definition can now be pro-
duced for gases. The equilibrium distribution function is the time-independent
solution of the CBE (2.1) and equilibrium behaviour is the behaviour pre-
dicted by this solution (Huang [66], Chapter 4). Conversely the non-equilibrium
behaviour of gases is that predicted by the general solution to equation (2.1).
2.6 Hybrid Gibbs-Boltzmann polymer formu-
lation
Statistical descriptions of the kinetic theory of polymers have been used to
formulate constitutive equations for the mechanical behaviour of polymers.
Discrete models based either directly on the kinetic theory or on the consti-
tutive equations exist and are being developed (as described in Section 1.4).
However, Edwards [30] notes that at least two approaches to statistical
mechanics exist – the Boltzmann dynamic approach and the Gibbs ther-
modynamic approach (Huang [66], Chapter 3). Gas dynamics and the CBE
(2.1) are based on the former approach, the LBE (2.5) is a discretised variant
of the CBE and the LBE is the origin of the LBM for fluids as described in
this chapter. Edwards notes that conventional statistical models of polymers
are based on the Gibbs approach [33,34,136,142,143,145] which usually only
applies at equilibrium [40]. He also shows that the Gibbs approach (unlike
the Boltzmann approach) cannot derive transport phenomena. Edwards [31]
Figure 2.4: Rouse Boltzmann polymer model. Note that the individual
segments of a molecular chain are modelled as ball-and-spring.
elects to formulate his dynamic approach to polymers using general, formal
and robust mathematical arguments to model a molecule chain. An alter-
native Rouse approach [123, 140, 155] applies ball-and-spring models to the
segments of a molecular chain where the segments are capable of stretch as
depicted in Figure 2.4.
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This thesis will formulate a Boltzmann-Gibbs hybrid approach to poly-
mers. It will also apply mechanics to an intuitive, physically relevant ball-
and-spring model. However, unlike the Rouse models, the ball-and-spring
will apply to the whole molecular chain and the mechanics will be applied to





Figure 2.5: Hybrid Gibbs-Boltzmann polymer model. Note that the
displacement from one end of the molecule is denoted by the vector
Rf and that it is this displacement that is modelled as a ball-and-
spring.
Thus the Boltzmann approach will be utilised for molecular interaction.
It will be shown that this Boltzmann approach will incorporate specimen and
transport phenomena. The existing Gibbs approach to the probability distri-
bution of a polymer chain and polymer networks will be applied to individual
chains and the polymer network within a representative volume, generating
material properties. The Boltzmann-Gibbs hybrid approach is more closely
analogous to the kinetic theory of gases. Figure 2.6 illustrates the pathways
to modelling of polymers with the path taken by this thesis depicted in red.
The hybrid Gibbs-Boltzmann approach is justified by Section 2.2 in which
the alternate derivation of the LBM discretises space and velocity space by
applying Gaussian quadrature with Hermite polynomials. It will be shown
that the form of the probability distribution function derived by the Gibbs
formulation also allows discretisation by applying Gaussian quadrature with
Hermite polynomials. In contrast, the formulation of the polymer interac-
tion term in Chapter 4 and the definition of mechanical properties to be
established in Chapter 5 will require a Boltzmann approach. The results of
Chapters 4 and 5 will, in turn, be required for the Chapman-Enskog expan-
sion in Chapter 6. It is the Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion that will allow
the derivation of the macroscopic description and the transport phenomena.
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Figure 2.6: Approaches to polymer modelling. Note that the hy-
brid Gibbs Boltzmann approach, as represented by the red path, is
depicted in Figure 2.5 and implicitly requires interaction between
molecules. The Gibbs thermodynamic approach only considers one
such molecule.
Chapter 3
The differential equation of
polymer chain interaction
Chapter 2 distinguishes the alternate derivation of the LBM from the classi-
cal derivation. The alternate derivation isolates/separates the mathematical
description of the physics from the numerical method utilised to solve the
mathematical description and it is this approach that will be adopted for
polymers.
This chapter (and subsequent chapters) are structured such that the
physics/assumptions/material science of polymers are stated and then fol-
lowed by the mathematical description. This structure is applied to the ex-
isting theory for the statistical mechanics of polymers which corresponds to
rubber elasticity. The structure will then be applied to what will be termed
the non-equilibrium theory for the statistical mechanics of polymers.
The purpose of this chapter is to construct the equivalent of the continu-
ous Boltzmann equation (2.1) for polymers. This will be termed the polymer
chain interaction equation. The chapter begins by reviewing the existing
theory for the elastic behaviour of polymers. The equilibrium behaviour
will be that for which macroscopic properties are time-independent. As a
consequence, the equilbrium behaviour will be the stretch-rate-independent
solution to the polymer chain interaction equation. This equilibrium be-
haviour will correspond to rubber elasticity. The behaviour predicted by the
general solution to the polymer chain interaction equation will be the non-
equilibrium behaviour.
This chapter’s relevance to the thesis will now be reiterated by present-
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ing an overview. This chapter will develop a theory for the non-equilibrium
behaviour of polymers and construct the mesoscopic polymer chain inter-
action equation to describe this theory mathematically. The chapter omits
to determine the form of one of the terms in the mesoscopic polymer chain
interaction equation but this term will be determined in Chapter 4. Chapter
6 will apply an averaging procedure to determine the macroscopic conse-
quences of the mesoscopic polymer chain interaction equation and Chapter
7 will show that mathematical description of the macroscopic consequences
of the polymer chain interaction equation correspond to viscoelasticity.
3.1 The preliminary requirements
Various definitions and assumptions upon which the theory is based are sum-
marised here. These statements will be described mathematically later.
3.1.1 Polymer concepts and definitions
An equilibrium state is defined as the collection of microscopic properties
under which the macroscopic properties of a material do not change with
respect to time. Equilibrium states are not unique. For every given strain
state, an equilibrium condition exists. By definition, a non-equilibrium state
exists when the macroscopic properties change with respect to time.
A zero-stress (not zero-strain) state for a specimen is a specimen state
that exists when no external forces act on the specimen. The zero-stress
state (no external forces) can obviously either be in equilibrium or non-
equilibrium microscopically. The former case of zero-stress with microscopic
equilibrium corresponds to a zero-strain state macroscopically or ground state
with respect to strain. In the latter case (zero-stress with microscopic non-
equilibrium), although no external stress is being exerted on the system, the
residual strain in the system is being released – and internal stress is present.
Less obviously, multiple zero-strain states can exist for a given specimen. For
example, as a polymer deforms plastically, new zero-strain states are contin-
uously created.
For any given stress state, the material can be in equilibrium or non-
equilibrium microscopically. Similarly, a specimen can be in steady state (if
not changing in time or static) or disequilibrium (if changing in time). Vis-
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coelasticity (or a time-dependent reversible stress-strain relationship) is an
example of a material in non-equilibrium or a specimen in disequilibrium.
Although stated as a definition here, it will be shown in Section 7.2 that the
macroscopic, non-equilibrium behaviour of polymer specimens corresponds
to the standard concept of viscoelasticity.
It is possible for a specimen to be in steady state with respect to a variable
whilst the material is in non-equilibrium with respect to the same variable
– redistributing the variable across positions within the specimen. It will be
shown that stress relaxation is such a situation with respect to stretch and
that creep is such a scenario with respect to stress. The converse (where
the material is in equilibrium but the specimen is in disequilibrium) is not
apparent.
As a consequence, some additional terminology is required. Consider the
definition of equilibrium provided in the glossary. Implicitly if a material is
in microscopic equilibrium it is also in material equilibrium. Similarly when
considering the definition of a material in non-equilibrium, microscopic non-
equilibrium must occur simultaneously. Furthermore, a microscopic maxi-
mum entropy state implies that the material has also achieved maximum
entropy within the representative volume. Thus when equilibrium, non-
equilibrium and maximum entropy states are used, they refer to both the
microscopic and material situations unless specified. Table 3.1 categorises
similar but not synonymous terms into mesoscopic, material and specimen
categories.
Mesoscopic Material Specimen
Default Equilibrium Equilibrium Ground State
Static Maximum Entropy Maximum Entropy Steady State
Transient Non-Equilibrium Non-Equilibrium Disequilibrium
Table 3.1: Similar mesoscopic, material and specimen terms
3.1.2 The underlying assumptions
Consider a long chain molecule in three-dimensional space. The chain con-
sists of multiple links that are free to rotate relative to each other. Let the
position of the one end of the molecule be denoted by A (the selection of
the end will be described shortly). Furthermore, let A define the position
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of the molecule then the displacement of the molecule is defined to be the
change in position of A. Denote the other end of the molecule by B. Let
the vector from position A to position B be designated Rf and be called




Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of an ideal polymer molecule
plied across the ends of the molecule, the links change configuration such
that the vector length changes to R′f as depicted in Figure 3.2. Upon release
of the force, the molecule changes configuration and returns to the original
vector length but not necessarily configuration, as depicted in Figure 3.2.
Thus the analogy with a spring and the concept of non-unique equilibrium
states is established. Further one can imagine a force being applied at an
instant and then released. This would induce a vibration in this idealised






Figure 3.2: Schematic depicting the polymer molecule-spring analogy
weak, transient or strong bonds. Dependending on the type of bond, force
can either be transmitted across molecules with or without delay or molecules
can move relative to each other. These represent extremes of possible molec-
ular behaviour and where along this spectrum a polymer is, is material- and
condition- (eg temperature) specific. One should anticipate that a material
in which molecules slide more easily relative to each other is more fluid-like.
Materials with weaker bonds do not transmit force across the body instan-
taneously and consequently time-dependent behaviour would be anticipated.
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Materials with stronger bonds (for example cross-linking) should not exhibit
time-dependent stress-strain relationships.
In this work, only the state where weak and transient bonds dominate are
considered. Furthermore, at this end of the spectrum, when the molecules
interact, the molecules do not slide over each other. However, the molecules
are not bound at fixed locations. Thus when a stretch (or external force) is
applied at the one end of the specimen, the end where the stretch is applied
experiences the force first. The stretch across the molecule is reduced as
some of the stretch is transmitted to the adjacent layer of molecules. This
process repeats itself as the stretch is distributed throughout the specimen.
Furthermore as this stretch is relaxed between adjacent layers of molecules,
vibrations are generated within the molecules (and throughout the specimen)
as previously suggested for a single molecule. The above description is that of
a wave and is depicted in Figure 3.3 where the blue dots represent molecular
position and the spaces between the molecules represent stretch.
t t + δt
Figure 3.3: Wave model of polymer elasticity. The image on the left
represents the distribution of stretch within the specimen at time t.
The image on the right represents the distribution of stretch within
the specimen at time t + δt where δt is a small positive increment of
time.
As an aside, it seems reasonable to assume that this vibration will expe-
rience damping due to internal molecular friction. However this would mean
some of the energy transmitted into the material by the applied stretch will
be dissipated as heat. This energy cannot be recovered when the force is
released. Consequently hysteresis will be induced.
In much the same way as the state of a gas molecule was completely
defined by the probability density distribution, f , as a function of position
and momentum at any given instant in time, let the state of a long chain
molecule be completely defined by a probability density distribution, p, of a
finite number of variables.
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From the above, for a molecule to be defined, at least the position (r),
the velocity (c) of the one end of the molecule, the vector length of the
molecule (Rf ), the amplitude of the vibration (RA) along the vector length
with period Tv, the damping factor (η), a period of vibration Ta due to change
in direction as the molecules interact, and the time t must be known. Figure










Figure 3.4: Full molecular description where the solid green line
represents the molecule, the dashed green lines represent the lim-
its of the molecule during vibration along the length and the black
arrows represent the coordinate system. The red arrow represents
the position of the molecule, the cyan arrow represents the ve-
locity of one end of the molecule, the blue arrow represents the
molecule’s vector length and the pink arrow represents the vibra-
tion along the length.
Thus the probability density function p, which gives the probability of
finding a molecule of predefined property per unit volume, is given by
p(r,Rf , c,RA, Ta, Tv, η, t).
The velocity c can be divided into two components. There is a component
independent of the stretch of the molecule which equates to the translation
(or flow) of the molecule and will be designated ć. A second component is
due to the stretch rate of the molecule and will be designated c̀, where c̀
is a function of Ṙf . Consequently the probability density function further
reduces to
p(r,Rf , ć, c̀(Ṙf ),RA, Ta, Tv, η, t). (3.1)
In this model hysteresis (a consequence of η and Tv) and plastic deforma-
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tion (a consequence of ć) are omitted. Thus only reversible phenomena are
considered.
Let the notion of vibration about a direction (with period Ta) as molecules
interact also be ignored. For a body in equilibrium RA = 0 and c̀ = 0; thus
in analogy with the µ space for gases (Huang [66], Chapter 3), the state
of any given molecule at equilibrium can be defined by the position of the
molecule and the vector length of the molecule, reducing the probability
density distribution to
p(r,Rf ). (3.2)
For the non-equilibrium reversible polymer situation, c̀(Ṙf ) cannot be ne-
glected and the probability density distribution function at time t is
p(r,Rf , c̀(Ṙf ), t). (3.3)




















Figure 3.5: During interaction, molecules reflect in the plane of
symmetry/reflection. This plane of symmetry represents the neu-
tral position for each molecule. As depicted, the plane of reflec-
tion is common. The black molecule represents the original orien-
taion of molecule 1 (Rf1). The yellow molecule is the post interac-
tion molecule 1 (R′f1).
period of molecular interaction, a plane can be defined such that the vector
lengths at the beginning and the end of the half-period are reflections of each
other in that plane. Let this plane be called the neutral plane. Furthermore,
a molecule has an orientation relative to another before and after molecular
interaction. The assumption is made that the neutral planes of the two
molecules are parallel. This is depicted in Figure 3.5. Although stated as an
assumption here, Section 4.2 will show that this is a potential solution. Thus
the microscopic discription of a molecule is established.
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3.1.3 Macroscopic continuum results
In order to relate microscopic and macroscopic properties, certain continuum
results are required. Consider a macroscopic body. Let x(X, t) be the current
position of particle P at time t with respect to the reference position X. The
displacement vector u is then x(X, t)−X. The material deformation gradient
tensor is defined by
F := I +∇u = ∂x
∂X
(3.4)





The Lagrangian strain tensor E ( [86], Chapter 3) and the infinitesimal strain








(∇u + (∇u)T ). (3.6)
Similarly, a spatial deformation tensor, P, can be derived and defined since
x(X, t) is invertible. Consider a spatial point Q at position x which has
undergone a displacement v(x, t) from material point P at X(x, t) such that
x = X(x, t) + v(x, t). (3.7)
Then
P := I−∇v ⇐⇒ dX = Pdx (3.8)





Furthermore a spatial strain tensor (the Eulerian-Almansi strain tensor) e
can be defined by
PTP = I−∇vT −∇v + (∇v)T∇v = I− 2e
= I− 2e(1) + (∇v)T∇v ≈ I− 2e(1) (3.9)
where e is the Eulerian-Almansi strain tensor and e(1) is the first order ap-
proximation to the spatial strain tensor or the spatial infinitesimal strain






For infinitesimal deformation, ie |∇u I| and |∇v I|, E ≈ E(1), e ≈ e(1)
and
E(1) ≈ e(1). (3.11)
The polar decomposition theorem states that any deformation gradient
can be decomposed into a proper orthogonal matrix R, describing rigid body
rotation, and positive-definite symmetric tensors U and V describing pure
stretch such that
RU = F = VR and RTR = I. (3.12)
3.1.4 The affine deformation assumption
An important result is the affine deformation assumption. In the continuum
context, for
x = FX + b,
F is assumed a constant.
In the context of statistical mechanics of polymers (Treloar [138], Chapter
4), when a polymeric material is subjected to an affine deformation as de-
scribed by a macroscopic deformation tensor F, each of the individual chains
rotates and stretches, with this motion described by a microscopic tensor
Λ [71, 140]. This relates macroscopic to microscopic behaviour. The proof
follows.
Let RAB be a vector between points A and B in the continuum. After
affine deformation, let this vector be transformed to R′AB such that
R′AB := FRAB. (3.13)
Let Rfi0 represent the vector length of the ith molecule at time t = 0 where
t = 0 is a time when the molecule is in equilibrium, and Rfi its vector
length at arbitrary time t > 0. Let Rµ0 be the central (or averaged) measure
of the collection of unstretched chains within the RVE, where the set or
collection of vector lengths within the RVE is represented as {Rfi0}Ni=1. By
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definition, the distribution of an RVE is the symmetric Gaussian distribution
(see Section 1.1.1). Thus it is justified that the central measure is selected to
be the arithmetic mean vector length of the representatitive volume element






































A sufficient condition to satisfy requirement (3.14) is
Rfi = FRfi0. (3.15)






Rfi ⇐⇒ Rfi = FRfi0. (3.16)
Thus the affine deformation assumption is a statement that (3.15) is a nec-
essary condition to satisfy condition (3.14).
Furthermore, given that Rfi and Rfi0 are microscopic properties, each
chain (Rfi) has an associated microscopic deformation tensor Λi such that
Rfi = ΛiRfi0 = FRfi0 ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N.
Thus
(Λi − F)Rfi0 = 0 ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N
and since Rfi0 is arbitrary, we find that
Λi = F ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N. (3.17)
The affine deformation assumption is thus established and, for an RVE, the
macroscopic and microscopic deformation tensors are equal.
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The polar decomposition theorem (see Section 3.1.3) implies that the
macroscopic deformation tensor Λ can be decomposed such that
F = RU. (3.18)
But as a consequence of the microscopic interpretation of the affine deforma-
tion assumption (3.17)
F = Λ = Λ〈R〉λ ⇐⇒ U = λ (3.19)
where the tensor Λ〈R〉 represents rotation and the tensor λ represents pure











where λi are the eigenvalues of λ and λi are the eigenvectors of λ or the
principal stretch vectors in the principal directions i.
3.2 Polymer equilibrium statistical mechanics
Although this section on the equilibrium behaviour of polymers is not novel,
polymers are a significant component of this work and therefore the mathe-
matical description will be presented in detail. Essentially the entropy of a
single molecule is determined. Then the entropy of a body of molecules is
summed and used to determine the work done on the body. The stresses are
determined from the work.
The development of the statistical mechanics of long-chain polymers is
presented by Treloar [138]. He discusses three different scenarios or situa-
tions that will be presented in this introduction to the section. Each scenario
derives the statistical mechanics for a single polymer chain and then sums
the results for a network of polymers. This method of derivation will be
reproduced here. The results will be the same, but the derivation will be
different. This difference will be that here the chains will be selected from a
particular direction. Chains were selected at random in the original deriva-
tion [81]. It should be noted that these studies of the statistical mechanics
of polymers were confined to the statistical mechanics of equilibrium states
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as defined above.
Treloar [138] discusses three situations. The first (Treloar [138], Chap-
ters 3 and 4) is the most trivial and is the statistical theory for a Gaussian
distribution of chain length (vector length) [81,134,142]. The theory is only
valid for modest stretches (principal stretch in the i direction, λi ≤ 1.4) [135].
Given that hyperelasticity is a distinguishing characteristic of polymers, de-
pending on the application, this may be a significant limitation. However,
the theory is attractive because it closely resembles the theory for rarefied
gases.
The second situation (Treloar [138], Chapter 6) designated non-Gaussian
distribution of chain lengths) [71, 137, 145] assumes very long chains with
many cross-links. This allows approximations to simplify derivation. This
situation also has an elegant solution and provides better agreement with
the stress-strain curve for a rubber. The solution is elegant because it de-
fines a function called a Langevin that keeps the mathematics concise. More
importantly it does not correspond to the rarefied gas analogy. Recall that
the discretisation of velocity space was a consequence of Gaussian integra-
tion with Hermite polynomials [58]. The use of Hermite polynomials will
not be possible for the non-Gaussian chain distribution. This implies that a
new series of orthogonal polynomials will have to be generated such that the
moments of the most probable distribution can be calculated.
The third situation (Treloar [138] Chapter 6) is that of representative
volumes and can be used for short and long chains [34,82]. This one will also
require different orthogonal polynomials.
Not all three of these situations will be discussed further. Only the Gaus-
sian vector length distribution will be considered because known orthogonal
polynomials can be used. It should be noted that the model which will
be developed in this thesis will extend the equilibrium theory to the non-
equilibrium situation and consequently the probability distribution of chain
stretch rate will be included. A Gaussian stretch rate is assumed (a require-
ment of the definition of the RVE presented in Section 1.1).
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3.2.1 The polymer equilibrium distribution
A long chain molecule is considered to consist of several segments that rotate
freely about each other. Each of the segments is considered to be identical.
The length of a segment is l and the number of segments per molecule is n.
One can define the origin of a cartesian co-ordinate system as being at the








Figure 3.6: A single molecule stretched
formula for the probability of finding the other end, B as depicted in Figure
3.6, of the polymer chain within a volume dV about point Q(r). Kuhn’s
derivation selected molecules at random. Let R∆ represent the vector length
when molecules are selected at random. Their argument was that for every
molecule of vector length R∆ one is equally likely to find a molecule of vector







where the symbol R∆ has been selected because by setting the origin to exist
at the end A of the chain, the symbolR∆ represents the position of B relative
to A. Note that this probability is independent of t, the chains are selected
at random and that the x, y, z components can be treated independently.
Equation (3.20) is analagous to the equilibrium distribution function (2.4).











As above, n is the number of freely rotating segments and l is the length of
the freely rotating segments. The above derivation is provided by Kuhn [81].
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Let {Ri}Ni=1 represent the set of polymer chains in a RVE where N is
large. By the definition of a RVE (Section 1.1.1), the chain lengths must be
symmetrically distributed. Depending on the selection of coordinate system,
{Ri}Ni=1 can be represented differently and each representation is symmetric
about a unique value.
Let {R∆i}Ni=1 be the set {Ri}Ni=1 when the chains are selected at ran-
dom which is consistent with Kuhn’s theory [81]. Each chain is represented
by R∆i as above and the distribution is uniquely symmetric about the origin.
Let {Rfi}Ni=1 be the distribution representing {Ri}Ni=1 when end A is se-
lected from a particular direction. Then for every chain Rfi ∃ R∆i. Let Rµ
be the mean value of the distribution {Rfi}Ni=1 in the three directions.
Let {R〈test〉i }Ni=1 be an alternate distribution where each chain i is defined
by R〈test〉i = Rfi −Rµ. Then {R
〈test〉
i }Ni=1 must be symmetrically distributed
















and thus {R〈test〉i }Ni=1 is a distribution of {Ri}Ni=1 uniquely symmetrically
distributed about the origin. Therefore the distribution {R〈test〉i }Ni=1 must be
the distribution {R∆i}Ni=1 and consequently
R∆i = Rfi −Rµ (3.23)
where Rµ is the mean vector length for the representative volume element
defined by Equation (3.16).








p(Rf )dRf = 1. (3.24)
In order to attach physical relevance to the substitution (3.23) consider Equa-
tion (3.20). Equation (3.20) is symmetric about the origin. This symmetry
exists because the chains are selected at random and consequently for every
vector length R∆ there is another chain with vector length −R∆. Instead of
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selecting chains at random, one could arbitrarily define a coordinate system
and select chains from a particular direction. For example travelling in any
given direction, the first end that one encounters is defined as end A and
the other end is defined as B. Using this method, vector lengths are always
biased in the direction in which one is travelling. Rf is defined as the vector
from end A to B in the latter coordinate system. Further, let Rf0 represent
the vector length of a molecule in a material at equilibrium. For a coordinate
system chosen such that one axis is always along the molecule (which cor-
responds to a principal direction), the affine deformation assumption (3.16)
reduces to
Rf = λRf0
where λ is the tensor representing stretch of the molecule. In the unstrained










Rf0i ⇐⇒ Rµ = λRµ0 (3.25)
where Rµ0 is the mean of Rf at equilibrium. Substituting (3.25) into (3.23)







Rf0i = 0. (3.26)
Equation (3.26) is an arithmetic mean and the use of this central measure is
allowed because the N molecules are randomly and symmetrically distributed
about the origin.













where R∆0 = Rf0 −R0µ. It should be noted that this derivation is for an
RVE (where, by definition, vector lengths are symmetrically distributed). It
is not obvious that the affine deformation assumption applies to the non-
equilibrium state. Here it will be assumed that it does not apply to the non-
equilibrium state. It does however apply to situations in which the specimen
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is in disequilibrium and the material (RVE) is in equilibrium or maximum
entropy – symmetric distributions apply.
3.2.2 Entropy of a single chain
The purpose of determining the entropy is to use it to calculate the work done
on the system. As a preview, the derivation of the work done on the system
relies on the first law of thermodynamics. The first law of thermodynamics
gives
Q−W = ∆E (3.28)
where Q is the heat entering the system, W is the work done by the system
and ∆E is the change in internal energy. The internal energy is composed of
molecular vibration which is a function of temperature and potential energy
(PE). Thus, if no work is done by the control volume and the process is
isothermal, the change in potential energy is T∆s. If this energy is released
in an adiabatic process the change in potential energy is −T∆s. Thus, from
the first law of thermodynamics, the work done by the chain equals −T∆s.
The entropy s (published by Plank and credited by him to Boltzmann
[128]) is defined by
s := k ln Ωn (3.29)
where Ωn is the number of possible configurations in a given state. In order
to calculate entropy, it will prove useful to be able to separate entropy into
contributions in the three orthogonal directions.
The existence of these orthogonal directions is guaranteed by U (3.18)
(and therefore Λ) being a symmetric valued tensor. Align the axes along
the principal directions. Then, for a coordinate system along the principal
directions, the component of the probability distribution function (3.27) due






Effectively, one has reduced the variability about x0µ because of λ (|λ| > 1)
in the x-direction. This can also be stated as reduction in the number of
possible configurations. The result is depicted in Figure 3.7.
Thus the entropy of the chain has decreased due to the work done on the





Figure 3.7: The red curve represents the Gaussian distribution from
equation (3.30) for the undeformed state and the blue curve for the
deformed state
chain. The proof of the latter statement requires the definition of entropy
(3.29), Set
sq := k ln Ωt
where Ωt is the total number of possible configurations. Consequently Ωn/Ωt
represents probability p of a particular configuration.
The entropy of a chain can be quantified by using
s− sq = k ln
Ωn
Ωt
= k ln p(R∆)
where k is the Boltzmann constant and Ωn/Ωt is the probabilty of the ex-
istence of a molecule with configuration R∆. Therefore in the unstrained
state, the entropy of a single chain is given by
s0 = k ln
b3
π3/2
− kb2|Rf0 −R0µ|2 + sq
and for the strained state
s = k ln
b3
π3/2
− kb2|λRf0 − λR0µ|2 + sq.
The change in entropy for that single chain is
∆s = s− s0 = −kb2((λ2xx − 1)(Rfx0 −Rfx0µ)2
+(λ2yy − 1)(Rfy0 −Rfy0µ)2 + (λ2zz − 1)(Rfz0 −Rfz0µ)2). (3.31)
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3.2.3 Work performed by a network of chains
In order to determine the work done by the whole network, the changes in
entropy for all the chains in the network at fixed stretch, has to be summed.
Summing over the x components of Equation (3.31) for all N chains and
denoting the change in entropy for the network as ∆S, the expression




is obtained. This is possible because of the affine deformation condition.
The summation
∑N
i=1(x0 − x0µ)2 is assumed to be equal for all directions
because theN molecules are equally likely to be orientated in each of the three
orthogonal directions. Thus summing over (3.32) in the three directions,






i=1(Rfx0 −Rfx0µ)2 is equal to
1
3
N(Rf0 − Rf0µ)2rms and λ2 = |λ|2










= N(Rf0 −Rf0µ)2rms. (3.34)
To determine the mean value of (Rfx0 − Rfx0µ)2 or (Rfx0 − Rfx0µ)2rms one
has to determine the probability of finding end B within a spherical shell of





2(Rfx0−Rfx0µ)2 × 4π(Rfx0 −Rfx0µ)2dR. (3.35)












after substitution of (3.22) and change of limits.
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Substituting Equation (3.38) into Equation (3.33), one obtains
∆S = −1
2
kN(λ2 − 3). (3.39)




kNT (λ2 − 3). (3.40)
3.2.4 Root mean square for mean initial chain length
The affine deformation assumption as expressed by Equation (3.16) con-
structs a deformation tensor U where, for initial vector length Rf0, the final
vector length Rf is calculated as
Rf = URf0.
The root mean square of chain length (Rrms) is independent of the coordinate




where the set of Rf := {Rfi}Ni=1.
The arithmetic mean of the set {Rfi}Ni=1 is a macroscopic property thus






Consider the unstrained state. In this unstrained state R2rms = R2f0. For this
unstrained state, an orientation (coordinate system) exists such that chain
length components are symmetrically distributed in the three orthogonal
directions. Therefore
Rf = Rf =
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Further consider the ith chain length. Let the magnitude of initial vector
Rf0i be |Rf0i| = Rf0i. Then there exists a microscopic vector λ̂ representing
the chain length stretch (or λ̂ for the macroscopic equivalent), such that,










Rf0i = λ̂|Rf0| = λ̂Rµ0 = λ̂Rµ0
(3.42)
where Rµ0 := |Rf0|. Thus for unit vector, λ̂, a scalar, Rµ0, exists such that
(in the coordinate system where chain length is symmetrically distributed
about the orthogonal directions)




















Comparing Equation (3.43) to (3.41) it is evident that







The latter results was a consequence of Rrms being independent of coordinate
system.
3.2.5 Geometric mean of Rf
In Section 3.2.1, the central measure (Rµ) was derived based on the assump-
tion of a Gaussian chain length distribution on a coordinate system in which
the first end one encounters travelling in a fixed direction is the initial posi-
tion A and the other end is B. This differs from Kuhn’s derivation [81] where
chains were selected at random and the distribution is implicitly symmetric.
The two concepts (Gaussian chain length distribution and the biased co-
ordinate system) are mutually exclusive because the Gaussian distribution
allows for negative chain lengths but the biased coordinate system does not.
This is depicted in Figure 3.8(a). Figure 3.8(b) in red is a more realistic
frequency distribution for chain length. Consistent with the biased coordi-
nate system, the minimum chain length should be greater than 0 due to the
volume of the molecule. The maximum chain length is the product of the
chain segment lengths (l as depicted in Figure 3.6) and the number of chain
segments (n) which is nl.
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Figure 3.8: (a) is a frequency distribution for chain length based
on the Gaussian chain length assumption. The chain length is dis-
tributed symmetrically about the central measure and is able to
increase to infinity in either direction. (b) depicts the non-Gaussian
chain length distribution. It is consistent with the coordinate sys-
tem and the maximum chain length is nl.
In the unstrained state, let |Rf | be Rf such that
Rfi = `iRµG0 (3.45)
where RµG0 is a central measure in the unstrained state and Rfi is the ith
chain length magnitude Rf corresponding to the ith stretch `i > 0. This
set has been selected to ensure that Rfi > 0 ∀ i ≤ N . To calculate RµG0,
without loss of generality, let the set {`i}Ni=1 (where N is large) be an ordered
set of stretches such that
`i ≥ `k ⇐⇒ i ≤ k ∀ i, k ≤ N ∈ N.
Given that the data are asymmetrically distributed, the median is an appro-
priate central measure. To ensure that RµG0 is a median, for every molecule
with `i > 1 ∃ `j < 1. Thus for large N ∀ i ∃ j such that
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Thus RµG0 is the geometric mean of the set of vector lengths. Furthermore,
from the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, the geometric mean is always
less than the arithmetic mean: thus







The last substitution Rµ0 = Rrms was established by equation (3.44). Both
the geometric mean and the ratio of RµG0/Rrms to be determined in Section
3.2.6 will be necessary for the numerical model of Chapter 8.
3.2.6 Calculating RµG0Rrms and
ṘµG0
Ṙrms
From Section 3.2.5, each molecule of vector length magnitude Rfi in the
ordered set {Rfi}Ni=1 can (without loss of generality) be represented by `iRµG0.
From the idealised molecule depicted in Figure 3.6 the maximum potential
length is nl and consequently the maximum possible stretch is
`max = nl/RµG0. (3.49)
Combining this maximum potential length and stretch (3.49) and the defini-















The final substitution (Rµ0/Rrms = 1) is from (3.44). Given that the inten-








substitution of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality (3.48) overestimates
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because, from Equation (3.36), Rrms =
√




































where the lower limit is an overestimate. This data is skewed (as depicted in
3.8(b)), as each of the lengths is not equally likely. Therefore the mean for
symmetrically distributed data is greater than the mean for skewed data as
















where the right hand side of the equation is the arithmetic mean for (3.50)
given a symmetric data set.
Equation (3.51) can either be interpreted physically or mathematically.
Physically it is a consequence of comparing Gaussian and non-Gaussian
chains. Mathematically, it is a consequence of the construction of the co-
ordinate system which is not a mere displacement of Kuhn’s co-ordinate
system [81], it is a redefinition that does not permit a symmetric distribu-
tion of chain lengths – which has been assumed.
RµG0 is a more appropriate central measure than Rµ0 in Equations (8.30).
This is the lower limit for RµG0/Rrms. It is recognised that the requirement
that n → ∞ implies infinite molecular length. An appropriate sample size
(number of molecular links) will be determined based on the desired precision
for the calculated mean. Let the error (E) of the estimate of the mean be
0.3 × σ where σ is the standard deviation of the population of molecular
links. The sample size (n, corresponding to the links that must be sampled
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where zα/2 = 1.96 corresponds to the two-sided 95% confidence interval.
























where Rµ/Rrms is a function of n as described by Equations (3.51) and (3.53).
To assess whether n = 42 is appropriate, consider Figure 3.9 – an example of
a typical pellethane monomer. In the figure n and n′ represent the number
of links where n and n′ are not constant. From (3.51) and (3.53), for n ≥ 42,
Figure 3.9: The molecular structure for pellethane reproduced from

























The latter equation (3.56) will be selected to be substituted into (8.30) which
is a truncated Taylor expansion of the maximum entropy function that will be
used in the numerical modelling. Furthermore, given the affine deformation
assumption, the deformed Rrms (R′rms) is given by (with the appropriate
substitution of (3.56))
R′rms = λRrms ⇐⇒ R′2rms = 3R2µG. (3.57)





where the ratio increases monotonically with n. This implies that
the longer the chain (the more links) the higher the stretch that can be
modelled by the numerical method to be described in Chapter 8. For n = 42
one would not expect the model to work for streches greater than
√
3 or
173%. In constrast as n −→∞, the allowable stretch increases to 2 or 200%.
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3.2.7 Polymer principal stresses
This section is adapted from Treloar [138]. Consider an RVE with principal
stretches λ1, λ2, λ3 (the eigenvalues of λ from (3.19)). The generally accepted
incompressibility assumption for rubber [40] requires that
λ1λ2λ3 = 1.
This assumption is not universally accepted [140] and will be discussed in
Section 3.4. Define the macroscopic property, Cauchy principal stress (σ1)
to be the force per unit deformed area and the first Piola-Kirchoff principal


























where Γ = NkT. Also,
δW = Fδl1 = l2l3P1l1δλ1 = V σn1δλ1






















































and σ3 = 0.
The above system cannot be solved for the general case when σ3 6= 0.
Treloar ( [138], Chapters 4 and 5) shows that the appropriate selection of
stress boundary conditions makes the system fully determinate. In particular
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for the uniaxial tensile test he adds a hydrostatic term (p) to (3.58), (3.59)













+ p, σ3 = p
which can be solved for any boundary conditions.
For the case of the uniaxial tensile test (σ2 = σ3 = 0), he then subtracts

























3.3 Non-equilibrium statistical mechanics
The above equilibrium theory of rubber elasticity will now be extended to
the non-equilibrium (and non-maximum entropy) situation which will later
be shown to be the equivalent of viscoelasticity. It has the essential com-
ponents (probability distribution function, entropy and work) used for the
equilibrium statistical mechanics but applies it slightly differently – the prob-
ability distribution function will be determined from the molecule’s elastic
and kinetic energy.
3.3.1 Probability distribution function constraints
From Equation (3.3), the probability of finding a molecule in a given range
(r,Rf , c̀) at time t per unit volume for the non-equilibrium situation is
p(r, c̀(Ṙf ),Rf ).
It is necessary to construct a differential equation to solve for Rf and Ṙf .
From Equation (3.24), at equilibrium,∫







2(Rf−Rµ)2 × q(Rf ,0)×Q(0)dRf dc̀ = 1.
The non-equilibrium probability density function is only a function of Rf
and c̀ thus in general (for arbitrary functions q and Q to be determined)∫







2(Rf−Rµ)2 × q(Rf , c̀)×Q(c̀)dRfdc̀
= 1. (3.61)
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In order to determine formulae for q(Rf , c̀) and Q(c̀), one requires additional
equations derived from a consideration of entropy and energy.
3.3.2 The polymer work constraints
The entropy(S) of a network of chains is calculated as the sum of the entropies
of the individual chains. The entropy of the ith chain si is calculated from
the number of possible microscopic states and is related to the probabilty pi




si where si = k ln pi (3.63)
and k is the Botzmann constant. Each of the si in Equation (3.63) represent






dQ and for an isothermal process
∆Q = T∆S (3.64)
where definition (3.64) is the thermodynamic definition of entropy.
It should be noted that effectively two definitions of entropy are being
used – a statistical mechanics definition due to Boltzmann and a thermody-
namic definition due to Clausius [25]. It is recognised that the thermody-
namic definition only applies at equilibrium and is otherwise an assumption.
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The thermodynamic defintion of entropy is assumed valid for systems not
significantly disturbed from equilibrium. This convention will be utilised in
this section.
Substituting (3.64) into Equation (3.28),
T∆S−W = ∆E = f(T) + KE + PE. (3.65)
If the control volume is defined as a single chain and this chain does no work
on the external environment then
∆E = T∆s = T(s− s0)
s = k ln p(r, c̀,Rf ) + sq = k ln p+ sq
s0 = k ln p(r,0,Rf0) + sq = k ln p0 + sq
=⇒ E − E0 = kT (ln p− ln p0)
where E0 is the energy of the molecule at equilibrium. Substituting (3.61),
E = −kT ln p(r, c̀,Rf ) + sq
= A1 + kTb
2(Rf −Rµ)2 − kT ln q(Rf , c̀)− kT lnQ(c̀) (3.66)
where A1 = −kT ln b
3
π3/2
+ sq is a constant. The energy of a molecule has
two components – potential and kinetic. The potential energy is the stretch
energy which is the same as for the equilibrium state. Thus the potential
energy must be the first pair of terms
A1 + kTb
2(Rf −Rµ)2.
The kinetic energy is only a function of velocity and must therefore be
A2kT + A3kT +
1
2
m(c̀− c̀0)2 = −kT ln q(Rf , c̀)− kT lnQ(c̀) (3.67)
where A2 and A3 are constants, which would imply that
A3kT = −kT ln q(Rf , c̀)⇐⇒ q(Rf , c̀) = e−A3/kT .
Thus q(Rf , c̀) is a constant. Let this constant be A: thus
q(Rf , c̀) = A. (3.68)
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Furthermore, from Equation (3.67)











where B = eA2 . It is recognised that the assumption that the thermodynamic
definition of entropy (3.64) can be used in non-equilibrium states is only valid
when the non-equilibrium state does not differ significantly from equilibrium.
3.3.3 The maximum entropy distribution function

































and Equation (3.61) reduces to
p(r, c̀,Rf ) = p















The above was derived for a single chain. The work term has to be multiplied
by the number density ρn to determine the total work. Consequently
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Function (3.71) requires a name. This poses a problem. It is the equivalent of
the equilibrium distribution function for a material that is not at equilibrium.
Consequently interpretation is required. Given that entropy always increases
in a closed system, at the time at which entropy is no longer capable of in-
creasing, the material can no longer change its macroscopic properties and the
material is at equilibrium. One can thus conclude that the equilibrium state
is the highest entropy state at which macroscopic properties no longer change
with respect to time. Similarly, for a material which is not at equilibrium, for
every given state a distribution must exist for which entropy is maximised.
Furthermore the molecular distribution must ’strive’, ’relax’ or tend to this
state. Equation (3.71) must be this maximum entropy distribution. It will
therefore be referred to as the maximum entropy distribution function. The
superscript (ms) in p(ms) refers to maximum entropy. One could also con-
sider quasi-equilibrium states – if change occurs sufficiently slowly, the state
at various times could be approximated as equilibrium states. Thus an alter-
nate interpretation is that p(ms) represents the quasi-equilibrium probability
distributions for a material at various quasi-equilibrium states.
3.3.4 Differential equation for polymer chain interac-
tion
If the combined forces of all the adjacent molecules acting at point A on the
molecule depicted in Figure 3.10 is F , then for an infinitesimal time interval
δt














(R′f −Rf )δt (3.74)
where the primed terms are at time t+ δt. The term R′f needs to be evalu-
ated further.
Let the number of molecules acting on R′f be N where N is very large.
Let the mean vector length of those N molecules before the interaction be
〈N〉Rµ and after the interaction let the mean vector length be 〈N〉R′µ. If one
includes moleculeRf then the mean vector length after molecular interaction





Figure 3.10: The effect of adjacent molecules and reference
molecule stretch on reference molecule position









Furthermore, given that N is large, the contribution of molecule Rf to the
mean is neglible and thus the approximation
〈N〉R′µ ≈ R′µ = Rµ (3.76)
may be made. Again the last substitution is because no net force acts on the
set of molecules. Substituting (3.76) into (3.75)
(N + 1)Rµ = NRµ +R
′
f ⇐⇒ R′f = Rµ. (3.77)







(Rµ −Rf )δt. (3.78)
The final position of the reference molecule is given by
r′ = r + c̀δt (3.79)
Next the stretch has to be considered. In order to derive an equation for
vector length, one has to view the problem slightly differently. Instead of
viewing the molecule as having all of the mass concentrated at point A, let
half of the mass be at point A and let the other half be at point B. Let
point ŕ be at the midpoint: thus the centre of mass is at point ŕ. From
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Newton 2, the acceleration of position ŕ (the centre of mass) is given by











































Furthermore, for a sufficiently small RVE and time increment (δt), the ac-
celeration in stretch is assumed to be constant. Consequently,













r̈ ≈ 0⇐⇒ Ḟ
K
= −Ṙf . (3.83)
Therefore, applying Equations (3.78), (3.79) and (3.80), after an interval of
time δt the change in the probability p (3.3) of finding a molecule in the
range (dr, dRf , dc̀) about the position r with vector length Rf and velocity
c̀ is












(Rµ −Rf )δt, t+ δt)dc̀ dRf dr
−p(r,Rf , dc̀, t)dc̀ dRf dr.
The most general solution is a function of r, t,Rf , Ṙf . Let the rate of change
of the probability density due to molecular interaction be ∂ep(r,Rf , Ṙf , t)/∂t.
































































is the differential equation describing the mesoscopic behaviour of a polymer.
Substitution of Equations (3.81), (3.81) and (3.83) into Equation (3.84) re-




































3.4 The incompressibility assumption
The incompressibility assumption is still accepted over a wide range of condi-
tions [40]. Although incompressibility is only an approximation, it is a com-
mon approximation and the simplest realistic approximation. Vandoolaeghe
and Terentjev [140] discuss the flaw in this approximation but the solution
these authors provide is based on stress at steady state (requiring that the
specimen’s volume should relax after network formation). It therefore is not
obvious that it applies to specimens at disequilibrium. Given the considerable
increase in complexity required to implement those authors’ model of rub-
ber compressibility, incompressibility will be assumed until a disequilibrium
model of rubber compressibility is available.
Chapter 4
The polymer chain interaction
term – ∂ep∂t
The polymer chain interaction term ∂ep/∂t of Equation (3.84) or Equation
(3.85) needs to be determined. This chapter will determine this term. Im-
plicit in the following is that molecular interaction is binary or pairwise – a
molecule can only interact with one other at a given time. In the model to
follow, energy is conserved. The effect of molecular vibration is ignored and
the time interval of the interaction is sufficiently long such that, at the end
of the time interval, the molecules have completed one cycle or one period of
what would have been their vibration. During the interaction, the internal
forces between the molecules are simply redistributed.
4.1 The conservation equations
When the molecules interact, a force acts upon molecule 1 and a force acts
on molecule 2. Due to the difference in these forces (the intermolecular
interaction), an internal force is generated between the molecules. A 1D rep-
resentation of such an interaction is depicted in Figure 4.1. In the depiction,
from initial time t to final time t + δt, F 1 represents the force acting on
molecule 1 due to molecule 2 and F 2 represents the force acting on molecule
2 due to molecule 1. F 1 6= F 2 because the system is not in equilibrium. Prior
to time t the molecules are not in contact. Note that relaxation implies a loss
of energy due to internal molecular friction. Given that this model ignores
this effect (and therefore hysteresis) and that the interaction is considered to
result in only one cycle of vibration or periodic motion, the interaction can
therefore be considered to be represented by the lower two situations (vibra-
tion) and that only one cycle is completed. Given that the self-energy of the
63
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F 1 F 2
L L
L
Figure 4.1: Schematic of idealised 1D binary molecule interaction.
Molecule 1 is in blue and molecule 2 is in green. The diagram should
be read counterclockwise from the top left corner. Note the con-
servation of length and that F 1 represents the force on molecule 1
due to molecule 2.
individual molecules is ignored, the interaction potential between potential
and kinetic can be neglected. One can therefore anticipate that the potential
and kinetic energy are conserved separately but this will be shown explicitly.
Let c̀1 be the velocity of the end A of molecule 1 and let c̀2 be the ve-
locity at end B as depicted in Figure 4.1. Given the manner in which these
molecules are connected, the velocity at the A end of molecule 2 must be c̀2.
In this situation, it is only the internal forces that are being redistributed
so the combined length of the molecules is the same (as represented by the
length L in Figure 4.1) and more importantly the velocity at the B end of
molecule 2 is c̀1.
To express this mathematically, letR1 andR2 represent the initial vector
length between ends A and B of molecules 1 and 2, respectively, in an arbi-
trary coordinate system. Furthermore let the post-interaction vector lengths
be R′1 and R
′
2 respectively. Then, from the conservation of vector length for
the molecular interaction period, δt, in the coordinate systems of Chapter 3





Ṙ∆1 = Ṙf1 − Ṙµ where Ṙf1 = c̀2 − c̀1, (4.2)
Ṙ∆2 = Ṙf2 − Ṙµ where Ṙf2 = c̀1 − c̀2. (4.3)
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Note that molecular interaction is being modelled using the redistribution







(Ṙ∆1 − Ṙ∆2) =
1
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(Ṙ′∆2 − Ṙ′∆1)2. (4.7)
A solution (though not the only solution) of Equation (4.7) is
(R∆1 −R∆2)2 = (R′∆1 −R′∆2)2 and (Ṙ∆1 − Ṙ∆2)2 = (Ṙ′∆1 − Ṙ′∆2)2.
This solution will be explored further because (as is being shown and will be
confirmed by Equation (4.10) at the end of this section) it allows separation
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of kinetic and potential energy. By definition
(R∆1 −R∆2)2 = |R∆1 −R∆2|2 = (R∆1 −R∆2) · (R∆1 −R∆2)
= (R′∆1 −R′∆2) · (R′∆1 −R′∆2) = |R′∆1 −R′∆2|2
= (R′∆1 −R′∆2)2. (4.8)
The trivial solution is
R∆1 −R∆2 = R′∆1 −R′∆2
where R∆1 = R′∆1. Another solution is
R∆1 −R∆2 = −R′∆1 +R′∆2 = R
g
∆. (4.9)
It is Equation (4.9) which will be adopted and considered further.




































where Rg∆ is from Equation (4.9) and L is from Equation (4.1). Thus Equa-
tion (4.10) confirms that a solution exists in which potential energy is con-
served. The conservation of energy equation (4.7) is a combination of kinetic
and potential energy, and the implication is that a solution exists in which
both kinetic energy and potential energy are conserved separately, and can be
considered independently. It is this solution that will be considered further.
It should be recognised that the equations for the conservation of kinetic
energy and potential energy have been formulated in terms of variables Ṙ∆
and R∆ respectively. It is desired to construct similar potential energy con-
servation laws in terms of Rf and similar kinetic energy conservation laws
in terms of Ṙf . Conservation laws for Rf will be derived based on Equation
(4.7) in Section 4.1.1 and similarly conservation laws in terms of Ṙf will be
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derived in Section 4.1.2.
The results of Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2 are necessary for the ge-
ometry of Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. The geometry is necessary for the
determination of the Jacobian in Section 4.4 which is used to simplify the
expression for the polymer chain interaction term ∂ep/∂t – the change in
stretch and momentum due to molecular interaction.
4.1.1 Conservation of potential energy
Let R∆G be the weighted average of a set of n vector lengths R∆i 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let the weightings be in proportion to each vector length’s contribution to
the resultant force FR; that is
n∑
i=1









Thus R∆G, as defined by Equation (4.11), can be called the centre of vector
length.
During molecular interaction, no external forces act on the system, so that
the resultant force remains constant. Consequently, during intermolecular
interaction vector length is redistributed such that




∆2 = K0R∆G (4.12)
where the primed terms are post-interaction, and K0 = K1 + K2. Let A1 =
K1/K0 and A2 = K2/K0; then A1 + A2 = 1 and



















= R∆G + A2(R∆1 −R∆2)
= R∆G + A2(R∆12). (4.13)
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Similarly
R∆2 = R∆G + A1(R∆21) (4.14)
R′∆2 = R∆G + A1(R
′
∆21) (4.15)
R′∆1 = R∆G + A2(R
′
∆12). (4.16)
Also note that R∆12 = −R∆21 and that R′∆12 = −R′∆21. Thus


















































so that the relative vector length simply changes direction rather than mag-
nitude during interaction. This is not obvious. The origin is the requirement
that energy is conserved. The algebraic manipulation is tedious but not ob-
vious. The exact derivation is not shown here but a slightly more complex
variant is used in Appendix A-1. This more complex variant is necessary
later. The above is for the interaction of a pair of molecules. Using exactly

























Rµ1 −Rµ2 = Rµ12 and Rµ12 = Rµ21 = Rgµ.
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Next, conservation equations are determined for Rf = R∆ +Rµ, with ap-
propriate substitution of (4.12),
K1Rf1 +K2Rf2 = K1(R∆1 +Rµ1) +K2(R∆2 +Rµ2)
= K1(R∆1) +K2(R∆2) +K1(Rµ1) +K2(Rµ2)





























Furthermore, if molecules 1 and 2 are of the same type and in the same RVE,
then for the averaged values Rµ1 = Rµ2
R∆21 = R∆2 −R∆1 = (Rf2 −Rµ2)− (Rf1 −Rµ1)














∆ = R∆21 = Rf21 = R
g
f . (4.21)
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4.1.2 Conservation of kinetic energy
Intuitively, the molecules can be represented or imagined to be billiard balls
(as in the gas case) with an elastic component as depicted in Figure 4.2.
After interaction momentum is conserved. As for the case of ideal gases
Figure 4.2: Ball-and-spring molecular schematic
Huang ( [66], Chapter 3) and Chapman and Cowling [18], set







Then M1 +M2 = 1 (4.25)
wheremi is the mass of molecule i. Before and after the molecular interaction
the centre of mass maintains the same velocity G: thus





From Equations (4.2) to (4.5),
m1c̀1 = m1c̀1
m1c̀1 +m2c̀1 = m1c̀1 +m2c̀2 +m2(c̀1 − c̀2)
mtc̀1 = mtG+m2(c̀1 − c̀2)
mtc̀1 = mtG+m2(Ṙ∆2)
c̀1 = G+M2(Ṙ∆2). (4.27)
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Similarly




and c′1 = G+M2(Ṙ
′
∆2). (4.30)





























⇐⇒ Ṙ∆1 = Ṙ′∆1.














⇐⇒M1M2Ṙ2∆1 +M1M2Ṙ2∆2 = M1M2Ṙ′2∆1 +M1M2Ṙ′2∆2 (4.31 + 4.32)
⇐⇒ Ṙ2∆1 + Ṙ2∆2 = Ṙ′2∆1 + Ṙ′2∆2. (4.33)
Thus during the interaction, the molecular stretch rate changes only in direc-
tion, not in magnitude. Applying Equations (4.2) through (4.5), given that
during molecular interaction Ṙµ = Ṙ′µ,
Ṙf2 = Ṙ
′
f2 and Ṙf1 = Ṙ
′
f1 =⇒ Ṙ2f2 + Ṙ2f1 = Ṙ′2f2 + Ṙ′2f1. (4.34)
Differentiating Equation (4.1),
















Thus (4.35) confirms the equivalent of a conservation of momentum equation
for Rf for molecules that are identical.
Differentiating Equation (4.1) with respect to time,




f1 = 0 (4.37)
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Subtracting (4.34) from (4.38),





and then subtracting (4.39) from (4.34),






⇐⇒ Ṙ2f12 = Ṙ
′2
f12 (4.41)































the equivalent of a conservation of kinetic energy for Ṙf , for molecules that
are identical.
4.2 Geometry of molecular interaction for stretch
After differentiating both sides of Equation (4.24) with respect to time an-
other conservation equation,







is established. Although Equations (4.18), (4.24) and (4.44) are not the
conservation of force, energy and power respectively, they are equivalent
equations for Rf . Applying the result from Appendix A-1 equation (A-5)
K1Rf1 · Ṙf1 + K2Rf2 · Ṙf2 = K0(RfG · ṘfG + A1A2Rf12 · Ṙf12)
= K0(RfG · ṘfG + A1A2Rf12Ṙf12 cos θ)










f2 = K0(RfG · ṘfG + A1A2R′f12 · Ṙ
′
f12)
= K0(RfG · ṘfG + A1A2R′f12Ṙ′f12 cosφ)
= K0(RfG · ṘfG + A1A2Rg′f Ṙ
′
f12 cosφ) (4.46)
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where Equation (4.21) equates Rgf and R
g′
f and θ and φ are the angles be-
tween Rf12 and Ṙf12 and R′f12 and Ṙ
′
f12 respectively.
From Equation (4.42) Ṙf12 = Ṙ′f12 and therefore cos θ = cosφ – confirm-
ing that the angle between the relative vector length and the relative stretch
rate (or the temporal derivative of vector length) is reflected.
When molecules interact, they have an orientation relative to each other
and consequently a relative vector length. The distance Rg∆ (or R
g
f if the al-
ternate coordinate system is used) remains constant during the interaction.
Consequently the relative vector length must trace a locus that lies on the
surface of a sphere. This is depicted in Figure 4.3 where the coordinate sys-
















Figure 4.3: Relative vector length of molecules during interaction
In constructing this particular model, molecular vibration has been ig-
nored. For molecule 1 with vector length Rf1(t) at time t, during molecular
interaction, the molecule undergoes periodic motion with period T such that
Rf1(t) = Rf1(t + T ). Similarly molecule 2, with which molecule 1 inter-
acts, has motion Rf2(t) such that Rf2(t) = Rf2(t+ T ). The molecules only
undergo half a cycle of this vibration (t = n
2
T ) where n ∈ N0. The mean
vector is Ri(t) where t = (n + 14)T, i ∈ 1, 2 ). It is assumed that the mean
vectors for the molecules are parallel and these mean vectors, therefore, lie
on a plane. Thus when viewed from along molecule 1, in a plane with normal
in direction of 1, molecule 2 will describe a locus as depicted in the Figure 4.4
where again the origin is at position A of molecule 1 and the axis is defined
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along molecule 1. The locus traces the possible locations before and after
locus traced
by molecule










Figure 4.4: Projection of 3D vibration about molecule 1 onto 2D
surface
interaction. During the interaction, the molecular stretch can vary.
Before constructing the collision term, additional geometric variables have
to be defined. Referring to the Figure 4.4, let the vector b be along the
shortest relative displacement between the molecules. Further letK = Rf1×
b and let the unit vector k = K
[K]
. Then the difference lies in the direction of
k such that the difference is
Rf21 −R′f21 = 2(Rf21 · k)k. (4.47)
From (4.13) - (4.16), substituting Equation (4.21) and constant mean stretch,
Rf1 −R′f1 = 2A2(Rf21 −R′f21)
from (4.47) = 2A2(R′f21 · k)k (4.48)
Similarly Rf2 −R′f2 = −2A1(Rf21 · k)k = −2A1(R′f21 · k)k (4.49)
where for identical molecules A1 = A2 = 12 . A 3D representation of the result
is provided by Figure 4.5 where A is the position of the initial end of molecule
1 and A of Rf2 is the initial end of molecule 2. Given the construction of
the model, the difference in position of A of molecule 2 and A of molecule
1 is Rf1. Thus Rf1 also represents the displacement between the molecules.
Similarly A of R′f2 is the post-interaction position of molecule 2. Rf21 is
the relative vector length between molecule 1 and molecule 2. The change in
displacement between the pre- and post-interaction position A of molecule 1
is Rf21 −R′f21 in Equation (4.47).


























Figure 4.5: Geometry of molecular interaction in 3D
4.3 Geometry of interaction for stretch rate
Given the manner in which this model has been constructed, the stretch rate
of molecule 1 would be expected to be equal and opposite to molecule 2 dur-
ing one cycle of interaction. A 1D schematic representation is provided in the
Figure 4.6 where the molecular stretch rates are compared over the period
of an interaction. The time is normalised to the period of the interaction. A
symmetric function like a sinusoidal function will result and is depicted as
Figure 4.6: Stretch rates during the course of an interaction
such in Figure 4.6. It is not necessary for the stretch rate of each molecule
to be zero before and after interaction. In this model, interaction consists of
half a cycle. In the model, the stretch rates during the interaction are not
considered. Only the stretch rates Ṙi(t) and Ṙi(t+ T ) before and after the
interaction are considered.
Thus in a small change from the gas situation, an axis of symmetry is
constructed between the pre-interaction velocity and the post-interaction ve-
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locity. It is useful to visualise the problem by considering Figure 4.2 where
the molecules are in contact. In exactly the same fashion as the geometry
of molecular stretch, the molecular stretch rates (idealised as cylinders) can
be viewed in 3D in Figure 4.7. However in Figure 4.7 the molecular stretch
rates are viewed relative to molecule 1’s stretch rate. The black cylinder is
Figure 4.7: Molecular position in Eulerian co-ordinate system
the original orientation of molecule 1, the yellow cylinder is the final orienta-
tion of molecule 1, the green cylinder is the original orientation of molecule
2 and the red cylinder is the final orientation of molecule 2. Figure 4.7 is
constructed in an global coordinate system.
Figure 4.8: Cross-section of molecular interaction
One can take an arbitrary cross-section through molecules 1 and 2 along
the axis of interaction. These cross-sections can be anticipated to be ellipses
as depicted in Figure 4.8. In Figure 4.8, r1 and r2 represent the radii of
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molecule 1 and 2 respectively. b = r1 + r2. The plane of reflection is de-
fined as the plane with normal in direction b (which was q in the geometry
of molecular stretch) where the plane passes through the tangents of the
two molecule at the point at which they are in contact. In Figure 4.9 the
Figure 4.9: Cross-section along axis of molecule 1 (the x-axis)
red ellipse represents the post-interaction orientation of molecule 2. By con-
structing a coordinate system in which the xy-plane corresponds to the plane
of reflection as defined above in Figure 4.8 and the x-axis is defined as the
axis of molecule 1 then one can define the plane of symmetry as the plane
with vectors q and the x-axis on the plane. This is depicted in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.10 is similar to a diagram by Chapman and Cowling [18] except
that only the initial (Ṙf12) and final relative stretch rates (Ṙ
′
f12) are of rele-
vance. OP represents the asymptote of initial relative stretch rate. Similarly
OQ represents the asymptote of the final relative stretch rate. OA represents
the axis of symmetry in the plane. In the diagram, LMN represents the
potential relative stretch rate and b represents the displacement (perpendic-
ular to the asymptote OP) between the centers of the molecules as idealised
in Figure 4.2. The angle χ represents the angle through which the stretch
rate is reflected.
One can consider b to be the radius of the idealised polymer column of
molecule 1 that lies perpendicular to the plane formed by POQ. The long
axis of the idealised polymer column lies at an angle into the plane defined
by POQ. Thus b represents an axis of an ellipse in the plane of POQ. An
















Figure 4.10: Relative stretch rate of molecule 1 relative to
molecule 2
attempt is made to represent the above in Figure 4.11. In Figure 4.11 the
plane POQA represents the same plane POQA in Figure 4.10 but the ori-
entation of molecule 2 relative to the plane is also represented. The angle y
in Figure 4.11 is the angle between the normal to plane POQA and the long
axis of molecule 2.
Figure 4.11: Stretch rate of molecule 1 relative to molecule 2 in 3D
A reflection of Figure 4.10 in a plane with normal OA will represent the
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stretch rate of molecule 2 relative to molecule 1. Let j = J|J | ; then
Ṙf12 − Ṙ
′
f12 = 2(Ṙf12 · j)j = −2(Ṙ
′
f12 · j)j, (4.50)
Ṙf21 − Ṙ
′
f21 = 2(Ṙf21 · j)j = −2(Ṙ
′
f21 · j)j. (4.51)























Substracting (4.54) from (4.52) then substituting Ṙµ1 ≈ Ṙ
′
µ1 because of
the infinitesimal contribution of one molecule to the average, and similarly








= M2(Ṙ∆2 − Ṙ
′
∆2)
= M2(Ṙf2 − Ṙ
′
f2 + Ṙµ2 − Ṙ
′
µ2)










= M1(Ṙ∆1 − Ṙ
′
∆1)
= M1(Ṙf1 − Ṙ
′
f1 + Ṙµ1 − Ṙ
′
µ1)



























Substituting Equations (4.58) and (4.60) into Equation (4.57) and similarly
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substituting Equations (4.59) and (4.61) into Equation (4.56),
Ṙ
′





f2 − Ṙf2 = M1(Ṙf12 − Ṙ
′
f12). (4.63)
Finally, substituting Equation (4.62) into (4.50) and similarly substitutng
(4.63) into (4.51),
Ṙ′f1 − Ṙf1 = 2M2(Ṙ
′
f21 · j)j, (4.64)
Ṙ
′
f2 − Ṙf2 = −2M1(Ṙ
′
f21 · j)j. (4.65)
4.4 The Jacobian for polymer chain interaction
The probable number of molecules of length in the range dRf1 about Rf
and vector length stretch rate range dṘf about Ṙf (to be referred to as
(Rf , Ṙf , dRf1, Ṙf )) within a finite volume, δv, is equal to p1dRf1dṘfdr in
a time interval dt.
In Figure 4.12, dε is an infinitesimal angle measured in radians and b is
the smallest displacement from the idealised linear elastic molecule, in the
radial direction, outside of which interaction can occur. This restriction can
be considered to be due to a volume exclusion effect – the volume occupied by
the length of the molecule in its 3D form which is not depicted in the ideal
model but is in Figure 4.12. The maximum radial displacement in which
molecular interaction can still occur is b+ db. Given that in this model, the
molecule is idealised as linear with end-to-end displacement of Rf1, the vol-
ume in which molecule 2 must exist, is a cylinder as depicted in the Figure
4.12 – where only a segment of the cylinder represents the cylinder. The
volume is given by the component of Rf2 projected onto Rf1 or Rf1 · Rf2Rf2 .
The molecules within volume Rf1·Rf2
Rf2
bdbdε have the potential to interact with
molecule 1. Thus, per unit length of Rf1, the volume in which a molecule
must exist in order to interact with Rf1 is
Rf1·Rf2
Rf1Rf2
bdbdε where Rf1Rf2 is the
square of the geometric mean of |Rf1| and |Rf2|.













































































































































Figure 4.12: Visual representation of molecular interaction in 3D
The constant distance b can be considered the product of the constant rate
at which the two molecules approach each other, a proportionality constant,
a, and the constant period of interaction δt. Re-stated, b is due to the
component of the rate at which the molecules approach each other in the










where δt and dt represent very small time increments. The rate at which the
molecules approach each other (Ṙf12) is a constant because the molecules








where δt is the time interval over which the molecule can travel and still be







dt = Rf1 ·Rf2Ṙf12a cos(φ) db dε dt
where φ is the angle between Ṙf12 and b.
If one assumes that each of the above incremental volumes, δV , consists
of only one molecule of type 1 then the volume dV is the product of the
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Ṙf12a cos(φ) db dε dRf1 dṘf1 dr dt.
Furthermore the number of encounters between molecules 1 and 2 is equal




Ṙf12a cos(φ)db dε dRf1 dRf2 dṘf1 dṘf2 dr dt.
As depicted in Figure 4.3, the locus of molecule 2’s position (during the in-
teraction) describes a path that lies on the surface of a sphere with radius Rgf .
The above has all been expressed in cylindrical coordinates but could also
be done in surface spherical co-ordinates. The construction of the spherical
system is not obvious. Isolating the stretch components, it should be noted
that the molecule is reflected in a plane with normal k passing through
molecule 1. Construct a vector q such that q lies on the plane with normal
k passing through molecule 1 to the point on molecule 2 with shortest b.
Both Rf1 and R′f1 lie on the plane of reflection and b′ is from the end of
line b on Rf2 to the intersection of Rf1 and the plane of reflection. Let
k be the z− axis. Then the plane to which k is normal is the xy-plane.
Let R be the vector from the origin of this co-ordinate system to the end
of the molecule. Further let the angle between b and the xy plane be ε.
Let the angle between k and R be $ as depicted in Figure 4.13. Figure
4.13 is an alternate representation of Figure 4.11. Then in surface spherical
co-ordinates


















Therefore the number of molecules leaving set (r,Rf1,Rf2, Ṙf1, Ṙf2) is
p1p2q12 dq dRf1 dRf2 dṘf1 dṘf2 dr dt. (4.67)
Equation (4.40) is used to show that q21 = q12 and thereby establishes the
symmetry of the interaction and the reverse interaction (where the reverse






































Figure 4.13: Molecular interaction in spherical co-ordinates
interaction is the interaction where molecule 1 approaches molecule 2). For
the inverse molecular interaction (where the inverse molecular interaction is
the interaction which would occur if the finals states returned to their initial
states.) the number of molecules entering the set






















f2 dr dt. (4.68)
The change in the probability of finding a molecule in the given set in the
time interval δt is given by the difference in the molecules entering and the
molecules leaving the set.
In order to determine the above difference, the variables of integration
need to be the same. It is therefore necessary to determine the Jacobian
























which from Equations (4.48), (4.49) , (4.64) and (4.65) can only be linear
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is the same function of K1, K2, k, M1, M2 and j with only a change of sign.
Since













are the number of molecules entering the set. Consequently the molecu-















2 − p1p2)q12 dq dRf2 dṘf2 (4.71)
Thus Equation (3.85) together with Equation (4.71) describe the non-equilibrium
molecular interaction at a mesoscopic level. The maximum entropy distribu-
tion for any particular molecular stretch and stretch rate is given by Equation
(3.71).
4.5 Closing comments
All of the derivation may seem unnecessary given that internal forces (inter-
action within the molecule) are ignored and therefore kinetic and potential
energy can be expected to be conserved independently during interaction.
Nevertheless the mathematical approach – although complicated – is more
rigorous.
It may also be argued that the selection of the time to complete half
a cycle of periodic motion as a time-scale is arbitrary. However, molecular
interactions are simply a series of such half cycles and thus the only rational




This chapter defines the macroscopic properties that will be measured di-
rectly and be incorporated into the constitutive equation. It is the definition
of these macroscopic properties in terms of the microscopic that associates
the microscopic description with the observed macroscopic description.
5.1 The averaged mesoscopic properties
In order to recover the macroscopic equation, the macroscopic (or averaged)













































































Figure 5.1: Pressure on an infinitesimal surface
resents the surface on which one wishes to determine the change in pressure.
The pressure is a consequence of the force exerted by the individual molecules
depicted in blue. Two components contribute to the force – a static com-
ponent due to molecular stretch and a dynamic component due to stretch
85
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rate. The force acting on the surface dS due to the static component, is
the sum of the effects of the forces of all the molecules in contact with the
surface. In an Eulerian coordinate system, the velocity of a molecule is the
sum of the chain length rates of all the adjacent molecules in series. Thus
in a short time interval dt it is assumed that the change in force due to a
change in molecular stretch δR∆ = Ṙ∆dt is neglible compared to the change
in force due to the change in molecules acting on surface dS – a consequence
of molecular velocity.
Consider molecules with vector length R∆, and range dR∆ – designated
R∆, dR∆. Ignoring the effect of translation and stretch rate, at time t, for a
molecule to be in contact with surface dS with normal n, position A must
exist within the volume dSn ·R∆ ≡ (Rf −Rµ) · dS where ndS = dS. In
Figure 5.1 the large magenta cylinder represents the volume in which A must
exist in order to result in a force on surface dS.
Combining translation but ignoring stretch rate; over a small time period,
dt, for a molecule to be in contact with dS at t+dt, position Amust be within
the volume dS · cdt + dS · R∆ − dS · c′dt, where c′ is the velocity of the
surface dS and c is the velocity of position A of the molecule. Incorporating
stretch rate, the final position B of each molecule relative to A is given by




Therefore the volume, dv̀, of molecules that will have contact with dS be-
tween time t and t+ dt is given by
dv̀ = dS · (c− c′)dt+ dS ·R∆ + dS · (Ṙ∆)dt
= dS · (C′)dt+ dS ·R∆ + dS · (Ṙ∆)dt
where c − c′ = C ′. Let c0 be the mean velocity of the control volume. Let
c− c0 = C and C be called the perculiar velocity. Then C ′ = C + c0 − c′.
The volume containing molecules that are in contact with surface dS, at time
t designated dv́ is given by
dv́ = dS ·R∆ − dS · (Ṙ∆)dt
Thus the volume of molecules not already in contact with dS that will be in
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contact with dS during interval dt is given by
dv = dv̀ + dv́ = dS · (C′)dt (5.1)
As depicted in Figure 5.1, one can imagine a two-step procedure where a
volume dS ·R∆ translates a displacement cδt and then stretches. At the end
of this translation (and stretching) the molecules span the surface dS.
Consider the particular chain length range R∆, dR∆. The number of
molecules in the above chain length range, occupying the volume dv, is
N = p dv dR∆ dC. (5.2)
Substituting (5.1) into (5.2), the number of molecules N that act across the
surface dS is given by
N =
∫
pC ′ · dS dR∆ dCdt =
∫
pC ′ · ndS dR∆ dC dt
=
∫
pC ′ndS dR∆ dCdt (5.3)
where C ′n = C
′ ·n. The molecular density (ρn) or molecules per unit volume
is determined from N = ρndr where
ρn =
∫




p dRf dṘf . (5.4)







which allows the change of the variable of integration. Let m be the mass of
a molecule. Then the density ρ is given by
ρ = ρnm. (5.5)
Furthermore, if one allows the aboveN molecules to have a property φ(R∆,C),
then the net transfer of that property across the surface dS in time interval
dt is given by
p(R∆,C)φ(R∆,C)C
′
n dS dR∆ dC dt. (5.6)
Let φ be a function of r,R∆, c, t. Then φ, at any given time t and range of
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pφ dRf dṘf dr (5.7)
which can be interpreted as the average value of a function at a given loca-
tion r, dr at time t. Note that dr is in three dimensions and equates to the
volume dv. Let a2 = ρn.
Further, suppose that p like p(ms) in (3.71) is separable into components






























pφdRfdc = φ. (5.10)
Thus (using definition (5.7)), for a fixed volume, (5.6) may be restated as
ρndSC ′nφ(R∆,C). (5.11)
If one defines (without new notation) f(R∆) =
∫
pR(R∆)dR∆ and f(C) =∫
pC(C)dC where p = pR× pC , then the expression (5.6) may be restated as
ρndSC ′nφC(C)× φR(R∆) (5.12)
if and only if φ(R∆,C) = φC(C)× φR(R∆).
Under these conditions only, one can investigate two special cases. These
special cases will be investigated because they correspond to the dynamic
situation and the static situation respectively and simplify many results.
The results of these special cases will be used in Section 5.3 to determine the
conservation equations.
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5.1.1 Special case of transported property φR(R∆) = 1
The first special case is φR(R∆) = 1. This case will be shown to correspond
to the dynamic case. Given C ′n = C
′ · n = (C + c0 − c′) · n. For this case
ρndSC ′nφ(R∆,C) = ρndSC
′
nφC(C)× φR(R∆) = ρndSC ′nφC(C)
= ρndSn · (C + c0 − c′)φC(C)
= ρndSn ·CφC(C) + ρndSn · (c0 − c′)φC(C)
= ρndSn ·CφC(C) + ρndSn · (c0 − c′)φC(C)(5.13)
where the second term, as for the gas case, can be interpreted as the contri-
bution to the rate of flow of φC due to the net relative movement of molecules
across the surface dS. This is the flux vector. The first term results when
the surface moves with the material. However when the surface moves with
the end B of the molecule, c0 − c′ = −Ṙµ and
ρndSC ′nφ(R∆,C) = ρndSn ·CφC(C)− ρndSn · (Ṙµ)φC(C). (5.14)
5.1.2 Special case of transported property φC(C) = 1
The second special case, is when φC(C) = 1 and will be shown to correspond
to the static situation. For this case,
ρndSC ′nφ(R∆,C) = ρndSC
′
nφC(C)× φR(R∆)
= ρndSn ·C + c0 − c′ × φR(R∆)
= ρndSn · (c− c0 + (c0 − c′))× φR(R∆)
= ρndSn · (c− c′)× φR(R∆) (5.15)
because C = c − c0. When the surface moves with end B of the molecule
c+ Ṙf = c
′ and
ρndSC ′nφ(R∆,C) = −ρndSn · (Rf )× φR(R∆). (5.16)
5.1.3 The dynamic pressure tensor
Consider the pressure vector PnD (due to molecular velocity) acting normal
to surface dS in Figure 5.1 and the pressure tensor (dynamic) PD, where
PnD = PDn. The total momentum imparted to surface element dS (recog-
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= dSdt · ρnmC ′nc (5.17)
where the + and − in the integral designate molecular direction. Therefore
PnD = ρnmC ′nc = ρC
′
nc, (5.18)
as for gases [18].











−C ′np(C)dC = 0 (5.19)
which implies that C ′n = 0, and consequently
C ′nc = C
′




nC = (n ·C ′)C = (n · (c− c′))C
= (n · (C + c0 − c′))C = (n ·C)C + (n · (c0 − c′))C
= n ·CC + (n · (c0 − c′))C = n ·CC − (n · (Ṙf ))Ṙf − Ṙµ
= n ·CC. (5.20)
Substituting (5.20) into (5.18), we obtain
PDn = PnD = ρn ·CC (5.21)




after change of integration variable from dc to −1
2
dṘf . The expression (5.22)
will be called the dynamic pressure tensor and is used to calculate the change
in pressure imparted to dS due to molecular stretch rate where the stretch
rates are determined from the maximum entropy state.
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dRf dc dr −
1
2N







where ∆P /m is the average change in momentum per unit molecule. Sub-
































































and as before the dynamic pressure tensor is used to calculate the pressure
acting on dS due to molecular stretch rate. The rate of change of dynamic
pressure as determined above, will prove useful when determining the initial
conditions for the discrete model in Chapter 11.
5.1.4 The static pressure tensor
Next, consider a second pressure vector due to the stretch of the molecules
(static pressure), PnS, acting on surface dS in Figure 5.1 and the static
pressure tensor, PS, where PnS = PSn. Molecules acting in parallel are
additive, while molecules acting in series, are more complicated. Inevitably
all molecules are acting in series but at any instant only the pressure exerted
by the molecule in contact with the surface is experienced. All the molecules
acting on the surface act in parallel. Thus if one allows the sum of the indi-
vidual elastic constants K in volume C ′ndSdt to be κ where κ = ρKC ′ndSdt,
the change in force acting on the positive surface element, dS over dt at





= −dS(+)δt · ρnKC ′nRf . (5.25)
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= dS(−)δt · ρnKC ′nRf (5.26)
and the resultant change in pressure over dt is given by
δPnSdS = ∆PnSdS(+) −∆PnSdS(−)
= −dS(+)δt · ρnKC ′nRf − dS(−)δt · ρnKC ′nRf
= −2dSδt · ρnKC ′nRf . (5.27)








= −2ρnKC ′nRf = −2κn · (c− c′)Rf









































The latter result is due to dC = −1/2dṘf in the integration of φC(C). Given
that Rµ remains constant over infinitesimal time period δt, by differentiating
Equation (5.29) with respect to time one obtains
∂PnS
∂t











depending on integration variable.
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5.1.5 The measured stress
This section will define an entity designated measured or apparent stress
(〈app〉T). The entity 〈app〉T is distinct from nominal (based on initial surface
configuration) and true stress (based on current surface configuration). The
entity 〈app〉T is the stress calculated by experimental testing rigs and can
either be nominal or true. It is designated apparent, because it does not
correspond to latent stress which will be defined in Chapter 7. Chapter 7
will also define material and specimen stress where material stress exists at
a point and specimen stress is the material stress averaged over the speci-
men. Each of these can be either latent or apparent. Lastly, in this work, all
stresses are true unless otherwise stated.
Given the definition of the dynamic pressure vector (5.17) and its formu-
lation from the dynamic pressure tensor (5.21) and similarly the definition
of the static pressure vector (5.27) with corresponding formulation from the
static pressure tensor (5.30), it is apparent that the force per unit area ex-
erted by the above molecules on surface dS is given by the sum of the static
and dynamic pressure vectors. That is
Pn = PDn + PSn = Pn = PnD + PnS (5.33)
where the tensor P is given by
P = PD + PS. (5.34)
For a surface dS at equilibrium, the pressure exerted by these molecules must
be balanced by the applied force on the opposite surface – from which stress
can be calculated.
Before defining the apparent (measured stress) one has to consider how
stresses are determined experimentally. By convention, tensile testing in-
struments performing unixial tests on hyperelastic materials, calculate the
stress by dividing the applied force by the current area. The current area
is a consequence of the generally accepted assumption that rubbers are in-
compressible and that, therefore, during deformation the principal stretches
satisfy
λ1λ2λ3 = 1. (5.35)
Thus the experimentally determined stress vector (〈app〉T · n where 〈app〉T is
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where A0 is the cross-sectional area of the undeformed surface upon which
force F acts.
To emphasize, (〈app〉T) will be referred to as the apparent or measured
stress, it does not correspond to the latent material stress and this will be
demonstrated in Chapter 7. Nevertheless at equilibrium
〈app〉Tn + Pn = 0 ⇐⇒ 〈app〉Tn = −Pn = −PnD −PnS (5.37)
5.2 The change of transported molecular prop-
erty – ∆φ
The remainder of this chapter is concerned with the transport of the averaged
molecular (microscopic) property φ where the description of the macroscopic
(averaged) φ is designated φ. Consider the differential Equation (3.84) de-






dRf dṘf . (5.38)
Then the term ∆φ requires interpretation. Here ∂ep/∂t represents the rate
of change of the number of molecules in the range Rf , dRf , Ṙf , dṘf due to
the molecular interaction. So φ (∂ep/∂t) dRf represents the rate of change
of the
∑N
i=1 φ over all the molecules in the given range. Since
∑N
i=1 φ = Nφ,







dRfdṘf = ∆φ. (5.39)















































The terms on the right need to be evaluated further. Refer to Equation (5.40)




















In order to calculate the second term, consider the case where both φ and
p are separable/multiplicative such that φ = φR × φṘ and p = pR × pṘ
respectively. Then integrating by parts and recognising that at the limits of



































































Given that δt and the RVE are small – the latter is a consequence of the def-
inition of the RVE requiring that properties are normally distributed – the
rate of change of the change in momentum due to molecular interaction (∆p)
with respect to arbitrary variable q is negligible ⇐⇒ ∂∆p/∂q = 0 for the
interval δt. The alternate interpretation is that only two scenarios exist. In
the first, molecules do not interact and consequently the change in momen-
tum is zero. The second scenario has molecular interaction which conserve





























































Finally the fourth term will be considered in two parts: first, integrating
by parts and recognising that at the limits of integration (Ṙf = −∞ and







































































Because Rf is not a function of Ṙf , the first term is zero and thus combining

































































































































































Instead of expressing the above in terms of the r,Rf and t; it is expressed
in terms of the perculiar vector lengths R∆ = Rf − Rµ and the perculiar
stretch rate Ṙ∆ = Ṙf−Ṙµ. Given that R∆ is a function of r and t and that
Rf and Ṙf are independent variables; application of the chain rule replaces

























































































· ρnφ(Ṙµ + Ṙ∆)



























































































































































































































































For non-interacting molecules, no change in ∆p exists and for interacting
molecules the effect on the one molecule is cancelled by the other. Therefore




























































where for symmetric tensors A and B, A : B is the scalar product.
Making the same substitutions into the differential equation (3.84) allows








































· (Q · ∂
∂r
)Rµ. (5.55)
5.3 Special cases of transported property – ∆φ
The special cases are investigated next. Note that because of the fashion,
in which these are constructed, kinetic and potential energy are conserved
separately. The conservation of elasticity is an unconventional concept. It is
simply a statement that the elastic properties of a chain are independent of
the stretch state.
5.3.1 Case I: φ1 = m, conservation of mass









φQ = 0 and finally ∆φ = 0. Substituting these results into Equation (5.53),
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which is the conservation of mass equation.
5.3.2 Case II: φ2 = K, conservation of elasticity









φQ = 0 and finally ∆φ = 0. Substituting these results into Equation (5.53),































which is the conservation of elastic constant equation.
Next consider the force or strain stored in each molecule. The idea is
unconventional but it is simply a variant of conservation of momentum.
5.3.3 Case III: φ3 = KR∆ ⇐⇒ φR × φṘ = KR∆ × 1, con-
servation of force due to stretch
This result is a consequence of the force due to molecular stretch (KR∆)
being conserved during molecular interaction. This result was a requirement
of the model in Section 4.1.
For the case, φ = KR∆x, φ = 0, DφDt = 0,
∂φ
∂R∆





Q = 0, φQ = KR∆Q = KR∆(∆pm −
1
2
Ṙ∆) = −12KR∆Ṙ∆ which is the







= 0, KṘ∆ = 0 and ∆φ = 0 because of the manner in which the model
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Ḟ = 0. (5.60)
5.3.4 Case IV: φ4 = mC = m(∆pm −
1
2Ṙ∆), conservation of
momentum due to stretch rate






m, 0, 0), ∂φ
∂R∆
= 0, R∆ = 0,
∂φ
∂r















The integral of case III with respect to time and case IV can be summed (in
several ways) to give case V.






The selection of the above means of summation is justified by noting that the
change in molecular momentum due to dynamic pressure is given by Equation




F dτ where F is the force applied to the molecule. The force applied
by a molecule is given by −KR∆. Consequently, the force (F ) applied to the
molecule must be F = KR∆ and thus the change in momentum due to the
static pressure is given by
∫ t′
t
KR∆dτ and the combined momentum change
is given by φ5 =
∫ t′
t
































Ḟ dτ − ρF
m
|t′t . (5.62)
One has the choice of defining the reference time as t = 0 where 0 is an
arbitrary time in the past at which the specimen is in ground state and t′
is defined relative to 0 but in general (at time t′), a molecule’s history is
not known and therefore t′ is not known. The alternative is to define the
reference time as t′ = ∞ where ∞ is approximated by a time in the future
at which the specimen is in ground state.
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The latter formulation is justified because PS + PD is directly measurable
and corresponds to the contribution of the hydrostatic terms PS + PD to
the apparent material stress tensor 〈app〉T which was the subject of Section
(5.1.5).
5.3.6 Case VI: φ6 = K2 R
2





conservation of potential energy





kT (λ2 − 3) per chain from Equation
(3.40). ρnφC = Ψ is the flux of potential energy which is similar to the



















Finally ∆φ = 0.














































































after the substitution of Equation (5.56).
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5.3.7 Case VII: φ7 = m2 C







































Equation (3.78) was used in order to introduce an independent equation.
This would not have been the case had equation (3.80) been used. Before
completing the calculations, 0.5∂mC2/∂t needs to be interpreted.
As in Section 5.3.7, (5.65) is the kinetic energy. This kinetic energy is

























Thus the transported property in (5.53) is given by φ = m
2
C2 and from
equation (5.66), φ = 1
2
NkT, ρφC = q the kinetic energy flux tensor as for











mC and consequently ∂φ
∂Ṙ∆












mC ·R∆) = κC ·R∆ has to be evaluated. Equation (3.80) or






































































kT(λ2 − 3) (5.67)
from Equation (3.40).





























































as before, for the potential energy conservation equation.
The total energy equation is the sum of kinetic and potential energy. The
above six situations account for the conservation of mass, elastic constant,
force, momentum and energy have been derived for the maximum entropy or
zero order state.
5.4 Closing comments
In Equation (5.66) the kinetic energy is assumed to be of the same form as for
ideal gases. This may be a poor assumption because the polymer molecules
have fewer degrees of freedom. This was the only assumption available and
one had to be made to introduce an independent equation.
It should, however, be noted that a potential energy (5.67) is also intro-
duced and changes the stored energy of the polymers significantly from that
of gases. Thus, although the assumption of (5.66) is poor for the energy of
polymers, the combined assumptions of (5.66) and (5.67) as being the energy




This chapter applies the Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion (to first order)
to derive the mathematical description of the (first order approximation to
the) macroscopic behaviour of polymers from the equations that describe the
mesoscopic behaviour of polymers ((3.85) and (4.71)) using the maximum en-
tropy distribution function (3.71). The derivation of the macroscopic equa-
tions will provide a rational basis for the selection of the form of the stress
tensor in Chapter 7.
It should be noted that the numerical method to be constructed in Chap-
ter 8 will be based on the equation of polymer chain interaction (3.85) with
appropriate substitution of the polymer chain interaction term (4.71) and the
maximum entropy distribution function (3.71). Neither of these equations
nor this chapter explicitly contain any macroscopic terms like stress. Given
that the numerical method (to be constructed in Chapter 8) will be based on
the equation of polymer chain interaction, this chapter is not necessary for
the construction of the numerical method. However, depending on the order
of the CE expansion, higher order stress tensors will be necessary, in the
continuum mechanics, to reconcile the continuum mechanics and the results
of the CE expansion. Of note, in the continuum based approaches, stress will
be an independent variable in the solution of constitutive equations whereas,
in the mesoscopic approach, stresses will be extracted post-analytically.
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6.1 The Chapman-Enskog expansion applied to
polymers
These sections apply the Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion to polymers. It is
a modification of the original for gases by Enskog [18]. The expansion is nec-
essary because the derived macroscopic properties are directly measurable.
A similar multiscaling method will be applied to construct the numerical
method of Chapter 8. It should be recognised that the CE expansion may
not be a unique method for deriving the macroscopic equations and that
consequently one could potentially construct an alternate expansion.
Let p be the probability of finding a molecule within vector length range
dRf about Rf , vector stretch rate dṘf about Ṙf , within a volume dr about
position r at time t as described in Section 3.3. Let p be expressible as an
infinite series such that
p = p(0) + p(1) + p(2) + · · · (6.1)
where each p(q) (where q ∈ N0 ⇐⇒ q = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) will be determined.
Let ϕ(p) = 0 represent the differential equation of polymer chain interaction
(3.85). Further (as performed by Enskog) let an expansion (Chapman and
Cowling [18] refer to the expansion as a division) be performed on ϕ(p) such
that
ϕ(p) = ϕ(p(0) + p(1) + p(2) + · · · )
= ϕ(0)(p(0)) + ϕ(1)(p(0), p(1)) + ϕ(2)(p(0), p(1), p(2)) + · · · . (6.2)
One can then impose the constraints
ϕ(0)(p(0)) = 0
ϕ(1)(p(0), p(1)) = 0
ϕ(2)(p(0), p(1), p(2)) = 0 (6.3)
...
ϕ(r)(p(0), p(1), . . . , p(r)) = 0
in order to ensure that ϕ(p) = 0 as required by Equation (3.85).
Next, ϕ(p) can be divided into two components. The first component
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correspond to the LHS of (3.85) – the polymer flow equation. The polymer
flow equation was the subject of Chapter 3 and predicts the probability
distribution as a function of space and time (in the absence of inter-chain
interaction). It is therefore implicitly microscopic. The second component
is the polymer interaction term (4.71). The latter term was the subject
of Chapter 4 and describes the contribution of molecular interaction to the
polymer flow equation. Thus
ϕ(p) = J(pp1) + %(p) (6.4)
where p is the probability of finding the first molecule within the above
dimensions and p1 is the probability of finding the second molecule (in the
binary interaction). The function J(FG1) above is defined by
J(FG1) :=
∫ ∫
(FG1 − F ′G′1)q1dq1dRf1dṘf1 (6.5)
which is recognised as the polymer chain interaction term (4.71) of the dif-
ferential equation of polymer chain interaction (3.85). Also recall that the
unprimed terms are before interaction and the primed terms are post inter-
action where the before state refers to the set of stretches and stretch rates
prior to interaction and after refers to the set of stretches and stretch rates
after interaction. The time increment δt of interaction is half a period of
the periodic motion as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Formally, an in-
teraction between molecule 1 and molecule 2 is defined as having occurred
between times t and t+ δt iff ∃ {ti}Ni=1 6= ∅ where ∀ ti, t ≤ ti ≤ t+ δt, {ti}Ni=1
is a set of N times, N ∈ N and the time ti is when a change in momentum or
stretch occurs in at least one of the molecules due to the other. This formal
definition can be compared to the intuitive description of Section 4.1.
From the definition (6.5), J(pp1) = −∂ep/∂t is recognised as the right
































which is the left hand side of Equation (3.85). An expansion remains to
be performed on %(p). The expansion will be introduced in Section 6.1.5.
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6.1.1 The division of J(pp1) of the transfer equation
Let the rth order approximation of J(pp1) (the rth term in the expansion of
J(pp1) or the rth order correction may be more appropriate) be defined by
J (r) := J (r)(p(0), p(1), · · · , p(r))
= J(p(0)p
(r)
1 ) + J(p
(1)p
(r−1)















Let an rth order approximation exist for % which is to be determined. Given
that the zeroth order approximation corresponds to the maximum entropy
state, molecular interaction cannot alter functions of p as this would imply
a deviation from maximum entropy. Thus (consistent with Enskog) let
%(0) = 0 (6.9)
and let
ϕ(r) = J (r) + %(r) ∀ r ∈ N0. (6.10)
Then, given the constraints imposed by Equation (6.3), one can conclude
that
ϕ(0) = J (0), (6.11)
ϕ(r) = J (r) + %(r) = 0 ∀ r > 0, (6.12)
0 = J(p(0), p
(0)
1 ) = J
(0)
and for the zeroth order approximation of J (0) = J(p(0), p(0)1 ), one should
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6.1.2 An H-theorem for polymers
The H-theorem can be interpreted as a restatement of the second law of ther-
modynamics – systems always ‘tend to’ or converge on a state of maximum
disorder. The H-theorem guarantees that a given system in a given state will
converge on a unique probability distribution p for that state. Note that the
second law of thermodynamics requires convergence on the state of greatest
disorder but the H-theorem only guarantees convergence on a unique solution.
The theorem achieves this by defining a functional H(t) at time t, proving
that H(t) is monotonically decreasing and then proving that H(t) decreases
towards a limit. The probability distribution function is then determined at
that limit. An H-theorem for polymers will be defined using the gas analogue
as a template.




p(c, t) log p(c, t)dc.
Analagously, the definition of H(t) for polymers is thus
H(t) :=
∫








(p log p)dRfdṘf =
∫ ∫




Given that p is a probability, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 ⇐⇒ log p ≤ 0, thus
∂H
∂t
= 0 ⇐⇒ ∂p
∂t
= 0 or p = 0.1
and the sign of ∂H/∂t is always opposite to ∂p/∂t. Thus if it can be shown
that H(t) decreases monotonically to a limit, then p increases monotonically
to a limit. The solution p = 0.1 is ignored because it is assumed that p is
not a constant unless it is at the maximum entropy state.
Substituting the formula for the polymer chain interaction term (4.71)
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(1 + log p)(pp1 − p′p′1)q1 dq1 dRf1 dRf dṘf1 dṘf . (6.15)
Given the symmetry of the interaction between the molecules for both the for-
ward interaction and the reverse (recall that the interaction model of Chapter






(1 + log p1)(pp1 − p′p′1)q1 dq1 dRf1 dRf dṘf dṘf1
=
∫







(1 + log p′)(p′p′1 − pp1)q1 dq1 dRf1 dRf dṘf dṘf1
=
∫
(1 + log p′1)(p







(1 + log p′1)(p
′p′1 − pp1)q1 dq1 dRf1 dRf dṘf dṘf1.
From the results for the Jacobian – (4.69) and (4.70) – the variables of in-
tegration above are equal. Summing four of the equations for ∂H/∂t above







(log p+ log p1 − log p′ − log p′1)





(log p1p− log p′p′1)(p′p′1 − pp1)
×q1 dq1 dRf1 dRf dṘf dṘf1 (6.16)




The proof that log p1p
p′1p
′ is always opposite in sign to pp1−p′p′1 relies on the fact
that p ≥ 0 because it is a probability and that therefore p1p ≥ 0. Thus only




The converse can be shown for the second scenario. Note that if p = 0, no
molecule exists and an interaction cannot occur. p converges on a unique
solution at ∂H/∂t = 0. Furthermore ∂H/∂t = 0 ⇐⇒ J = 0 which only
occurs when the integrands of (6.15) and (6.13) are zero.
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From the second law of thermodynamics [25], the functional H(t) con-
verges on a limit at the maximum entropy state. The convergence occurs
when ∂H/∂t = 0. For both ∂H/∂t = 0 and ∂p/∂t = 0 the above conver-





1 ≡ log p(0) + log p
(0)
1 − log p(0)′ − log p
(0)′
1 = 0 (6.17)
and since this is the maximum entropy state,













as given by Equation (3.71). From (3.81) and (5.23),







Substituting (6.19) into (6.18) with appropriate change of variable of integra-
tion and recognising that the integration limits are −∞,∞ in all directions
for both vector length and velocity, it is necessary that
1 =
∫ ∫
p(ms)(c̀,Rf ) dRf dc̀
because p(ms) is a probability. Changing the variable of integration to dṘf























6.1.3 Defining the summational invariants and ρ2nI(φ)
This section will identify the summational invariants which will be shown to
correspond to the conserved properties of Section 5.3. Substituting Equation
(6.12) into Equation (6.8) and re-arranging
J(p(0)p
(r)
1 ) + J(p
(r)p
(0)
1 ) = −%(r) − J(p(1)p(r−1))
−J(p2p(r−2))− · · · − J(p(r−1)p(1)) (6.21)
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where the RHS is known from the pre-existing results. From the definition
















1 q1 dq1 dRf1 dṘf1.
Given that (6.21) is linear, if P (r) is a solution of (6.21), then (for comple-
mentary solution χ(r)) P (r) + χ(r) is also a solution. Thus
J(p(0)χ(r)) + J(p(r)χ(0)) = 0. (6.22)
This is a statement of the property of linear differential equations where χ(r)
is a complementary solution and P (r) is a particular solution. To determine
χ(r), make the substitution
χ(r) = p(0)φ(r). (6.23)














1 − φ(r)′ − φ
(r)′
1 )
×q1 dq1 dRf1 dRf dc dc1 = ρ2nI(φ) = 0. (6.24)
Thus substituting (6.24) into (6.22), Equation (6.22) reduces to
ρ2nI(φ
(r)) = 0 =⇒ I(φ(r)) = 0.
From Section 6.1.2 and the definition of H in the H-theorem, (6.24) is only






1 − φ(r)′ − φ
(r)′
1 )
⇐⇒ 0 = φ(r) + φ(r)1 − φ(r)′ − φ
(r)′
1 ∀ r, r′. (6.25)
Consequently (6.25) is a linear combination of conserved properties. These
conserved properties were identified in Section 5.3 and are referred to as
the summational invariants ψi = m, K, KRf , mc or mṘf , KR2f + mc2 or
KR2f + mṘ
2
f . Finally the complementary function χ(r) is given by a linear
combination of the summational invariants; thus
χ(r) = p(0)(α(1,r) + α(2,r) ·K(Rf ) + α3,r ·mc+ α(4,r)(KR2f +mc2)) (6.26)
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where the general solution is p(r) = P (r) + χ(r) and α(i,r) are constants.
The equation
∫
p(r)ψ(i)dRfdṘf can take on any value depending on how
one selects α(1,r), α(2,r) , α(3,r) and α(4,r). In performing the Chapman-Enskog
expansion, it will prove convenient to set∫
p(r)ψ(i)dRfdṘf = 0 (6.27)
when one attempts to discretise %(p). Therefore α(1,r), α(2,r), α(3,r) and α(4,r)
will be selected such that the condition (6.27) is satisfied.
6.1.4 Condition of solubility
The intention of this chapter is two-fold. The first is to find the non-maximum
entropy solution of the probability density p and the second is to perform an
expansion such that the macroscopic behaviour of polymers can be described.
Before determing the solution of p it is wise to determine whether a solution
exists. The equation to be solved is the polymer flow equation (3.85)
ϕ(p) = 0.
The constraints (6.3) combined with (6.10) impose the additional constraints
ϕ(r)(p) = 0 = J (r)(p) + %(r)(p) ∀ r ∈ N (6.28)
where N = 1, 2, 3, · · · . The expansion of %(r)(p) still needs to be defined. If
(6.28) is true then∫
ϕ(r)(p)ψi dRf dṘf = 0 ∀ r ∈ N0. (6.29)
Consider the term
∫
J (r)ψ(i) dRf dṘf . From (6.21),∫












J(p(r), p(s))ψ(i) dRf dṘf .
Given that∫






(φ+ φ1 − φ′ − φ′1)F1F
)
dRf dṘf
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(proven in appendix A-2), it follows that, upon substitution of the definition
of J (6.5),∫








(p(r)p(s)− p′(r)p′(s))(ψ + ψ1
−ψ′ − ψ′1)× q1 dq1 dRf dRf1 dṘf dṘf1









−p′(r)p′(s))× q1 dq1 dRf dRf1 dṘf dṘf1
= 0. (6.30)
Substituting (6.30) into (6.12) one can therefore conclude that∫
%(p)ψ(i)dRfdṘf = 0 =⇒
∫
%(r)(p)ψ(i)dRfdṘf = 0 (6.31)
where r ∈ N. Equation (6.31) is thus a necessary condition for (6.28) to be
satisfied. The proof that it is a sufficient condition cannot be provided and
has been assumed for this work. Chapman and Cowling [18] provide a proof
for gases relying on the proof that




where (for gases) Γ = c and K(Γ,Γ1) is a symmetric function of Γ . Conse-
quently the gas equivalent of (6.24) is a linear orthogonal non-homogeneous




with independent solutions φ(r) = ψ(i). The gas equivalent of (6.24) has a
solution if and only if∫
ψ(r)
(
− %(r)−J(p(1)p(r−1))−J(p2p(r−2))− · · ·−J(p(r−1)p(1))
)
dRfdṘf = 0
which is the condition of orthogonality for the left hand side of the gas
equivalent of (6.24). The above reduces to the gas equivalent of (6.29) and is
therefore a sufficient condition for solubility of the gas equivalent of (6.28).
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6.1.5 The expansion of %(p)
Consider the conservation equations given by (5.56), (5.60), (5.61), (5.64)













































where the entities on the right are not time derivatives, need to be defined



















From the definitions (5.7), (5.24) and (5.31), the left hand side of Equations



























where Ek = 12mC
2 and Ep = 12mR
2
∆. Due to the form of p(0),
q(0) = 0, (6.35)
Ψ(0) = 0. (6.36)
The factor −1
2
is due to the change of variable from c to Ṙf . The subdivisions
in the expansion (6.32) require definitions. Section 5.3 calculated the zero
order (or maximum entropy) transport equations for mass, elasticity, mo-
mentum, force, potential energy and kinetic energy. The results of Section
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5.3 are separated using Equations (6.34) and then used to define components



































































































· ∂tP(r)S ∀ (r > 0)
where pd and pS are hydrostatic pressures. Thus, implicitly, the hydrostaic
pressure assumptions that PD = Ipd and PS = Ips have been made. These
assumptions will be justified below.
Continuing with the conservation of potential energy, from Equation





































































Substituting Equation (6.36) for ∂/∂r·Ψ, the conservation of potential energy
























































∀ (r > 0). (6.38)
























































































∀ (r > 0). (6.39)
The treatment of the pressure tensors as hydrostatic pressure requires jus-
tification. In the specimen’s ground state and material’s equilibrium state,
the pressure is uniformly distributed throughout the body and consequently
approximates a hydrostatic type pressure. Thus the assumption
pd = −ρnkT (6.40)
is made where pdI represents a dynamic pressure tensor change and has been
selected to preserve the form of the gas scenario. The origin of the negative
sign is not obvious and indicates reduction of pressure (and consequently
volume) with temperature increase. Recall that in Section 3.1.2 only the
molecular velocity due to stretch rate was considered. Thus the molecular
velocity is not an independent variable. In the case of a gas, increasing the
temperature increases the molecular velocity. In the case of a polymer, the
increase in temperature is expected to increase the transverse amplitude of
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vibration of the molecule which (for a molecule of fixed (scalar) length as
in the rigid-link model) will reduce the molecular length in the longitudinal
direction and the variability in molecular length. The reduction in variability
of molecular length translates into a reduction in variability of the molecular
stretch rate and therefore the root mean square molecular velocity. These














Figure 6.1: For the idealised fixed molecular (scalar) length model,
the dashed and solid lines represent the same molecule at tempera-
tures T1 and T2 respectively. The amplitudes of vibration of position
A in the transverse direction are (T1)R〈trans〉a at T1 and (T2)R
〈trans〉
a for
T2. The vector length at T1 is represented by (T1)Rf and (T2)Rf at T2.
The depiction shows the reduction in molecular chain length with
increasing temperature.
independently by Equations (6.57) through (6.60).




= ps = ρnkT(λ
2 − 3) (6.41)
Thus the hydrostatic approximation to ps at equilibrium is defined as ps =
∂W/∂V where psI represents a static pressure tensor change from the un-
strained or ground state. The observed volume (and pressure) change with
temperature is a consequence of the net effect of pd and ps which can be
increasing or decreasing [139] (depending on whether pd or ps is greater).
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so that D0/Dt is a first approximation (or zero-order or maximum entropy
approximation) toD/Dt. Then (substituting (6.40) and (6.41)) into material
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The individual approximations (or corrections) %(r) are calculated by apply-
ing Enskog’s division of %(p) with %(0) = 0. These subdivisions are given
by






















It remains to be shown that that the condition of solubility (6.29) determined
above as ∫
%(r)ψ(i)dRfdṘf = 0
is fulfilled here. Before proving this, it should be remembered that in (6.27),
α(1,r), α(2,r), α(3,r) and α(4,r) were specifically selected such that
ψ(i)
(r)
= 0 (r > 0). (6.45)
Each of the cases apply to Equation (5.53). If ψ = m then ψ(0) = m and,
by (6.45), ψ(r) = 0. Also ∂φ/∂R∆ = 0 and ∂φ/∂Ṙ∆ = 0. Furthermore
Dφ/Dt = 0, ∂φ/∂r = 0 and finally ∆φ = 0. Substituting these results into













































(r > 0). (6.47)
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· ∂tP(0)S + ρnK
D0Rµ
Dt






· ∂tP(r)S + ρnK
∂rRµ
∂t
(r > 0). (6.49)





















(r > 0). (6.51)








































·Ψ(r) (r > 0), (6.53)









































(r > 0). (6.55)
Substituting Equations (6.38) through (6.42) into Equations (6.46) to (6.55),
it is found that each of the integrals equals zero. Therefore the equivalent
of Enskog’s expansion of %(p) satisfies the condition of solubility (6.31) and
consequently the condition of solubility, (6.29).
Further consider that Rrms, which can be calculated from Equation (3.37),
is independent of temperature. As the internal energy of a material increases,
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From the conservation of mass equation (5.56) one can conclude that













Substituting the result for β in Equation (6.60) into (6.57), it is evident that
density increases and volume decreases with temperature and that, conse-
quently, pressure increases with temperature.
Given that the condition of solubility for the CE expansion have been























· ∂tP(0)S . (6.61)
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6.2 The first order approximation
The first order approximation to the polymer chain interaction term is given





















Ṙf , V = −
Ḟ
K























































· (Q · ∂
∂r
)Rµ. (6.63)





































· (C · ∂
∂r
)Rµ. (6.64)










































Seven terms are present within the brackets in Equation (6.65). Considerable
manipulation is required. Consequently (for ease of understanding) the terms
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will be evaluated independently. Equation (3.71), that is















is substituted into the term ln p(0) to give







for N = 3. The first term is D ln p(0)/Dt. Given that b is assumed indepen-















































































Ṙ∆) where the volume is suffi-
ciently small to only contain one or two molecule. For the one molecule case,
∆p = 0. For interacting molecules, 2 molecules exist in the volume and
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where ζ := bR∆. Given that at the maximum entropy state variables do not






















































































An assumption must be made before considering terms 2 and 4. In Sec-





was made with Equation (6.40) postulating that
pd = −ρnkT.
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where k is the Boltzmann constant and Equation (3.36) is used to intro-
duce the root mean square – reflecting that longitudinal (along the molecule)
stretch rates are slower when the temperature is higher or conversely that
reduced longitudinal vibration contributes to temperature.
Although the above appears counterintuitive, recall that the reduction
in longitudinal vibration is due to an increase in transverse vibration as
discussed in Section 6.1.5 and depicted in Figure 6.1. Thus a temperature
increase does increase vibration – but in the transverse direction. This is
a consequence of this model being a variant of Kuhn’s rigid link model as


























































































The third term requires knowledge of P(0)S . The pressure component will be
the change in force over area. The change in pressure due to a molecule for






























3) = ρ0Ξ (6.73)
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Expanding J as described by (6.8) and substituting (6.24) and (6.23),
J (1) = J(p(0)p
(1)























· ∂ ln T
∂r































































·Rµ + α(1,r) + α(2,r) ·KR∆
+α3,r ·mṘ∆ + α(4,r)(KR2∆ +mṘ2∆) (6.77)
where A is a vector, B is a tensor, C is a tensor, D is a scalar and, by
(6.27), α(i,r) have been selected such that the complementary solution equals
0. Also, the constants have been incorporated into α(1,r). Substituting (6.77)
into (6.76),
ρnI(A) = −p(ω̇2 −
5
2
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and








where B(ω̇) is a scalar function of ρn, T, ω̇ and C(ω) is a scalar function of
ρn, T, b,ω.
The energy components will not be considered further as they will not be
used in the construction of the numerical method nor the continuum theory.
The change in dynamic pressure tensor is determined to select the stress
tensor in Chapter 7. Equation (6.77) has to be substituted for φ in (6.34) to










































ω̇ω̇ dRf dṘf . (6.78)
Substituting the tensor integral results from Appendix A-5, with definitions
















Ṙµ dRf dṘf .




















Higher order approximations to (6.79) are allowed by the CE expansion but






















































I(B) : B dRf dṘf , (6.80)






























is the sum of the zero and first order approximation to the pressure tensor
where µ is clearly the equivalent of the viscosity for a fluid.
The rate of change of static pressure tensor, ∂PS/∂t, will be considered






























































(ωω) dRf dṘf .







































which is recognised as the first-order approximation to the infinitesimal spa-
tial strain tensor e(1)ij given by Equation (3.10). Again the qualifier ’first
order’ is in recognition that the CE expansion permits arbitrarily higher or-
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where D + 1
6
(∇ · Ṙµ)I can be interpreted as the shear strain combining the
zero-order hydrostatic approximation (6.41) with the first-order approxima-
tion (6.88) to determine the approximate rate of change of static pressure




















Substituting Equation (6.82) into (5.61) one derives the equivalent of the











F = 2∇ ·PD (6.90)




































− µ∇2Ṙµ + ΠD. (6.91)
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−µ∇2Ṙµ + ΠD. (6.92)
Let p′d = pd −
µ
3











F + 2∇p′d + 4µ∇ · Ḋ + ΠD (6.93)
is recognised as being the same form as the Navier-Stokes equations.
Similarly, substituting Equation (6.89) into (5.60) one derives the conser-
vation of force equation (conservation of momentum due to static component
















where the components of 1
2
















































+G∇2Rµ + ΠS (6.94)


































−4G∇ ·D + ΠS. (6.96)



















∂t∇p′s +G∇2Rµ + ΠS (6.97)
which is recognised as a similar form to the Navier-Stokes equations.
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6.3 Combining Rµ and Ṙµ in the polymer flow
equation
Compare the second term on the RHS of (6.93) and the second term on the
RHS of (6.97) to (5.37). To derive a formula for the propagation of stretch
and stretch rate that is dimensionally correct, it is necessary to add a factor
of (6.93) to a factor of the integral of (6.97).
Adding half of Equation (6.93) to double the integral of (6.97) with respect
to time, ignoring ΠS and ΠD, substituting p′ = p′s + p′d and given that
κ/K = ρn = ρ/m, one derives a zero order pressure tensor which corresponds










































which is the equation describing the non-equilibrium behaviour of polymers.
This equation will be called the polymer flow equation. All the terms repre-
sent change in properties.
The following argument applies to both Equation (6.98) and (6.99) to
follow. One can either select t or t′ as a reference time because all the terms
represent changes in property. It is convenient to set the reference time such
that the specimen is in the ground state and the material is therefore in the
equilibrium state. Intuitively one would select the reference time t = 0 and
t′ as the current time. This formulation presupposes that the full history of
the specimen is known. This formulation can be used in the experimental
determination of constants because the specimen’s history is known. Note
that in such a formulation, t = 0 would be an arbitrary time in the past
when the specimen was in the ground state and t′ would be defined relative
to this zero set point.
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In general, at time t′, one is not aware of the complete history of the
specimen and t = 0 cannot be set. Alternatively, set t′ as the reference time,
where t′ = ∞ is a time in the future when the specimen returns to ground
state and can be approximated to remain in the ground state. The latter for-
mulation can be applied more generally and (in Section 10.3) will be shown
to be the formulation being applied in the numerical method of Chapter 8.
A different formulation is derived by adding Equation (6.93) and the time


























which will be used to construct the latent stress tensor in Chapter 7.
The origin of the complete separation of the viscous term (µ) and the
memory term (G) can either be interpreted mathematically or physically.
Mathematically the separation is because all of the derivation for stretch is
separated from that for stretch rate. This separation was justified in Section
3.3.2 and Chapter 4. Physically the separation is because intramolecular
forces are ignored in this larger scale mesoscopic model.
6.4 Fully macroscopic formulation
Equation (6.98) is a macroscopic equation. The left hand side of the equation
is expressed in microscopic variables. In order to make equation (6.98) fully
macroscopic, use Equation (3.42) which relates microscopic principal strectch
vector to macroscopic stretch vector such that λ̂ = λ̂. Substituting Rµ =
λ̂Rµ0 = λ̂Rµ0 where Rµ0 is the magnitude ofRµ0 and the temporal derivative
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where from equation (3.44),
B = Rµ0 = Rrms (6.101)
can be determined experimentally. Substituting Equation (6.100) and F̌ =

















6.5 The incompressible polymer flow equation
Here it will be shown that for the incompressible (λ1λ2λ3 = 1) situation,
generally accepted for polymers,
∇ · Ṙµ = 0 and ∇(∇ ·Rµ) = 0
and that consequently ps = p′s and pd = p′d – thereby simplifying (6.99).
Construct a RVE within a specimen such that the axes of the RVE are
in the direction of the principal stretches. Let the length of the RVE in the
x-direction be
dX = λ̂Rµ0 (6.103)
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)R3µ0 = ∇ · ṘµR3µ0 = 0
⇐⇒ 0 = ∇ · Ṙµ(x, t) ∀ x, t. (6.105)









[Rµ(x(X, t), t)] (6.106)
where Rµ(x(X, t), t) is independent of x. Substituting Equation (6.105) into











F + 2∇pd + 4µ∇ · Ḋ + ΠD. (6.107)
Integrating Equation (6.105) with respect to time,∫
∇ · Ṙµdt = Θ ⇐⇒ ∇
∫
∇ · Ṙµdt = ∇Θ = 0 (6.108)
where, because Rµ(x(X, t), t) in Equation (6.106) is independent of x, Θ is














∇∂tps − 4G∇ ·D + ΠS. (6.109)
Adding Equation (6.107) to the integral of Equation (6.109) with respect to
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6.6 Relationship to diffusion and wave equa-
tions
Equations (6.93) and (6.97) are recognised as having the form of the Navier-
Stokes equation. Expressing each component in Lagrangian co-ordinates [72],




Equation (6.99) can be regarded as an integro-differential equation coupling
two vector diffusion equations.








Comparing Equation (6.112) with Equation (6.99), the latter is recognised










where χ = Rµ. It is recognised that the analogy is not perfect because of the
additional terms. The Eulerian interpretation of Equation (6.99) is therefore
as a non-linear wave equation with non-linear damping – consistent with
what would be predicted intuitively given the proposed model of Figure 3.3.
The relevance of the latter result lies in establishing whether the constants
G and µ, determined experimentally in Chapter 12, produce physically con-
sistent results. The second reason for determining these equations is that
Equation (6.111) will be used to estimate the initial condition in Chapter 11




Equations (6.93) and (6.97) represent the first order approximation to macro-
scopic equivalents of the conservation of momentum derived by statistical
mechanics. In this chapter, continuum mechanics will be used to derive the
same equations. This will provide an alternate interpretation of the equa-
tions and will demonstrate the equivalence of the continuum and first order
statistical mechanics approaches. The stress tensor is a macroscopic concept
and the continuum derivation therefore also provides a means of determining
this tensor.
The purpose of this chapter is not to determine a universal theory of
hyperviscoelasticity. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that the
result of the first order Chapman-Enskog expansion for polymers can be de-
rived using continuum mechanics and to present an algorithm for reconciling
the macroscopic expansions of mesoscopic equations with continuum based
equations. Viewed in a broader context, this thesis attempts to derive a
physics for polymers at a microscopic level and reconcile the result with the
macroscopic observations. It should be noted that higher order CE expan-
sions can be constructed and presumably these will account for larger strain
cases. It will be shown that the first order CE expansion is for the small
strain case. Finally it should be noted that the mesoscopic theory is large
strain, it is the result of the first order CE expansion of the mesoscopic theory
that is small strain.
It will be shown that the first-order approximation to material viscoelas-
ticity in one dimension can be represented by a simple linear parallel spring-
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and-dashpot arrangement. The observed phenomenon of viscoelasticity will
be called specimen viscoelasticity and will be shown to be represented by the
left-hand side of the polymer flow equation (6.98) or (6.102).
A stored energy function will be generated in order to facilitate com-
parison between different models. The model of hyperelastic viscoeleasticity
constructed in this work will (under the appropriate special circumstances)
be compared to the hyperelastic neo-Hookean model.
7.1 Continuummechanics constitutive equations:
non-maximum entropy polymer elasticity
Recall from Section 1.9 that macroscopic vectors are underlined. Then the
Cauchy equation of motion ( [86], Chapter 4) is given by
∇ ·T + ρB = ρẍ (7.1)
where T is the stress tensor, B is a body force (acts on the body) and ẍ is the
acceleration. Equation (7.1) expresses conservation of linear momentum in a
continuum. Conservation of angular momentum implies that T is symmetric.
Consider a body with an arbitrary position A. When the body undergoes
deformation, let the principal stretch be λ̂. Define point B such that any
line segment AB is in the direction of λ̂. Thus the locus of AB is a line with
point A and direction λ̂/λ̂. Construct a coordinate system such that the
origin is at A’s reference position, one of the axes coincides with principal
stretch λ̂ and the system is free to rotate such that the axis is always parallel
to λ̂. The coordinate system is depicted in Figure 7.1. Thus conservation
of angular momentum and elastic compatibility have been satisfied implicitly.
The polymer material can support a shear stress. It can also deform in
a time-dependent fashion like a fluid. Let the stress tensor be a function of
both the deformation and the deformation rate tensors. Let the stress tensor
T consist of two components TS and TD. Let the sum of the zero and first
order approximations to the stress tensor, TD, be directly proportional to
the deformation rate tensor such that
TD = −2p′dI + 4µḊ (7.2)
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Figure 7.1: The coordinate system (in black) is aligned with the blue
principal stretches as indicated. The red arrow represents the ve-
locity of position A. The displacement (v′ in green) represents the
displacement between points A and B. The coordinate system only
rotates, it does not displace.








It is recognised that this corresponds to the small strain situation. This
implies that the first-order CE expansion recovers the small strain macro-
scopic behaviour because the non-linear terms are excluded as described in
Section 3.1.3. Presumably higher order approximations will recover larger
strain macroscopic behaviour. It is also noted that the macroscopic recovery
does not affect the mesoscopic equations.
Let the rate of change of the sum of zero and first order approximation
to the stress tensor, TS, be directly proportional to the deformation tensor,
D, such that
∂tTS = −p′sI + 4GD (7.3)







= e(1) ≈ E(1)
and v(x) is the displacement vector in spatial coordinates whilst x is the true
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Eulerian or actual spatial coordinates. Again the theory will show that the
macroscopic recovery based on the mesoscopic behaviour corresponds to the
small strain situation but the underlying mesoscopic behaviour is not small
strain.
Consider line segment AB in a material body as depicted in Figure
7.1. The segment is completely defined by knowing the location of point
A (≡ x(X)) and the displacement AB (≡ v(X)). The segment is acted upon
by forces which cause position A to be displaced to position A′ and cause the
displacement betweeen A and B to be transformed to A′B′. The objective
of this section is to apply the Cauchy equation of motion to describe this
schematic. This will be achieved by separating the situation into two compo-
nents: the first describing the motion of point A and the second describing
the displacement AB (≡ (v(X))). The results will then be combined to fully
describe the scenario depicted in Figure 7.1.
The first Cauchy equation to describe the motion of A is familiar and
is the same for the derivation of the N-S equations. The scenario being
determined is depicted in Figure 7.2. At position A an element of finite
Figure 7.2: The coordinate system (in black) is aligned with the prin-
cipal stretches (not depicted but corresponding to v(X) depicted
in figure 7.1). The red arrow represents the force acting on the
continuum. The green arrows indicate the position of A
volume δV unique to A is defined. Given that the continuum has density
(here considered to be constant), δV has an associated mass (m). Therefore
the force per unit mass is F/m – corresponding to the body force acting at
position A. Thus for the motion at position A, the Cauchy equation (7.1)
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reduces to
∇ ·TD − ρ
F
m




which is referred to as the dynamic component of the Cauchy equation of
motion for polymers.
To determine the static component of the Cauchy equation (7.1), a pre-
liminary result is required. The force acting on a volume δV is the product
of the force per mass (F/m), density ρ and the volume. The limiting case
for F/m corresponds to the mass of one molecule. In this limiting situation
the ρ = ρnm where ρn is the number density and should be compared to
(5.5). But from Section 5.1.4 κ = ρnK where κ is the bulk modulus per unit
volume and K is the elastic constant for a single molecule. From Newton 2,








Given the coordinate system depicted in Figure 7.1, The model is depicted
in Figure 7.3 where the position xB now indicates the displacement AB. The
Figure 7.3: The coordinate system (in black) is aligned with the prin-
cipal stretches (one of which is in direction AB). The red arrow
represents the force acting on the continuum. Given that the origin
of this coordinate system is A; the green arrows, indicating position
B, represents the displacement AB. In the model, only half the mass
is at B.
analogy with the Navier-Stokes derivation as depicted in Figure 7.2 is thus
established. Let a force per unit mass, Q/m, be unique to line segment AB
of the body in Figure 7.1. The effect of this force is to cause a change in
Continuum mechanics constitutive equations: non-maximum entropy polymer
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Kv(x) = ρnKv(x) = κv(x) (7.7)
where v(x) is the displacement as a function of the spatial coordinate system
and K is the scalar elastic constant. Substituting (7.6) into the Cauchy
equation (7.1)




Substituting Equation (7.5) into Equation (7.8)









Ḟ + κ(xB − xA) = ρẍa
and





Ḟ + κxB = ρẍA + κxA
is the partial differential equation to be solved for the stress tensor.
Separating the above equation into the original dynamic component (7.4)
responsible for the change in position A and a static component (7.9) re-
sponsible for the change in displacement AB, the static component is given
by









+ c · ∇v
)
. (7.10)
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− 2∇p′d + 2µ∇2c. (7.11)
Substituting c = −Ṙµ/2 into (7.11), Equation (7.11) equal Equation (6.93).



































































∇p′s − 2G∇2v. (7.13)
Substituting ∆v = −1
2
Rµ and c = −12Ṙµ into (7.13), Equation (7.13) is
recognised as Equation (6.97) where A is a scalar constant.






















which can also be recognised as (6.98) after the appropriate substitutions.
Given T = TS + TD, the constitutive equation for polymers is
T = −2P′D −
1
2
P′S + 4µḊ + 4
t′∫
t
GDdτ ∀ t′ > t
T[0] := −2P′D −
1
2
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and without loss of generality
T[∞] := −2P′D −
1
2




where the latter two equations simply define reference times from which
stresses are measured. T[0] is measured from predefined initial time 0 and
represents the sum of the zero and first order approximations to stress. T[∞]
is measured to predefined future time where equilibrium is achieved (∞)
and is the sum of the zero and first order stress. Also note that T is the
change in stress tensor. The latter equation seems counter-intuitive until
one recognises that at any time t, in general, one is not aware of the history
of the molecule. Furthermore t = 0 is arbitrarily defined as a time when the
material is in equilibrium and t is measured relative to this time. Although
this is not the case numerically, it is evident that the last equation provides
a superior reference point. The divergence of the tensor field (7.15) provides
an alternate expression
∇ ·T = −2∇P′D −
1
2
∇P′S + 4µ∇ · Ḋ + 4
t′∫
t
G∇ ·Ddτ ∀ t > t′ (7.16)
for the constitutive equation – recognised as the the sum of (7.13) and (7.11).
Similarly, the general formulation of the sum of the zero and first order ap-
proximations to the apparent material stress defined in Section 5.1.5, 〈app〉T[0],











which should be compared to Equation (5.37) which only applies at equilib-
rium. The divergence of Equation (7.17),
∇ · 〈app〉T = −∇P′D −∇P′S + 2µ∇ · Ḋ + 8
t′∫
t
G∇ ·Ddτ ∀ t > t′, (7.18)
can be compared to (7.16) and the right hand side of (6.102). Adding the
integral of equation (7.13) with respect to time to Equation (7.11) and sub-
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stituting Equation (7.15),
∇ ·T = ρDc
Dt











Equation (7.19) is recognised as Equation (6.100) of Section 6.4. Also note
that the principal strain vector ε, ∆ε = ∆(λ̂ − I) = ∆λ̂ where λ̂ is the
principal stretch vectors (and can be compared to Section 6.4). Vector I =
(1, 1, 1).
7.2 Comparing material viscoelasticity and non-
maximum entropy theory of polymer elas-
ticity
Consider the Kelvin-Voigt model of viscoelasticity as depicted in Figure 7.4
From the parallel spring-and-dashpot formulation, the force across the struc-
Figure 7.4: The Kelvin-Voigt model
ture is the sum of the force due to the spring (with constant K) and the force


















ε̇ = 4Eε+ 4µε̇
= 4E(λ− 1) + 4µ(λ̇− 1̇) = −4E + 4Eλ+ 4µλ̇
where 4E = Kx/A, 4µ = Jx/A, −4E = 2P′DP′S/2 and is the 1D version of
Equation (7.15). It is noted that the Kelvin-Voight model of linear viscoelas-
ticity relaxes (in the stress relaxation experiment) instantaneously.
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To derive Equation (7.15) one has to generalise the Kelvin-Voigt model
to have several springs all acting at different times but subject to the same
damping as depicted in Figure 7.5. These springs can be represented by the
Figure 7.5: A generalised single relaxation time Kelvin-Voigt model
Boltzmann superposition integral ( [11], [94] Chapter 2) as






Laplace transforming the integrand in the above integral such that
E(s)(sε(s)) = (sE(s))ε(s),




















In the above G(τ) and E(τ) have a mathematical interpretation as variables
that change with time. In order to construct a physical interpretation, G(τ)
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where V is the volume.
The implication is that at any position at time t a ratio of stress(σ) to




Furthermore E(t) is a specimen variable whereas E(r, t) is a material variable.
Similarly G(t) is a specimen variable while G(r, t) is a material variable. The
experimentally determined Young’s modulus is the average of this property
(E(r, t)) over the volume. The origin of the change in Young’s modulus with
respect to time lies in the wave-like propagation of stress and strain as de-
picted in Figure 3.3 and explained in Section 3.1.2.
Consequently, in 1D,











is a generalised, single relaxation time Kelvin-Voigt model which is the solu-
tion to the 1D version of the polymer constitutive equation (7.15). It can also
be interpreted as an alternate form of the Boltzmann superposition integral
with a single relaxation time.
A constant E(τ) suggests that G(τ) = 0 and that consequently the stress
tensor of (7.22) does not reduce to the Kelvin-Voigt result of Figure 7.4. To
prove the contrary, consider a set of n ∈ N elastic functions, {Ei(t)}ni=1 where
each Ei(t) ∈ R is a function of time t ≥ 0. Each Ei(t) has a unique time, τi,









after applying the definition (7.20). If and only if Ei is a constant (∀ t ≥ 0),
τ0 := 0 = τi. Thus (7.22) reduces to
T[0](t) = 4µε̇+ 4
t∫
0







Gdτ = 4µε̇+ 4ε(t)E(t)
which is recognised as the result of the Kelvin-Voigt model.
Equation (7.22) is a constitutive equation for the material viscoelastic re-
sponse. This does not correspond to the observed phenomenon of viscoelas-
ticity. The observed viscoelasticity is designated specimen viscoelasticity.
7.3 Specimen viscoelasticity
Comparing Equations (7.15), (7.2) and (7.3) to Equations (6.102) and (7.19),
it is evident that the right hand side of equation (6.99) or (7.19) is the for-
mula for a material stress at a position r at time t, where the material stress
is defined by Equations (7.2) and (7.3).
The left hand side of Equations (6.102) and (7.19) is the differential equa-
tion for the distribution of λ(r, t) along the length of the specimen. The
solution is given by
ρBλ̈− ρ
2
B2λ̇ · ∇λ̇+ Bκ∆λ−B2κ
4
∇λ2 = T(r, t) (7.23)
where T(r, t) is the latent material stress at r, t.
Thus the specimen (and measured) stretch λsp at time t can be defined
as the average stretch along the length of the specimen at time t. However
it should be recognised that in the co-ordinate system depicted in Figure
7.1, the stretches (λ) are functions of position (r), direction relative to an
arbitrary global co-ordinate system (θ = θx, θy, θz) and time (t). Thus before
performing the averaging, all of the stretch tensors must be transformed to
the global co-ordinate system by transformation matrix, T. The eigenvectors
and eigenvalues are determined on the transformed result to calculate the
specimen stretch λsp(t). Let the function for determining eigenvalues and
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where V is the volume of the specimen and λ(r,θ, t) is given by Equation
(7.23). For the special case of uniaxial tension applied to a rectangular
specimen one should anticipate (θ) = (0, 0, 0), that consequently T = I,
the identity matrix, and that E would be the identity function. Then the







Similarly the specimen stretch rate is dependent on the direction relative to








However, for uniaxial tension on a rectangular specimen the formula for spec-







The zero-order (or maximum entropy) measured (apparent) stress 〈app〉T at
time t (Equation (5.36) in Section 5.1.5) is defined by the location of the
sensor r̀ at time t such that
〈app〉T(t) = −P(r̀, t). (7.26)
In Section 13.6 it will be argued that the stress that is measured is the mean
of the apparent stresses applied over the area and corresponds to the pres-
sure (−P(r̀) = −PS(r̀) − PD(r̀)). The observed phenomenon of viscoelas-
ticity which will be called specimen viscoelasticity is defined as the response
of λsp(t) to 〈app〉σsp(t) := 〈app〉T(r)(t). The term specimen viscoelasticity is
used to distinguish the specimen elasticity described above from the material
viscoelasticity described in Section 7.2. The creep experiment is the response
of λsp(t) to fixed 〈app〉σsp(t) and the stress relaxation experiment is the re-
sponse of 〈app〉σsp(t) to a fixed λsp(t).
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By analogy, a latent specimen stress tensor may also be defined which
will correspond to the average of the latent material stress tensor over the
specimen and would (in the case of true stress) be described by















Lastly (in general) the apparent specimen stress tensor is described by







where again, θ describes the direction relative to a global co-ordinate system
and for the special case of uniaxial tension on a rectangular body the apparent







7.4 The stored-energy function
Existing models of hyperelasticity determine stresses based on the stored-
energy function W. W is therefore constructed to compare stored-energy
functions. An energy function based on latent stress (7.15) and one on ap-
parent stress (7.17) are derived, the latter because it is measurable.
7.4.1 The latent stored-energy functions
If Equation (7.15) determines the principal Cauchy stresses, σti, and σn1











where Fi is the component on force in the i direction, A0 is the unstrained
area and At is the strained area. Then (at specimen steady state and material
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σt1 = −2P′D −
1
2



















































W = −(2P′D +
1
2
P′S) ln (λ1λ2λ3) + 4µ
∂
∂t
(λ1 lnλ1 + λ2 lnλ2 + λ3 lnλ3)
−4µ ∂
∂t
(λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + 3) + 4G
t∫
0
(λ1 + λ2 + λ3 − 3)dτ. (7.30)
A latent strain-energy function (true latent stored energy function) W∗ is









to facilitate determination of principal stresses for comparison in Section 7.5.
Thus from Equation (7.15),
σti = −2P′D −
1
2








σtidq = −(2P′D +
1
2
P′S)(λi − 1) + 2µ
∂
∂t


























+f(λ̇i, λ̇j, λ̇k) + C, (7.32)
where f(λ̇i, λ̇j, λ̇k) is an aribitrary function of λ̇i, λ̇j, λ̇k and C is an arbitrary
constant. In summary, let













I4 = λ1 lnλ1 + λ2 lnλ2 + λ3 lnλ3, (7.33)
then the change in the latent stored-energy function (7.30) is given by






(I1 + 3) + 4G
t∫
0
(I1 − 3)dτ (7.34)
and















σt3dλ3 is given by
∆W∗ = A(I1 − 3) + 2µİ2 + 2G
t∫
0
(I2 − 3)dτ (7.36)
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7.4.2 The apparent stored-energy function
Equation (7.17) determines the true apparent principal Cauchy stresses at
equilibrium – 〈app〉σti – at a point in a material. The nominal apparent Cauchy
stress is given by 〈app〉σni – at a point in a material. At specimen steady
state and material maximum entropy, the apparent stored-energy function
































= −(P)(lnλi) + 2µ
∂
∂t








〈app〉W = −(P) ln (λ1λ2λ3) + 2µ
∂
∂t
(λ1 lnλ1 + λ2 lnλ2 + λ3 lnλ3)
− 2µ ∂
∂t
(λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + 3) + 8G
t∫
0
(λ1 + λ2 + λ3 − 3)dτ.(7.38)
A strain-energy function (true apparent stored energy function) 〈app〉W∗ is









to facilitate determination of principal stresses for comparison in Section 7.5.
Thus from Equation (7.17),















+f(λ̇i, λ̇j, λ̇k) + C (7.40)
where f(λ̇i, λ̇j, λ̇k) is an aribitrary function of λ̇i, λ̇j, λ̇k and C is an arbitrary
constant. In summary, let
A = −P = 〈app〉T (0),









I4 = λ1 lnλ1 + λ2 lnλ2 + λ3 lnλ3; (7.41)
then the change in the stored-energy function (7.38) is given by






(I1 + 3) + 8G
t∫
0
(I1 − 3)dτ (7.42)
and















σt3dλ3 is given by
〈app〉∆W∗ = A(I1 − 3) + µİ2 + 4G
t∫
0
(I2 − 3)dτ (7.44)
and




7.5 Comparison with hyperelastic models
Equation (7.15) is the constitutive equation for an isotropic, incompressible,
viscoelastic material. It is thus expected that existing constitutive equations
of either hyperelasticity or viscoelasticity should be able to be derived from
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this model.
Three examples of models of hyperelasticity are (chronologically) by Mooney
[111] and Rivlin [122] (Mooney-Rivlin), Ogden [113] and the Neo-Hookean.
Only the Neo-Hookean model will be compared to the existing model. Stress
relaxation and creep will be discussed in Chapters 12, 13 and 14.
7.5.1 Common postulates
Consider a uniaxial tensile test on a dumbell shaped specimen where the
strain rate (λ̇1) remains constant – a typical experimental scenario. The
testing assumption is that no stress is applied in the 2 and 3 directions thus
for the Cauchy principal stresses σti
σt2 = σt3 = 0 (7.46)
The material assumption is of incompressibility, so that
λ1λ2λ3 = 1. (7.47)
The combined material and testing assumption is for an isotropic material
subjected to uniaxial tension thus
λ2 = λ3. (7.48)







For the temporal derivatives, differentiate (7.47) yielding












λ̇1 = λ̇2. (7.51)
It is recognised that the hyperelastic models are independent of time. These
models can however be divided into two categories – equilibrium and non-
equilibrium. Equilibrium model’s temporal derivatives are zero. Lastly the
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stress tensors derived in this chapter were for small strain, and can therefore
only be compared for the small strain special case. This may appear point-
less but recall, from the introduction to this chapter, that the intention is to
show that reconciliation between macroscopic expansions of mesoscopic equa-
tions and macroscopic equations can be achieved. Future work can formulate
higher order CE expansions and hyperviscoelastic models.
7.5.2 Treloar’s neo-Hookean theory
Treloar’s theory was presented in Section 3.2.3. Treloar’s stored energy func-
tion can be derived from the stored energy function (7.45). From the in-
compressibility condition (7.47), lnλ1λ2λ3 = 0 and given that hyperelastic
models do not allow temporal derivatives, (7.45) reduces to































Given the results are being confined to λi − 1 small, applying a Taylor ex-
pansion, ln |λi − 1| ≈ λi − 1. Thus Equation (7.52) reduces to


















Gt0 (I1 − 3) +
2
3
Gt0 (I2 − 3) (7.53)
where t0 is the time taken from no stretch to final stretch. Equation (7.53)
can be compared to Equation (3.40):
W = Γ(I2 − 3). (7.54)
Equation (7.53) differs from (3.40) by a constant term and a function of
I1. Differentiating the function of I1 with respect to the principal stretches
generates a hydrostatic term. It is noted that Treloar’s method of making
the system of equations – (3.58) and (3.59) – determinate as described in
Section 3.2.7 adds a hydrostatic term. He continues to make the system of
equations determinate by subtracting one of the principal stresses from the
other (3.60) – which eliminates the hydrostatic term ( [138], Chapter 4).
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7.6 Closing comments
Reconciliation with existing continuum-based hyperelastic models was not
achieved but, as stated in the introduction to this chapter, this was not the
intention. An algorithm has been established to reconcile continuum based
equations with the results of the Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion of meso-
scopic equations. Presumably higher order CE expansions will allow recon-
ciliation with higher order stress tensors (not small strain) and this chapter
has provided a means to achieve this reconciliation.
It should also be noted that the underlying mesoscopic theory is for large
strain. It is the first order result of the CE expansion that is small strain.
The discrete theory will be based on the mesoscopic theory and is therefore
large strain. It is the extraction of the stress tensor (a post analytical task)
which is small strain. One should recognise that the numerical method to
be constructed in Chapter 8 differs from conventional continuum based ap-
proaches to discrete theory in that the model does not depend on stress.
The apparent stress was defined in Section 5.1.5 and can be either nominal
(force per unit undeformed surface area) or true (force per unit deformed
surface area). The stress experienced by the material is defined by Equation
(7.15) and can be either nominal or true. The stress described by (7.15) will
be defined as the latent stress to distinguish it from the apparent stress – the
difference being in the calculation. Lastly the stresses can either be material
or specimen. The material stress depends on position while the specimen
stress is an averaging of the material stress over the volume of the specimen
as described by Equations (7.27) and (7.28).
Chapter 8
Construction of a lattice
Boltzmann method for polymers
In this chapter, the finite difference method will be applied to (3.85), the
microscopic equation of polymer chain interaction, to obtain a mesoscopic
lattice-Boltzmann type method for polymers. The theory is based on the
work of He and Luo [57,58].
The differential equation (3.85) will be separated into terms involving
stretch-rate-space and stretch-space. The separation was justified mathemat-
ically in Sections 3.3.1 through to 3.3.3. The physical justification was pro-
vided in Section 4.1. The polymer chain interaction term given by (4.71) will
be represented by the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) approximation [10].
The BGK approximation will then also be separated into a stretch-rate-space
component and a stretch-space component.
8.1 Finite differences and uncoupling of the prob-
ability distribution function
Consider Equation (3.85) where the microscopic functional
p(r,Rf , Ṙf , t)
represents the probability of finding a molecule in the range dr about r and
dRf about Rf and dṘf about Ṙf at time t. Given that the discrete scheme
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p(r,Rf , Ṙf , t)dRfdṘf (8.1)
which is clearly independent of Rf and Ṙf . ℘ represents the probability
of finding a collection of molecules with mean vector length, Rf , and mean
chain stretch rate, Ṙf . Integration of (3.85) with respect to Rf and Ṙf over




























He and Luo [57] formally integrate the gas equivalent of (8.3) with respect
to time between t and t+ δt and obtain
℘(r + c̀δt, t+ δt)− ℘(r, t) = ∆℘ ≈ ∆℘e = ℘e(r, t+ δt)− ℘e(r, t).
Note that Chapters 3 through 6 considered the probability of finding indi-
vidual molecules at the microscopic level and that Chapter 7, which dealt
with the macroscopic level, did not consider molecules at all.
This chapter considers the probability of finding a collection of molecules
with averaged stretch and stretch rate at a particular position and time. The
probability of finding these averaged properties, as exemplified by ℘(r, t),
represents the mesoscopic level. Let ℘ and ℘e, like p(ms), be multiplicative
such that ℘ = ℘R × ℘Ṙ where ℘R is due to chain length and ℘Ṙ is due to
chain stretch rate. Thus (as in Section 3.3.)
∆℘R ×∆℘Ṙ = ∆℘eR ×∆℘eṘ
⇐⇒ ln ∆℘R + ln ∆℘Ṙ = ln ∆℘eR + ln ∆℘eṘ. (8.4)
Investigating chain-length and chain stretch rate independently.
ln ∆℘R = ln ∆℘eR ⇐⇒ ∆℘R = ∆℘eR.
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Reversing the above process from (8.4) to (8.3), the material derivative of














The BGK approximation can be applied to (8.5) and (8.6) independently.
The BGK approximation is based on an empiric observation that the
rate of change of a property ℘, that tends toward an equilibrium ℘(eq), over a
period of time δt, is directly proportional to the difference between ℘ and ℘(eq)
and inversely proportional to the period δt [10]. He and Luo [58] integrate
the molecular velocity based equivalent of (8.6) formally and thereby show




















from (5.52). The discretisation in space and time will be selected such that
a lattice Boltzmann type equation is derived. A first-order time difference,
first-order upwind space difference and a downwind term for the relaxation
to maximum entropy are used to get
















































℘R(r, t)− ℘(ms)R (r, t)
)
(8.9)
which is a lattice Boltzmann equation for polymer chain length. Similarly,













8.2 Discretisation of chain-length space
In Section 8.1 it was shown that the lattice Boltzmann method is a finite
difference method based on a differential equation describing mesoscopic be-
haviour with a time variable, three spatial variables and 3 additional variables
(chain-length or chain stretch rate for polymers or velocity for fluids [57,58]).
If D is the number of spatial dimensions, then from Equation (3.72),
p
(ms)





For D = 2, integrating with respect to Rf from (−∞,−∞) to (∞,∞),
℘
(ms)




S (Rf ) dRf = e
−b2|Rf−Rµ|2 = 1 (8.11)
because pS is a probability such that
∫
pS dRf = 1. Performing a truncated
Taylor expansion, one obtains
℘
(ms)













1 + 2b2Rf ·Rµ + 2b4(Rf ·Rµ)2 − b2R2µ
)
. (8.12)




κdRf = κ0. Furthermore κ(ms) = κ0p(ms).
To derive the equations for force, work and entropy, one has to integrate
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where I is the desired integral and m = 0, 1, 2. I can be calculated approxi-





where Wj is a weighting factor and φ(Rfj) is the value of a property at the
sampling vector Rfj. The Hermite polynomial [26] shown in Table 8.1 is the
appropriate orthogonal polynomial for the Gaussian integration of (8.13),
given its weight e−x2 and applicability over the interval (−∞,∞).
Table 8.1: Orthogonal polynomials and special weights for Gaussian quadra-
ture
Interval Weight Function Symbol Name
[−1, 1] 1 Pn(x) Legendre
[−1, 1] (1− x2)−1/2 Tn(x) Tchebyscheff 1
[−1, 1] (1− x2)1/2 Un(x) TchebyScheff 2
[−1, 1] (1− x)α(1 + x)β P (α,βn )(x) Jacobi
[0,∞) e−x Ln(x) Laguerre
[0,∞) xαe−x L(α)n Generalised Laguerre
(−∞,∞) e−x2 Hn(x) Hermite
It can be shown that the 3rd order Hermite polynomial [58] reproduces the
LBM, and is selected. For the third order Hermite polynomial, the 1D weights
and abscissae are depicted in Table 8.2 [26]. For the two dimensional case,
Table 8.2: Weighting factors and abscissa for 1D Gaussian integration























for which the 1D sampling points for each direction are in Table 8.2.
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Figure 8.1: LBM discretisation of physical space and vector space
Combining the 1D results above into 2D, there are 32 ways of sampling two
indices with replacement. The resultant two dimensional vectors derived are
depicted in Figure 8.1. The results of the sampling are summarised in Table
8.3. Three dimensional schemes [58] can also be generated. The sampling
vectors can either be represented in the conventional Vij notation or the
alternate εσi notation of Table 8.3. The latter is selected because it is the
form used by Cao [15] and Hou [65] and will be reproduced in Chapter 10.
In the alternate representation, the black dots of Figure 8.1 represent nodes,
the volume occupied by the node is represented as a red square, the green
chain length vector corresponds to σ = 1, blue to σ = 2 and yellow for σ = 0.
The i index refers to direction – here x and y.
Table 8.3: Weighting factors and abscissae for 2D Gaussian integration




















































Using Gaussian quadrature at the sampling vector lengths of Table 8.3 to
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Thus the moments are calculated by summing the weighted results at the
appropriate sampling chain length vectors.
To derive the above for the 9-chain-length 2D LBM, a Cartesian co-































Third order Hermite polynomials are selected to perform the Gaussian inte-
gration. Table 8.2 provides the abscissae. From Equation (8.15) one needs to
combine the 1D results above into 2D. The results are summarised in Table


















3 , for σ = 0, 1 and 2 respec-





) correspond to σ = 2 as depicted in Figure 8.1. Comparing
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Finally substituting Equations (8.18) and (8.19) into Equation (8.12) one de-
rives the polymer-LBM approximation to the maximum entropy distribution







1 + 2b2(Rσi ·Rµ) + 2b4(Rσi ·Rµ)2 − b2(Rµ)2
)
.(8.20)
The above only applies for very low stretch, that is, R2  2
3
nl2.
8.3 Discretisation of chain-stretch-rate space
Similarly, chain-stretch-rate space can be discretised. From Equation (3.73)



















The laws of probability require that∫
p dṘf = 1, ρ = ρnmp = ρ0p,∫
ρ dṘf = ρ0, and ρ(ms) = ρ0p(ms).
The equations for mass, and the equivalent of momentum and kinetic energy
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Then (performing the integration as for chain length) the maximum entropy










Ṙσi · Ṙµ +
m2
32k2T2












then, substituting Equation (8.25) into (8.24), the latter reduces to
ρ
(ms)
σi = ωσiρ0(1 + 2α












8.4 Recoupling of chain-length space and chain-
stretch-rate space
Effectively, two independent lattices have been generated. Adding the dy-
namic contribution to molecule stretch rate to the static contribution estab-
lishes recoupling. This is now carried out. The result is then redistributed
to the dynamic and static components.
8.4.1 Redistribution of polymer chain stretch
Re-expressing Equation (8.9) as






σi (r, t)− κσi(r, t)
)
, (8.27)
substituting Equations (8.19) into Equation (8.20) and b2 = 3
2R2rms
(from
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where, in anticipation of Chapter 10, one may set (substituting (3.44))
Sσi = Rσi = Rrmsεσi = Rµ0εσi. (8.29)
In Equation(8.29), εσi will be defined by Equation (10.1) but is derived from





































































R2σiκ0σi and |λ2iR0i|2 = R2i .

































κσiSσi − κ(ms)σi Sσi
)
. (8.32)
8.4.2 Redistribution of polymer chain stretch rate
Similarly, re-expressing Equation (8.10) as






σi (r, t)− ρσi(r, t)
)
, (8.33)
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Again, in anticipation of Chapter 10, one may substitute, given Equation
(3.44),




































































































































8.4.3 Coupling ṘDσi and ṘSσi
During interaction, density (ρ) and bulk modulus per unit volume (κ) re-
main constant. However, ρσi and κσi are redistributed to reflect a change
in ṘD (the dynamic component given by (8.39)) and RS (the static com-
ponent given by (8.32)) respectively, subject to the constraints
∑
σi ρσi = ρ
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and
∑
σi κσi = κ. A Kelvin-Voigt spring-dashpot-mass analogy with critical
damping as depicted in Figure 7.4 is used to couple ṘD and RS. This redis-
tribution will be referred to as polymer redistribution.
For the duration of redistribution, no external forces act on the mass-



















− 2K0∆R = 0 (8.40)
where
∆R := R(t+ kδt)−R(t) ∀ k > 0, k ∈ R, δt > 0.










∆R can therefore oscillate, experience damping or critical damping. Both
critical and non-critical damping are explored further. The former because
the theory developed in Chapter 3 did not consider oscillation. As an aside,
in Chapter 13 numerical models that include non-critical damping will be
compared to those with critical damping. Given critical damping ω is deter-
mined by √
b2 − 8ρ0κ0 = 0 ⇐⇒ b = ±2
√
2ρ0κ0




















A truncated Taylor expansion is used to determine ∆R(t + δt) to second
order. Thus
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Furthermore differentiating Equation (8.44) in time
∆Ṙ(t) = −ω∆R(t). (8.46)
In order to account for non-critical, non-oscillatory damping, a constant α ≥









It will become apparent that α relates lattice time discretisation to the real
time discritisation and will relate the dynamic experiments (like stress relax-
ation) to dynamic numerical models. The other constants (G and µ) do not
provide this information. Note that (using the nomenclature of Table 8.3 as
depicted in Figure 8.1)
κσi(t)Rrmsεσi = κRσi(t) ∀ σ = 0, 1, 2 and i ∈ [1, 4] (8.48)
and
κpolyσi (t)Rrmsεσi = κR
poly
Sσi (t) (8.49)
where κpolyσi (t) is the distribution of κ at time (t) during polymer redistri-
bution, subject to the constraint
∑
σi κσi = κ0. Similarly R
poly
Sσi (t) is the
distribution of ∆R at time t during polymer distribution. Then when con-
sidering the static vector length RS after a period of interaction δt,
κRpolySσi (t+ δt) = κRSσi(t) + κ∆(RSσi(t)) = κ(RSσi(t+ δt)−RSσi(t))
= κRSσi(t) + κ(RSσi(t+ δt)−Rµσi)− κ(RSσi(t)−Rµσi)
= κRSσi(t) + κR
poly













Sσi (τ)dτ ; then a trunctated Taylor expansion produces
g(t+ δt) = g(t) + g′(t)δt+O(δt) ⇐⇒ g(t+ δt)− g(t) = g′(t)δt






Sσi (τ)dτ = κṘ
poly
Sσi . (8.51)
Assuming a BGK approximation to relaxation (where κR(eq)Sσi (t) is the zero





















and Equation (8.52) can be substituted into Equation (8.50). Solving for
τ ′poly in Equation (8.52) by substituting (8.47),
−ω
α

























where τpoly = 1/(ωδt). Substituting (8.48) and (8.49) into (8.50), the latter
reduces to
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ṘD(τ)dτ = ∆RS =⇒ ṘD = ṘS and R̈S = R̈D. (8.56)



















































where RDσi is the critical damped chain stretch rate. Consider (8.49) where
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Next the above redistribution of stretch is coupled to the redistribution of
stretch rate. Given that during the redistribution/relaxation period δt the
material has been idealised as a mass-spring-damper unit to 1st order,
ρ0Ṙ
poly




It remains to determine
∫ t+δ
t
ρ0R̈Dσi(τ)dτ . This can be achieved by differen-


























−ωκ0R(eq)Sσi (t) + ωκ0RSσi(t)
α2τpoly
. (8.67)



























Substituting (8.56), (8.64) and (8.67) into (8.65), the latter reduces to
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such that















The last term represents a redistribution and no net change in
∑
σi ρσi oc-
curs. It is also evident that the above represents one-way coupling. Two-way
coupling requires that a similar procedure be applied to ṘD. The relevance
of the distribution of the change in ρσi being proportional to the change
in κσi in the redistribution, as described by (8.62), will become evident in
Chapter 10 where the macroscopic equations are derived from the discrete
approximation. The above couples density to bulk modulus per unit volume.
Now the two-way coupling will be completed by coupling bulk modulus per
unit volume to density.






























Allowing R to represent RD, by the definition of a definite integral
ρ0Ṙ
poly


































Substituting Equation (8.74) into (8.72) and further making the substitution
























In order to solve for τ ′poly2 one differentiates Equation (8.44) with respect to
time to get
∆Ṙ(t) = −ω∆Ṙ(0)e−ωt = −ω∆R(t)
so that ∆R̈(t) = −ω∆Ṙ(t)




for non-critical damping. Next substitute (8.73)
∂
∂t


















































































































Substituting Equation (8.84) into Equation (8.81),
Rrmsκ
poly















The combination of Equations (8.55), (8.69), (8.76) and (8.69) couples stretch
and stretch rate and is given by






















Finally substituting Equation (8.9) into Equation (8.86) and (8.10) into
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(8.87)




























In analogy with the LBM, the coupled Equations (8.88) and (8.89) can be
interpreted as a three-step procedure. The first is advection, the second is
redistribution to the maximum entropy state and the third is recoupling or
redistribution between density and bulk modulus per unit volume.
8.5 Closing remarks on chain length and chain
stretch rate recoupling and the polymer LBM
It is noted that in Section 8.4.3 a Kelvin-Voigt model of linear viscoelastic-
ity was used to recouple stretch-space to stretch-rate-space. This model of
redistribution was selected to be consistent with the material viscoelasticity
of Section 7.2. The selection of this model to relate stretch to stretch rate is
however arbitrary and one could select an alternate model.
Finally it should be emphasized that the numerical method constructed
in this chapter is a discretisation of the mesoscopic equation of polymer
interaction (3.85) which is (as the name suggests) mesoscopic, independent
of macroscopic variables (like stress) and is large strain. This should be
distinguished from the polymer flow equation (6.98) which is the macroscopic
consequence of the Chapman-Enskog expansion performed on (3.85) to first
order. It is the macroscopic polymer flow equation (6.98) which was shown
to be small strain in Chapter 7.
Chapter 9
Macroscopic variable recovery
Chapter 8 effectively constructed a LBM for polymers. Of note, two interact-
ing lattices were constructed – one for the static component of chain length,
RS, and another for the dynamic component RD. These represent the same
chain length and can generically be represented as R. Chapter 8 continues
with the coupling of these lattices.
In this chapter the macroscopically measurable variables are reconstructed
for the discrete theory. The resultant macroscopic variables are obviously a
function of the static and dynamic components. It should be noted that the
macroscopic variables that are reconstructed here are not required for numer-
ical modelling. Rather they are used in post-processing (after the numerical
model has been fully implemented) to extract the macroscopic variables (e.g.
stress). As previously noted, the numerical model is independent of stress.
9.1 Kinematic material variables
For a molecule with vector length AB, the rate of change of position B is due
to the rate of change of vector length ṘS and the rate of change of position
A (−0.5ṘD). Consider the alternate method of numbering the direction of
vectors as presented in Chapter 8. The alternate numbering was compared
to the conventional in Table 8.3 and was depicted Figure 8.1. At a lattice
point (x), the component of the rate of change of position B (in the direction
σi) of the molecule relative to the original position A of the molecule is
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where RS is represented by Rf of Equation (8.45) and RD is represented by
Rf of Equation (8.80). Note that averaged properties are macroscopic and
the notation reflects this. Integrating Equation (9.1), one obtains






where Rσi represents the average position of the B (or distal) ends of the
molecules. The contributions to these end positions are RSσi which represents




ṘDσidt which represents the average
change in positions A. Thus the prinicipal lattice material or Lagrangian











In Section 3.2.6 it will be shown that the real principal stretch λ(real) =√
3λ(lat). The principal strain at any given position is given by
ε(real) = (λ(real)x − 1, λ(real)y − 1) (9.3)
Similarly, the Lagrangian (material) lattice rate of change of length at a given
position is given by Equation (8.47) where ω′ = ω/α and ω corresponds to the
citically damped scenario of (8.46) and α is the ratio between non-critically

















where εσi is defined in Table 8.3 and depicted in Figure 8.1. The Eulerian
















Finally the Eulerian velocity at the spatial limits of a control volume is given
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where the subscript j represents a principal direction. Thus ι represents
the ratio of current chain stretch rate to root mean square of initial chain
length stretch rate. The relationship between ιi and λ̇i is discussed in Section
11.7. In analogy with (9.2), the principal lattice material or Lagrangian chain



















9.2 Kinetic material variables
The latent material stress tensor, T, is the combination of the 0-order approx-
imations for the static and dynamic stress tensors σ(0)S and σ
(0)
D respectively
and the corresponding first order approximations σ(1)S and σ
(1)






















































µ(∇ · Ṙµ)I + 4µḊ, σ(i1)D = 4µḊ.
The above is for the latent material stress tensor but recall from (7.17) and
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9.2.1 The zero order approximation
For an infinitesimal control surface, the pressure acting on a surface is equal
but opposite to the stress in the direction normal to the surface. This pressure
at the surface can be determined from the force applied by a tensile testing





























The average of the change in the force per unit volume during the time 0



























The change in dynamic pressure acting on the surface with direction j is
given by the product of the force per unit volume and the length traversed
by the A end of the control volume in direction j (as determined by (5.22)).
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and can be compared to (5.24). Alternatively, one can set a time in the








































Given that the lattice dynamic pressure is the product of two lattice proper-


















The apparent zero order dynamic stress tensor (with axes aligned in principal






































































Equations (9.14) and (9.15) should be compared to Equation (5.24). The
change in sign is because the pressure exerted by the control volume is op-
posite to the pressure acting across the control volume.
The static pressure acting on a surface induces a force F opposite in
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direction to the pressure and this force produces a molecular stretch directly




Applying the trapezoidal rule for integration from time τ = 0 or τ = ∞












The pressure is given by the product of the force per unit volume and the













where the cross-sectional area on which the force acts is A. For a rectangular
specimen, the area is given by the product of the edges ∆x×∆y, the length of
the specimen along the direction of applied force is ∆z and thus the volume






















(κσi − κσi0)εσij. (9.24)



















































σi εσijεσikδjk − κ2σiεσijεσikδjk
)
.
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σi εσijεσikδjk − κ2σiεσijεσikδjk
)
. (9.27)














The real stress tensor is the product of two lattice vectors where the ratio of




















9.2.2 The first order approximation














The limits of integration are justified in Section 10.3. Furthermore, for the
discrete theory, let the central difference approximation to the partial deriva-




RSµk(xj+1, t)− RSµk(xj−1, t)
xj+1 − xj−1
. (9.30)
Equation (9.30) can either be calculated in the conventional manner or using
the LBM discretisation. An alternate classification would be that the deriva-
tive can either be calculated directly or indirectly. Two indirect methods
(corresponding to the conventional approach of calculating RS at fixed loca-
tions and applying a differencing procedure) will be mentioned generating a
second order tensor – for the 2D scenario. The third option is direct calcula-
tion of the temporal derivative of static stretch – 9 components corresponding
to the nine vectors (numbered σi) generated by the LBM discretisation.
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Indirect static chain length stretch rate
The first indirect method calculates the stretch in either the x or y direction
for the adjacent nodes. A parabolic approximation is used to calculate the
gradient in each of the two directions. Thus the calculation of the first order
stress requires the derivative at position xj (depicted as a green point in
Figure 9.1) be determined. The two (one for each direction), one-dimensional
second order accurate solutions are depicted in Figure 9.1(a). The second
Figure 9.1: (a) approximation of stretch by two 1D parabolae (b) ap-
proximation of stretch by biparabolic surface
indirect method will fit a paraboloid surface in nine unknowns to the nine
points (equations) as depicted in Figure 9.1(b). The form of the equation is






where 0 < j ≤ 9 j, n ∈ N0 and 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, i ≤ n ∀ n, i ∈ N0. The partial
derivatives in the x and y directions are used to calculate the gradient. The
latter option is more computationally expensive because matrices have to be
solved. This need not necessarily be a limitation because the calculation of
stress is not used directly in the numerical modelling. The stress can and is
calculated post-analytically (post-processing).
Direct static chain length stretch rate
Geometrically, the nine components of the stretch gradients are given by the
difference between the weighting (or bulk modulus κσi) and the corresponding
‘advected’ weighting divided by the distance as depicted in Figure 9.2. In
Figure 9.2 the nine black squares represent nine LBM cells. The central cell
represents position x with the coloured arrows representing stretches. The
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Figure 9.2: The discretisation of physical space for stretch gradients
















because Eσiδt is always selected to equal ∆xσi. The gradient of stretch in a
given direction is given by the upwind difference divided by the distance in



























κσi(x+ δxσj, t)− κσi(x− δxσj, t)
κ0δt
εσik (9.33)
where the directions of (9.32) are unit directions (which differs from the
LBM). The temporal formulation (9.33) makes the unit directions more ob-
vious. Note that central differencing has been utilised for second order accu-
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κσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − κσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij







κσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − κσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij
+κσi(x+ δxσj, t)εσik − κσi(x− δxσj, t)εσik
)
. (9.35)
The first order approximation (proven in Section 10.4) to the latent first























depending on the reference point. G(real) = G. Note that G
∫
Ddt ≈ GD/ω′

























































κσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − κσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij







κσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − κσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij
+κσi(x+ δxσj, t)εσik − κσi(x− δxσj, t)εσik
)
. (9.39)
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ṘDµk(xj+1, t)− ṘDµk(xj−1, t)
xj+1 − xj−1
.
The principles depicted in Figure 9.2 are used – as for chain length.
∆σ
(1)















ṘDσij(x+ δxσk, t)− ṘDσij(x− δxσk, t)
δxσk
+









ρσi(x+ δxσk, t)− ρσi(x− δxσk, t)
Eσik
δxj




where the omission of the factor 2 is because −Rσi/2 = −εσiṘrms/2 = Eσi.
Finally the first order approximation to the change in dynamic stress is
∆σ
(1)(real)
Djk (t) = −
µṘ′rms
2ρ0
(ρσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − ρσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij
δxk
+








ρσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − ρσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij
+ρσi(x+ δxσj, t)εσik − ρσi(x− δxσj, t)εσik
)
(9.42)
The first order approximation to the dynamic stress tensor represents a direct
method for the calculation of the gradient of stretch rate. The alternative
would be to use one of the indirect methods for dynamic stretch rate as
depicted and described for static stretch in Figure 9.1.
9.2.3 The resultant discrete stress tensor
Having completed the numerical simulation, the stress tensor can be deter-
mined from the resultant vector length distributions. In order to determine
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the stress tensor to first order, substitute Equations (9.27), (9.20), (9.38) and
































κσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − κσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij





(ρσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − ρσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij
δxk
+




which is local in time and local in space. It is recognised that |εσik| = 1. The
real stress tensor (given by half the static component of the apparent stress


































κσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − κσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij





(ρσi(x+ δxσk, t)εσij − ρσi(x− δxσk, t)εσij
δt
+




where in Section 10.1.3 it is shown that G(real) = 3G(lat) and in Section 10.2.3
that µ(real) = 3µ(lat).
9.3 Kinematic specimen variables
The approximate method presented in this work is based on uniformly dis-
tributed nodes. These nodes can either be defined based on the specimen
dimensions at time (t) (disequilibrium state), constant specimen dimensions
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originally defined at time (t) (steady-state) or reference (ground-state) di-
mensions.
A disequilibrium state would imply an adaptive specimen size. This is
not allowed in the current method. Steady-state does not exclude material
non-equilibrium. Furthermore, stress relaxation (and creep) as presented in
this document is a consequence of the latter phenomenon. If stretches cal-
culated on such a method assume constant material dimensions, a weighting
(proprtional to the stretch) will be required to calculate specimen proper-
ties. Calculations of specimen properties based on ground state dimensions
will also require weighting. The latter option is the simplest to implement
and will therefore be the approach in this work. Although in principle it
can be applied to a non-equilibrium steady-state, the weightings will have to
be relative to the stretch state at the time when the node grid is uniformly
distributed.
The material stretches as defined by Equation (9.2) are specified at par-
ticular positions and times. The specimen length in the x-direction at time t
(Lx(t)) is the product of the specimen stretch at time t (λspx(t)) and the ini-
tial specimen length (L0). Thus Lx(t) = L0×λspx(t). The specimen stretch is
defined by Equation (7.24). Let the initial (ground state) be discretised to a
grid of nl× nw = n square of dimensions ∆L by ∆L. At time t, the material
stretch in the x direction at point x is λmatx(x, t). Furthermore from the


































































where λi is defined by Equation (9.2) and the resemblance to Equation (7.24)
is apparent. Thus the strain, as measured by a tensile measuring instrument,
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is the arithmetic mean of the material stretches. Note that this stress is























































































Thus the measured stretch rate (corresponding to the specimen stretch rate)
is the arithmetic mean of LBM cell stretch rates.
9.4 Kinetic specimen variables
Given that the objective is to demonstrate viscoelasticity as measured by
the testing rig, the kinetic variables must correspond to these variables. The
latent specimen stress in the direction of stretch (Tsp) cannot be measured
by the testing rig because the instrument measures the apparent specimen
stress as discussed in Section 5.1.5. Nevertheless, the concept can be derived
from the assumption that the specimen potential energy is the sum of the























and is the weighted average of the material stresses with respect to the square
of the stretch. The result applies both for real and lattice energy. Similarly
the specimen stress rate (Ṫsp) in the direction of stretch can be derived by the
assumption that the averaged kinetic energy of the specimen is the sum of the
individual kinetic energies and thus the specimen stress rate is the weighted
average of the individual material stresses with respect to the square of the









The above discrete approximations to the stress tensor should be compared to
the continuous definitions of Equations (7.27) and (7.28) in Section 7.3. The
difference is in in the manner in which the averaging is applied. The reason
(7.27) is unweighted is because it is measured on the deformed specimen
whereas in the numerical approximation the measurements are being made
on the undeformed specimen. To account for the deformation, the weighted
average is required
9.5 Measured stress
At least three interpretations of measured stress can be proposed. The first
is that the measured stress corresponds to the material stress at a particular
position r where r corresponds to the location of the sensor. Consider a
uniaxial tensile test testing rig with one mobile arm. One may propose that
the sensor is at the point where the mobile arm grips. The theory predicts
that this location will experience maximum stretch before the next layer of
molecules are stretched. Thus one should anticipate that the specimen should
achieve maximum measured stress and then remain constant as the specimen
increases in length. This does not occur and the proposal is rejected.
The alternative is to propose that the measured stress represents an av-
erage of the stresses experienced throughout the specimen as described by
Equations (7.27) and (7.28) in Section 7.3. Then two additional possibililties
exist. The first is that measured stress is the average of the stress tensor
in a principal direction. The second option is that the measured stress is
the average of the zero order approximation to the apparent stress tensor as
suggested by Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4.
The stress measured by the tensile testing rig is the force and conse-
quently the pressure required to increase a specimen from length L to length
L + δL whilst the area decreases from A to A + δA. Thus the testing rig
measures the pressure required to move a surface as described in Section 5.1.
Section 5.1 does not consider the macroscopic entity of stress. It is therefore
proposed that the stress measured by the tensile testing rig is the pressure
required to move a surface and that this pressure corresponds to the zero
order approximation to the apparent stress tensor.
Thus at maximum entropy, the change in measured, or apparent specimen
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stress at time t (∆〈app〉spec T(0)(lat)jk |t0) , is defined by the average over the specimen
of −∆P(0)D in Equation (9.15) and −∆P
(0)




































and given the ratio between real and lattice vectors is
√
3 – Section 3.2.6 –
∆〈app〉spec T
(0)(real)



























9.6 Discrete stress calculation
In Section 3.2.7 the derivation of the principal stresses as presented by Treloar
was reproduced. Two problems were identified: in general, the system of
equations is indeterminate (Treloar [138], Chapter 4) and it was required
that the specimen had to be in steady state. The system is indeterminate
because principal stresses in directions not corresponding to the direction of
applied stretch cannot be solved for arbitrary applied stresses as discussed
in Section 3.2.7. However, for the uniaxial tensile test where, the principal
stress at the free surfaces should be zero, Treloar demonstrated how to make
the system determinate.
Regarding the latter problem of the specimen not being in steady state,
by selecting a time at which the specimen is in steady state and every point
in the specimen is at maximum entropy, the steady state of the specimen is
equivalent to the maximum entropy state of the material at any location in
the specimen. This relationship permits the determination of material con-
stants. Reversing the argument, by selecting a region of the specimen that is
at maximum entropy even though the whole specimen is not at steady state,
one should be able to use Treloar’s method, as decribed in Section 3.2.7,
on the region of maximum entropy. Furthermore a specimen that is not at
steady state can be approximated by a collection of regions of maximum en-
tropy.
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Treloar solved the problem of non-zero principal stress by determining or
specifying the principal stress at an edge for a particular experiment. Treloar
( [138], Chapter 4) made the system determinate by subtracting the unknown
principal stress at one surface from the known principal stress at another and
relating these to the principal stretches as demonstrated in Section 3.2.7 and
Equation (3.60). This same procedure will be used in Section 12.2.4 (Equa-
tions (12.16) and (12.22)).
When considering a discrete model, principal stresses have to be deter-
mined for an indeterminate system of equations when the specimen is in
disequilibrium and assumptions can therefore not be made about the ma-
terial based on the specimen. However, it should be recognised that the
Figure 9.3: RVEs selected (as depicted in yellow) such that the stress
at one edge of the collection is known. The position of the RVE in
the x-direction is denoted by i and the position in the y-direction is
denoted by j.
discrete system has been constructed such that the size of the RVE is de-
fined by the ability to apply a Gaussian distribution approximation to the
molecular properties and this distribution has been constructed for the max-
imum entropy state for the material at that point as described in Section
13.3.5. Thus, for the RVE, the principles used by Treloar ( [138], Chapter 4)
can be utilised. These principles cannot be used directly because the stress
at one surface of the RVE is not known for all RVEs. However a set of RVEs
can be selected such that the one surface (or edge in 2D) of the collection is
known. The collection of RVEs is selected such that they form a column of
width one RVE such that the long axis of the column is perpendicular to the
applied force as depicted in yellow in Figure 9.3.
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For the column of RVEs at x-location i, let the principal Cauchy stress











for both latent and apparent stress and real and lattice stress. Furthermore
the principal stress at the free surface in the y direction at horizontal location
i is given by
σ
{i,0}
2 = 0 (9.49)
where the constraint σ{i}2 = 0 is imposed by the BC for the uniaxial stretch






























∀ j ∈ N0, j ≤ s
is the prinicipal stress in the x-direction for the uniaxial stretch experi-































∀ j ∈ N0, j ≤ s.
9.7 Closing remarks on the recovery of the macro-
scopic variables
The majority of the variables discussed in this chapter are not directly in-
volved in the modelling. The only derived variables used in the numerical
modelling are the lattice Lagrangian stretch λ(lat) as described by (9.2) and
the lattice Lagrangian chain stretch rate ratio ι(lat) as described by (9.8).
The remaining variables discussed in this chapter are used post-analytically
and are based on the distribution of chain length RS and chain length stretch
rate ṘD. Section 11.7 will relate ι to λ̇.
Chapter 10
Derivation of specimen
viscoelasticity from polymer LBM
Chapter 3 derives the physics for the non-maximum entropy polymer inter-
action. Chapter 6 determines the first order macroscopic description for the
non-maximum entropy theory of polymer elasticity which was shown to be
equivalent to viscoelasticity in Chapter 7. Similarly, in this chapter, an ex-
pansion is performed on the polymer LBM (approximate theory derived in
Chapter 8) to show that the discrete equivalent of the macroscopic equa-
tions derived in Chapter 6 can be derived directly from the discrete method
(LBM). The derivation is only for the 2D case because only a 2D model will
be constructed.
The method is based on the discretisation of both stretch and stretch
rate. The discretisation was determined in Table 8.3, is depicted in Figure
8.1 and can be re-expressed in terms of directions εσi where
































i = 1, 2, 3, 4
and where |ε1i| = 1 and |ε2i| =
√
2. From (8.29) and (3.44) the stretch
discretisation is given by constant vectors
Sσi = εσiRrms = εσiRµ0 (10.2)
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and from (8.36) and (3.44) the stretch rate vector discretisation is










When considering the case of non-critical damping from Section 8.4.3, the





Thus for non-critical damping (10.3) reduces to










where Ṙ′µ0 = Ṙµ0/α. Hou et al ’s [65] multi-scaling method will be applied
to (8.88) and (8.89). Equation (8.88) can be separated into (8.9) and (8.87).
Similarly (8.89) can be separated into (8.10) and (8.86). The multiscaling
method will be applied to (8.9) in Section 10.1 and (8.10) in Section 10.2. The
omission of (8.86) and (8.87) in Section 10.2 and Section 10.1 respectively is
justified in Section 10.3 where it is shown that
ρpolyσi (x, t)Ṙrms +
∞∫
t
κpolyσi Rrms(x, η)dη = 0.
The relevance of the above operation is that this corresponds to the operation
performed to derive the polymer flow equation (6.99). The lattice constants
derived (as described above), will be related to real constants.
In the derivation of the Navier-Stokes (N-S) type equations, an unex-
pected factor 2/3 will be produced. The chapter will conclude by showing
that the factor is due to the use of a 2D lattice as opposed to the 3D lattice
and by introducing Buick’s general formulation [14].
10.1 Expansion of stretch
The vector products of (10.3) (also called the tensor sums) required for the
expansion are determined from the spatial discretisation (10.1), the conse-
quent stretch discretisation (10.2) and stretch rate discretisation (10.3) by
substituting (10.1) into (10.2) and into (10.3) [14, 147]. Summing over σi
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where σ = 0, 1, 2 and i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for free spatial indices α, β, γ and θ∑
i






EσiαSσiβSσiγSσiθ = −Ṙ′rmsR3rmsδαβγθ σ = 1∑
i













rms∆αβγθ − 2Ṙ′2rmsR2rmsδαβγθ σ = 2
where δαβγθ = 1⇔ α = β = γ = θ
and ∆αβγθ = δαβδγθ + δαγδβθ + δαθδβγ
where both Eσi and Sσi are constant vectors. Note that the results are
inversely proportional to the dimension – here dimension is 2 [14] – and that
for vectors A,B the vector product AB = A ⊗ B. Using Equation (3.81)
and substituting δr = cδt = −Ṙfδt/2 = Eσiδt into (8.27), one obtains




κσi(x, t)− κ(ms)σi (x, t)
)
(10.7)
where κ(ms)σi is given by Equations (8.28). A truncated Taylor expansion to





















κσi(x, t)− κ(ms)σi (x, t)
)
. (10.8)
Next a Chapman-Enskog-like expansion is performed as described by Hou et






























must apply for progressively higher order approximations of κσi and ρσi as
described by (10.9) and Ṙ
′


























































σi Eσi = 0⇔ n 6= 0.
For constants κ and ρ an additional conservation equation is
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10.1.1 The zero order approximation for stretch










Substitution of (10.9) and (10.18) into (10.8) gives, to order δ,(
∂
∂t0



















Since Eσi is a constant, ∇ · Eσi = 0. Summing over σ and i for Equation
































The zero-order approximation of the bulk modulus per unit volume continuity























Next, consider the first moment about Sσi which will generate the zero or-
der approximation to the conservation of force/momentum due to stretch.
























































+∇ · Π(0) = 0 (10.21)
where Π(0) =
∑∑
(Sσi ⊗ Eσiκ(0)σi ). Given that the maximum entropy bulk
modulus per unit volume is approximated by the zero order bulk modulus
per unit volume (κ(ms) ≈ κ(0)), the approximation to κ(0) given by (8.28) is
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substituted in Π(0). The tensor sum results of (10.6) are used to evaluate














































































































































































Substitution of this expression into (10.21) yields
∂κRµ
∂t0
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10.1.2 The first order approximation for stretch
The derivation of the first order approximation requires the substitution of
(10.9), (10.18) and (10.19) into (10.8) to order δ2. The result is
∂t1κ
(0)














the derivation is presented in Appendix A-3. Summing over σ and i for














































That is, ∂t1(κ0) = 0(10.24)
is recognised as the first order approximation to the bulk modulus per unit
volume continuity equation.
In order to get the first order approximation to the conservation of mo-
mentum due to stretch, one uses the same approach by multiplying (10.23)
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solving for Π(1) and then substituting the definition of Π(0), one finds that






























where Π(3) = EσiEσiSσiκ
(0)
σi is a third order tensor and ∇ ·Π(3) is a second
order tensor with terms Π(3)ijk,k. After substituting (8.28) into Π
(3) one obtains
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Consider the last term in (10.30). From Equations (10.22) and (10.12) and




























































































































∂β∂γ(κRµγṘµβṘµα) = 0. (10.33)
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10.1.3 Sum of 0th and 1st order approximations for stretch






) = 0. (10.34)





































































































































Equation (10.35) can be recognised as the incompressible stretch flow equa-
tion (6.109). The third term has been identified as the non-linear deviation








where α2δ′t = δt, δ′t is the time increment for critical damping and δt is the
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where Ṙrms/α is the chain-length stretch-rate for the non-critically damped
scenario. This result will allow the numerical model to be scaled between the
non-critically damped model and the critically damped model. This means
that the time results obtained from the critically damped model can be mul-
tiplied by α2 to get the non-critically damped time and the critically damped
stretch rate result can be divided by α to calculate the chain stretch rate for
non-critical damping. Section 10.3 will show why this indirect method of
applying non-critical damping is necessary.
10.2 Expansion of stretch rate
The tensor sums for Eσi resemble the gas analogy more closely. Once again
they are determined by substituting (10.1) into (10.3) and summing moments
























Ṙ′4rmsδαβγθ σ = 2
where, as before,
δαβγθ = 1⇔ α = β = γ = θ
and
∆αβγθ = δαβδγθ + δαγδβθ + δαθδβγ.
Note that the same calculations that were performed for chain length, in
Section 10.1, will be duplicated in this section for chain stretch rate. The
only difference being the tensor sums (10.39) above. The derivation of the
N-S type equations is more closely analagous to Hou et al ’s [65] for fluids.
Substituting δr = Eσiδt into equation (8.33)




ρσi(x, t)− ρ(ms)σi (x, t)
)
(10.40)
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where ρ(ms)σi is given by (8.35). Performing a truncated Taylor expansion to




































which resembles Hou et al’s [65] description for gases, is used. The conser-
vation laws (10.12), (10.17) and time scales (10.18) are used.
10.2.1 The zero order approximation for stretch rate
Substituting Equations (10.42) and (10.18) into Equation (10.41) to order δ(
∂
∂t0



















where Eσi is constant and consequently ∇ · Eσi = 0. Summing (10.43) over
σ and i using (10.12) one obtains
( ∂
∂t0










) = 0. (10.44)
Next the first moment given by the product of (10.43) and Eσi is determined.




















10.2.2 The first order approximation for stretch rate
Substituting Equations (10.42), (10.18) and (10.43) into Equation (10.41),
∂t1ρ
(0)
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Summing (10.46) using Equations (10.12) and the fact that ∇ · Eσi = 0,
∂t1(ρ0) = 0. (10.47)
Similarly, for the first moment, the product of (10.46) and Eσi is required.



































Substituting ρ(1)σi and Π














(0) − τṘ∇ ·Π
(3) (10.49)
where Π(3) = EσiEσiEσiρ
(0)
σi is a third order tensor. Substituting (8.38) into
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10.2.3 Sum of 0th and 1st order approximations for stretch
rate





















































= 2∂αpd + 4∂βµḊαβ −
1
8












































Equation (10.54) is the incompressible stretch rate flow equation (6.107). The
third term is the non-linear deviation term [118]. Given that the constant µ







where δt = α2δ′t. The term δ′t is the time increment for the critically damped
scenario. For non-critical damping, the time increment is δt = α2δ′t.
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10.3 Polymer equation truncation justification
Adding Equation (10.54) to the integral of Equation (10.35) with respect to
time, and recognising the corresponding terms in Equation (7.16),




















for t′ > t. Equation (10.56) is recognised as (6.99) – the equation of polymer
flow. The constitutive equation (7.16) can also be identified. This represents
the multiscaling method applied to
t′∫
t




















where ρpolyσi and κ
poly
σi are from Equations (8.88) and (8.89) respectively. In
Equation (8.87), let
































Similarly, in Equation (8.86), let
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It remains to determine the form of
∫ t′
t







κpoly1σi Rrmsdτ = 0.
First, the contribution of κ to the recoupling of ṘDσi to RSσi is given by
the last two terms in (10.59). The change in the first of the terms in (10.59)
is κpoly1σi Rrms. The change in κ
poly1
σi Rrms from time t to t′ when recoupling








































Let the arbitrary reference t′ → ∞ because t′ = ∞ is defined by R∆ = 0








































Substituting Equation (10.64) into Equation (10.63) and recognising (10.62),
∞∫
t















κpoly1σi Rrmsdτ + α
2ρpoly2σi Ṙ
′
rms ∀ σ, i.(10.65)
Similarly, when considering the contribution of the second term in (10.57) to














Next the contribution of the second term in Equation (10.59) is considered.























Integrating Equation (10.67) with respect to time, from current time to refer-






















κpoly2σi Rrmsdτ + α
2ρpoly1σi Ṙ
′
rms ∀ σ, i. (10.68)
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κpolyσi Rrmsdτ + α
2ρpolyσi Ṙ
′
rms ∀ σ, i. (10.69)
Thus the omission of Equations (8.86) and (8.87) in Section 10.1 and Section
10.2 is only justified for α = 1 which (given the definition of α from Section
8.4.3 Equation (8.47)) corresponds to critical damping. Thus, when con-
structing the numerical model, only the case of critical damping can be used.
However, in Chapter 13 non-critically damped polymer recoupling results
will be presented to determine the effect.
10.4 The first order LBM stress tensor
Lastly, taking the reference time as t′ → ∞ effectively defines the stress
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10.5 Relationship between 2D and 3D models
It is noted that although Equations (10.35) and (10.54) provide the correct
form (Navier-Stokes type equation) for the equation of polymer flow, the
additional factor 2/3 is present. Buick [14] documents the following relations
















(δαβδγδ + δαγδβδ + δαγδβδ) .
Thus the tensor sums (10.6) and (10.39) are inversely proportional to
dimension as previously noted. He further derives the pressure term and




where ρ and d0 are constants. Thus for gases, the ratio of the 2D pressure
term to the 3D pressure term would be 3/2. Thus to determine the 3D pres-
sure term from the 2D term one would have to multiply by 2/3.
The origin of the 2/3 factor has not been determined explicitly for poly-
mers. This formulation has, however, been constructed on a two dimensional
lattice where the theory for this work (prior to this chapter) is in three di-
mensions. Applying the more general formulation for the tensor sums (which
include the dimension D as a variable) as provided by Buick [14] should pre-
dict the factor 2/3.
The alternate interpretation, is that 2
3
R2rms is the sum of the projections
of the 3D molecules of (3.44) onto a 2D surface. Similarly, the projection
onto a 1D problem would require the factor 1/3.
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10.6 The application of non-critical damping in
polymer recoupling
In Section 8.4.3 the LBM constructed for chain length, as determined in Sec-
tion 8.2, was coupled to the LBM for chain stretch rate constructed in Section
8.3. This recoupling was achieved by idealising the interaction between chain
length and chain stretch rate as an example of a Kelvin-Voigt spring-dashpot
model of viscoelasticity as depicted in Figure 7.4. It has already been empha-
sized that one need not necessarily have selected this model (see Section 8.5).
It is also noted that Section 8.4.3 uses both critical damping where
ω2 = κ/(2ρ) from Equation (8.43) and non-critical, non-oscillatory damping
where ω′ = ω/α from Equation (8.47). Section 10.3, Equation (10.69) shows
that the Navier-Stokes type behaviour predicted by the analytical theory of
Chapter 6 is only reproduced by the discrete theory of Chapters 8 and 10
when α = 1 which corresponds to critical damping. Section 10.1.3, Equations
(10.37) and (10.38) however provide a means of applying damping indirectly
by scaling the critically damped result. The net effect being that the criti-
cally damped time increment δ′t is related to the non-critically damped time
increment δt by δt = α2δ′t and the critically damped chain-stretch rate ṘD





Thus one may conclude that two means of applying non-critical, non-
oscillatory damping have been introduced. The first is the direct application
of non-critical damping to chain-length and chain-stretch-rate recoupling (as
described in Section 8.4.3) and the second is the indirect application of non-
critical damping to polymer recoupling (as described in Section 10.1.3). The
latter effectively uses the critically damped solution to Equation (6.110) and
the factor α as a scaling factor to relate the critically-damped and non-
critically damped solutions.
Chapter 11
Polymer initial and boundary
conditions
The numerical method of Chapter 8 will be used to model the stress relax-
ation experiment of Chapter 12. The stress relaxation experiment can be
divided into two stages as depicted in Figure 11.1 – ramping and isometry.
Since the LBM cannot be used to model moving boundaries, only the iso-
Figure 11.1: The stress relaxation experiment
metric stage will be modelled. Thus the initial state (for the purposes of the
numerical model) will be defined as the end of ramping or the beginning of
isometry.
The theory predicts that two variants of viscoelasticity exist. The first
is designated material viscoelasticity – due to the stretch and stretch rate of
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the molecules as discussed in Section 7.2. The second variant is specimen vis-
coelasticity – due to the distribution of stretch and stretch rate throughout
the specimen (see Section 7.3). As a consequence, the initial (end of ramp-
ing) distribution of stretch and stretch rate is fundamentally important to
the numerical model. This chapter will present the initial conditions (IC) to
be used for modelling the isometric phase of the stress relaxation experiment
of Chapter 13.
The boundary conditions (BCs) which are known to be problematic (see
Section 2.4) for the LBM will also be presented. The application of these BCs
will be considerably different from the traditional approaches. Recognising
that the length of a specimen at any time is the integral of the stretch with
respect to position at that time over the specimen (see Equation (7.24)), the
boundary conditions adapt to ensure fixed length as required by the stress re-
laxation experiment. These are designated adaptive BCs. The BCs that are
not constructed to conserve specimen length will be designated non-adaptive
BCs. The non-adaptive BCs can be divided into two types: symmetry, and
fixed BCs. The symmetry BC is designed to impose symmetry conditions.
The fixed BC is analagous to the traditional method of applying BCs – speci-
fies fixed material stretches at the boundaries that equal the known specimen
stretch.
The details of the stress relaxation experiment will be presented first. It
should be recognised that the numerical method has separated the equation
of polymer flow (6.98) into a stretch component (6.97) and a stretch rate
component (6.93) – each resembling a Navier-Stokes (N-S) type equation.
Approximate analytical solutions to (6.93) and (6.97) will be determined
independently by providing solutions to the diffusion equation (6.111) for
stretch and stretch rate (in Section 6.6 it was shown that, in a Lagrangian
coordinate system, the 1D N-S type equation reduces to a diffusion equation).
These approximate analytical solutions will provide the IC for the isometric
phase of the relaxation experiment.
The stretch IC will be determined subject to a known specimen stress
and specimen stretch. The stretch rate IC will be determined based on spec-
imen stretch rate and stress rate. It will be shown that the above provide a
system of 4 equations in 5 unknowns. The fifth equation will be provided by
the geometry (or predicted profile) of the stretch distribution.
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The approximate solutions to the polymer flow equation are deemed ac-
ceptable because a physically appropriate solution is assumed sufficient as
an IC. The resultant analytical solutions will be solved for G > 0 and µ < 0.
The justification for the selection of these values of G and µ will be apparent
in Chapter 12 where their values are determined based on experimental data.
The remainder of the chapter considers four types of BCs. The symmetry
BC will be presented first. This will be common to the remaining BCs to
be presented – adaptive and fixed. An adaptive BC in the direction parallel
to the direction of the applied force will then be presented and the adaptive
BCs perpendicular to the applied force next. The final boundary condition
will be that of fixed stretch at the edges.
11.1 The stress relaxation experiment
The stress relaxation experiment consists of a dumbell-shaped specimen held
in position by two grips. One grip is stationary and the second is mobile,
as depicted in Figure 11.2. The specimen is stretched and then held at
fixed (specimen) stretch. The BCs are constructed to ensure fixed specimen
stretch. The stress relaxation experiment can be divided into two phases
Figure 11.2: The tensile testing rig has a fixed grip and a mobile
grip. The mobile grip is attached to edge A of the dumbell specimen
and the applied force is depicted in red. The fixed grip is at the
apposing end B in black. The blue lines are intended to depict the
non-uniform distribution of stretch. At material maximum entropy
(either strained or unstrained) the blue lines are intended to be
equidistant. During the isometric phase of stress relaxation, the
blue lines are not necessarily equidistant except when the specimen
is in steady state and the material at maximum entropy.
– ramping and isometric phase – as depicted in Figure 11.1. The ramping
phase corresponds to the displacement of the mobile grip and the consequent
stretching of the specimen. The subsequent isometric phase corresponds to
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the absence of change in length of the specimen.
Given the known limitations of the LBM with respect to boundary con-
ditions, it is to be expected that the isometric phase is suited to the LBM
but that the moving boundary or ramping phase will not be possible. Thus
the effect of the ramping has to be estimated and imposed as the IC at time
t = 0 of the isometric phase of the stress relaxation experiment.
11.1.1 Solution of the diffusion equation
Ideally an analytical solution to (6.98) should be used to determine the IC.
Failing this, analytical solutions to (6.93) and (6.97) should suffice. Equa-
tions (6.93) and (6.97) are vector equations but, in one direction in a La-
grangian coordinate system, they reduce to the diffusion equation. The two

























with the macroscopic variables reflecting that these are proxy measures for
stretch and stretch rate.
The stretch constraints on the stretch diffusion equation
The stretch component (11.1) will be considered first. The IC is the solution
to (11.1) at the end of the ramping phase of the stress relaxation experi-
ment. Eventually the PDE will only be evaluated at t = 0, thereby reducing
to an ordinary differential equation (ODE) in x subject to the constraint
that the mean stretch corresponds to the specimen stretch. This is simply a
statement of the definition of specimen stretch (7.24). The theory predicts
a non-uniform distribution of stretch. One of two scenarios are anticipated
and depicted in Figure 11.3
It is recognised that, at t = 0 and throughout isometry, the specimen
length is constant and equals the specimen stretch multiplied by the un-
strained specimen length. Restated, on the domain x ∈ [0,L0] (where L0 is































Figure 11.3: Expected initial molecular stretch distributions. R(eq)µ
is the mean molecular stretch at equilibrium and Rµ0 is the mean
molecular stretch at x = 0 and t = 0. L0 is half the undeformed
length, Lm is the value of x at which the mean molecular stretch
at t = 0 is the equilibrium molecular stretch and Lq is the predicted
x-intercept for the curve.







dx+ L0 − Lm = λspecL0. (11.3)
where λspec is the specimen stretch in the x-direction, Rµ(x, 0) molecular
stretch at position x at the end of ramping and R(eq)µ is the molecular stretch
at equilibrium. The origin of the form of (11.3) is the anticipated discon-
tinuous distribution of RSµx depicted in Figure 11.3 where the two images
represent extremes of possible distribution.
Let Lm be the location on the undeformed specimen corresponding to
zero strain as depicted in Figure 11.3. Then the constraint (11.3) can further
be refined to
RSµx(Lm, 0) = R
(eq)
µ , (11.4)
RSµx(0, 0) = Rµ0, (11.5)
∂RSµx
∂t
(0, 0) = 0 and (11.6)
∂RSµx
∂t
(x, 0) = 0 ∀ LM < x ≤ L0 (11.7)
where Rµ0 is RSµ(x, t) at x = 0 and t = 0. Thus 0 ≤ Lm ≤ L0 and (11.3)
through (11.7) represent the constraints on the stretch IC PDE (11.1) at
t = 0 (end of ramping). The solution to the PDE is given by (C-11). At
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|ηR|x) + R(eq)µ ∀ 0 ≤ x ≤ Lm ≤ L0
R
(eq)
µ ∀ Lm ≤ x ≤ L0
(11.8)
where Rµ0, ηR and Lm are to be determined. Furthermore (11.3) is an
equation in three unknowns (Lm,Rµ0 and ηR) and, as described in Appendix
C-1 and Equation (C-13), reduces to






At least two additional equations are required. The first is provided by the











which reduces Equation (11.9), as described by (C-14), to










The stretch rate constraint on the stretch rate diffusion equation
The constraints applied to ṘDµx(x, 0) to solve the stretch rate diffusion equa-
tion (11.2) are apparent from the discontinuous stretch distribution depicted
in Figure 11.3 and are
ṘDµx(0, 0) = 0 (11.12)
ṘDµx(x, 0) = 0 ∀ Lm < x ≤ L0. (11.13)
An alternate physical interpretation is that the molecules at the application
point are fully stretched and consequently at x = 0 the stretch rate is zero.
Thus the constraint (11.12) is established. The stretch rate is maximum at
the ‘wave front’ (x = LM) and zero for Lm < x ≤ L0. The specimen stretch










dx = λ̇specL0. (11.14)
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which can be substituted into (11.14). The solution to the stretch rate diffu-
sion equation (11.2) is provided in Appendix C-2 as (C-23). Evaluating PDE





|ηṘ|x) ∀ 0 ≤ x ≤ Lm ≤ L0,
0 ∀ Lm ≤ x ≤ L0.
(11.15)























an equation in three unknowns, and (11.16) is independent of (11.9). Thus
Equations (11.9) and (11.16) form a system of two equations in five unknowns
(c4, ηṘ, ηR,Lm,Rµ0). Two of the remaining equations will be determined
from the principal stress and stress rate constraints. The third equation was
derived from the geometry of Figure 11.3 and is given by Equation (11.10).
Kinetic and geometric constraints
The apparent specimen principal stress as determined experimentally by the
tensile testing instrument at time t = 0 is known. The apparent principal
stress based on the distribution of stretch and stretch rate should equal the



























as described in Appendix C-3. Appendix C-3 provides the apparent principal
stress rate which, although not provided directly by the tensile test, can be
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Thus (11.9), (11.16), (11.17), (11.18) and (11.10) form a system of five
equations in five unknowns. It will prove difficult to solve for all five un-
knowns because the equations are non-linear and some of the functions are
periodic. A special case will be used in Chapter 13 where initial stretch
rate is equal to zero, all the apparent principal stress is due to stretch and
Lm = L0. This special proves to set the appropriate conditions for the ex-
periment being modelled and will be referred to as the curved stretch, zero
stretch rate IC – the proof that the above IC is appropriate is provided in
Appendix C. This initial special case (curved stretch, zero stretch rate) will
be used in the numerical model which is constructed based on the equation
of polymer flow (6.98). The results of the numerical model based on curved
stretch, zero stretch rate will be presented in Section 13.6.
11.1.2 Modelling symmetry
In Figure 11.2 the longitudinal axis is depicted in green along the direction of
the tensile load. It is apparent that this is an axis of symmetry. A transverse
axis is depicted in purple. The transverse axis is not an axis of symmetry
due to the non-uniform and asymmetric distribution of stretch as depicted
by the blue lines in Figure 11.2. There would, however, be an advantage to
treating the short axis as an axis of symmetry as, effectively, it would reduce
the domain to be modelled by a factor of four. Macroscopically there will
be no effect – the effect is mesoscopic. Thus, despite not being physically
correct, both axes of symmetry are used. The symmetry boundary condition
will be applied to two surfaces as depicted in Figure 11.4. The remaining two
surfaces will either have adaptive or fixed BCs applied. When applying the
adaptive BC option, one surface has the adaptive BC parallel to the applied
force whilst the remaining surface will have the adaptive BC perpendicular to
the applied force as depicted in Figure 11.4. The alternative to the adaptive
BC is the fixed BC where the stretches applied at the edges correspond to
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Figure 11.4: The red hatched area represents the symmetry condition.
The blue arrows indicate the adaptive boundary condition parallel
to the applied force and the green arrows represent the adaptive
boundary conditions perpendicular to the applied force
the specimen stretch – analogous to the conventional way of applying BCs.
11.2 Symmetry boundary condition
Potential existing solutions are the bounceback boundary condition or the
non-slip boundary condition already used in the fluid LBM and depicted in
Figure 11.5. However, these BCs were developed to ensure zero velocity at
Figure 11.5: (a) the bounceback boundary condition reverses the di-
rection of the vector. (b)non-slip boundary condition reflects in
the plane of the interface
walls – thereby remaining physically consistent for fluids. The equivalent for
the polymer LBM would be zero strain and zero strain rate at the walls – but
these are physically inconsistent. Thus these BCs are rejected. The obvious
alternative is simple reflection of the adjacent node. This also produces physi-
cally inconsistent results – shown here using proof by contradiction. Consider
a perfectly uniform distribution at the boundary as depicted in Figure 11.6.
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Figure 11.6: Each number represents a magnitude of a vector
Under these conditions, the BC reduces to the non-slip BC which is known to
be physically inconsistent. Thus simple reflection is physically inconsistent.
Duplication of the adjacent reference node will be used at the wall. This
Figure 11.7: The advection, as depicted, resembles translation to the
adjacent node. This is unintentional and should resemble advection
as for fluids.
does not produce the non-physical zero-stretch and zero-stretch rate result.
Only the nodes proximal to the reference nodes (relative to the applied force)
can affect the reference nodes. The ‘advection’ step does not necessarily
conserve mass or elasticity but the redistribution can be selected to do so.
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The geometry and advection is depicted in Figure 11.7. This duplication
BC produces several physically consistent results – only the proximal nodes
alter the reference nodes, at steady state the stretches and stretch rates are
uniformly distributed through the specimen and, at the symmetry interfaces,
stretches and stretch rates are non-zero.
11.3 Non-adaptive boundary condition
Note that Equations (11.1) and (11.2) cannot apply length and velocity BCs
directly. These have to be calculated and boundary stretches have to be set
such that length and velocity BCs are achieved. These adaptive boundary
conditions are presented in Sections 11.4 and 11.5. This section presents
non-adaptive BCs which resemble the conventional method of applying BCs
more closely. In particular, the non-adaptive BCs are of the form
RSµx(x0, y0, t) = c1 and ṘDµx(x0, y0, t) = c2
where x0 and y0 denote the edges of the specimen and c1 and c2 are constants.
Figure 11.4 depicts the adaptive BC with the symmetry BC applied at two
edges. The non-symmetric BC uses the maximum entropy functions (8.30)
and (8.37) to determine the density and bulk modulus per unit volume dis-
tribution at the walls of these non-symmetric BCs. The actual stretch and
stretch rates at these walls are determined from the calculated and expected
stretches. The alternate boundary condition is that of pure symmetry. In
Figure 11.8: The red lines represent the duplication, symmetry con-
dition and the blue arrows represent the fixed specimen stretch.
this scenario, three of the edges will be the symmetry (duplication) boundary
condition as presented in Section 11.2. The remaining edge (applied force
edge depicted in blue in Figure 11.8) also represents a symmetry BC but
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the BC is constant and corresponds to the expected specimen stretch. The
symmetry only becomes apparent at steady state. The latter scenario is pre-
sented in Figure 11.8.
Note that this represents a section of a very large specimen. The justifica-
tion lies in the recognition that when the LBM for gases was first formulated,
the application of BCs had as yet not been determined. The early researchers
compromised by reflecting the results at the edges to avoid BCs [141]. The
sample of an infinite specimen scenario, depicted in Figure 11.8, represents
an attempt to apply the same compromise as that of the early gas LBM
researchers.
11.4 Adaptive boundary condition parallel to
applied force
The underlying principle being applied for the adaptive BC is that, for the
isometric phase of the stress relaxation experiment, the specimen length re-
mains constant. For this to occur, the specimen stretch must remain con-
stant. Given that specimen stretch is the arithmetic mean of stretch over
the specimen length (7.24), the applied stretch at the edges must be selected
(updated) to ensure constant specimen stretch.
Equation (9.45) calculates the magnitude of λ1 at time t. Let a rectangu-
lar specimen be discretised into a rectangular lattice consisting of q horizontal
RVEs and s vertical RVEs. Without loss of generality, the first row and the
first column of these RVEs represent the BC application RVEs. The position
of an RVE is designated by coordinate (i, j), its location in a Cartesian co-
ordinate system, where horizontal RVE location i ∈ N0 such that 1 ≤ i ≤ q
and vertical RVE location j ∈ N0 such that 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
Consider a BC being applied on the first column of RVEs. Let the total
number of RVEs be designated N−0 = qs. Let the sum of the non-wall RVEs
and the BC application RVEs be N−1 = (q)(s − 1). Let the non-wall RVEs
be designated N−2 = (q − 1)(s − 1). Then the actual (or calculated from
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(for both real and lattice) in the x-direction is calcu-
lated over the sum of non-wall RVEs and BC application RVEs,






= N−1 (expected)λspx(t)− (N−2) (actual)λ{ij}x (t) (11.20)
where λ{1j}x are the horizontal material stretches at the application points.
Also, for the isometric phase of the stress relaxation experiment, (expected)λspx(t)




















where the product is positive or negative depending on the initial represen-
tative molecule orientation. Similarly the specimen stretch rate is 0 and
therefore for both real and lattice components,
















From the definition of the specimen stretch rate,






= −(N−2) (actual)λ̇{ij}x (t). (11.22)
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is obtained for both real and lattice components. Alternatively, from incom-
pressibility and for uniaxial tension with two free surfaces,
λ{1j},(real)x λ
{1j},(real)2
















where the product is positive or negative depending on the initial representa-
tive molecule orientation. Differentiating Equation (11.24), both in real and






















11.5 Adaptive boundary condition perpendic-
ular to applied force
The additional complexity of the boundary condition perpendicular to the
applied force is that the stretch propagates, and is therefore not uniform,
along the length of the specimen. Nevertheless, the principle is the same as for
the parallel adaptive BC. Two examples of BCs perpendicular to the applied
stress are considered. The first is plane strain. This is counterintuitive
because unixial tension is not plane strain. The reason for using a plane
strain BC is that the 2D model is implicitly plane strain. The second BC
perpendicular to the applied force is intended to model the real situation
more closely because the 3D incompressibility condition (Π3i=1λi = 1 where
λi is a principal stretch, λ2 = λ3 = 1/
√
λ1 and λ1 is the stretch parallel to
the applied load) is used. Although the latter BC is a closer approximation
to reality, it is not obvious that it is of relevance because the underlying 2D
method only allows for plane strain.
11.5.1 Plane strain adaptive boundary conditions
The plane strain situation fixes the principal stretch in one of the three
directions as one. Given horizontal RVE location i ∈ N0 where 1 ≤ i ≤ q
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and vertical RVE location j ∈ N0 where 1 ≤ j ≤ s and the incompressibility
condition, the specimen stretch in the vertical direction at every horizontal
location i (λ{i}spy) is calculated as
λ{ji},(real)x λ
{ji},(real)
y = ±1 ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ s and 1 ≤ i ≤ q (11.26)


























where λ{ji},(real)x is the material stretch in the x-direction of the jith node.
Thus the specimen stretch in the y-direction is the inverse of the arithmetic
mean of the horizontal stretches at the i position The actual specimen stretch









Clearly the sum of the material stretches in the vertical direction must equal









(substituting (11.27)) = λ{1i},(real)y + (s− 1) (actual)λ{i},(real)spy
where λ{ji},(real)y is the stretch in the y-direction at horizontal location i and
vertical location j. Consequently the BC is given by
λ{1i},(real)y = s (expected)λ
{i},(real)
spy − (s− 1) (actual)λ{i},(real)spy (11.28)
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∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ s and 1 ≤ i ≤ q






















λ{1i},(lat)y = s (expected)λ
{i},(lat)
spy − (s− 1) (actual)λ{i},(lat)spy .




=⇒ λ̇{ji},(real)x λ{ji},(real)y + λ{ji},(real)x λ̇{ji},(real)y = 0















then, given that specimen properties are the arithmetic mean of material
















)2 = ∓ λ̇µxλ2µx . (11.31)









Given that, in principle, the expected stretch rate in the y-direction is the
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y + (s− 1) (actual)λ̇{i},(real)y
⇐⇒ λ̇{i1},(real)y = s (expected)λ̇{i},(real)y − (s− 1) (actual)λ̇{i},(real)y .
(11.34)
Non-zero specimen stretch rates imply moving boundaries but the model does
not permit this phenomenon. Nevertheless, moving boundaries are physically
consistent. The x-component of stretch rate is determined by substituting









The results above, that were derived for real components, can also be shown
to apply to lattice components.
11.5.2 Adaptive boundary conditions parallel to the ap-
plied force for two free surfaces
The underlying principle being applied is conservation of specimen length
– as for the plane strain situation. The second principle is conservation of
volume (incompressibility) as summarised by
3∏
i=1
λi = 1. (11.36)
Further, given that two surfaces are free, λ2 = λ3 and consequently
λ1λ
2




Given that (11.36) applies to specimen stretches,
λ{ji},(real)x λ
{ji},(real)2




























where λ{ji},(real)x is the material stretch in the x-direction of the jith node.
Thus the specimen stretch in the y-direction is the inverse of the square root
of the arithmetic mean (λ{i},(real)xµ ) of the horizontal stretches at the i position.









The sum of the material stretches in the vertical direction must equal the









(substituting (11.38)) = λ{1i},(real)y + (s− 1) (actual)λ{i},(real)spy
where λ{ji},(real)y is the stretch in the y-direction at horizontal location i and
vertical location j. Consequently the BC is
λ{1i},(real)y = s (expected)λ
{i},(real)
spy − (s− 1) (actual)λ{i},(real)spy (11.39)













∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ s and 1 ≤ i ≤ q




























λ{1i},(lat)y = s (expected)λ
{i},(lat)
spy − (s− 1) (actual)λ{i},(lat)spy .
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=⇒ λ̇{ji},(real)x λ{ji},(real)y + 2λ{ji},(real)x λ̇{ji},(real)y = 0















Then, given that specimen properties are the arithmetic mean of material
































Given that, in principle, the expected stretch rate in the y-direction is the














y + (s− 1) (actual)λ̇{i},(real)y
⇐⇒ λ̇{i1},(real)y = s (expected)λ̇{i},(real)y − (s− 1) (actual)λ̇{i},(real)y .
. (11.45)
Again, non-zero specimen stretch rates imply moving boundaries (not al-
lowed by the model) but these are physically consistent. The x-component
of stretch rate is calculated by substituting (11.39), (11.40) and (11.45) into
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11.6 The corner node boundary conditions
The theory predicts that every RVE should be incompressible. Thus
λlxλly = 1 = λtxλty = λltxλlty
where the l subscript designates the left RVE, the t is top and lt is the left-















λtxλty = 1. (11.47)
The stretch rates will be the geometric mean of the stretch rates of the
adjacent nodes to ensure that Equation (11.23) is satisfied. The proof relies




























































































Thus setting the stretch rates of the corner nodes to be the geometric means




























and thereby satisfies Equation (11.23).
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11.7 Relating chain rate ratio to stretch rate
The stretch rate λ̇, as used in this text, refers to the ratio of chain stretch





The computer program used to model the behaviour of the material, as de-



























Furthermore, substituting these result into the boundary conditions of Sec-




The theory for polymer viscoelasticity, as presented in this thesis, has been
based on the assumption of a Gaussian chain length (vector length) distri-
bution in an isotropic material. Although this theory is not valid for the full
range of polymer elasticity, Treloar ( [138], Chapter 5) shows that it is valid
to a strain of 40% [135]. One should therefore conclude that this theory ap-
plies to certain incompressible, isotropic, viscoelastic, hyperelastic materials
(like polymers), but only upto stretches of the order of 1.4, and not subject
to creep or plastic deformation.
The constitutive equation (7.15) is a relatively simple equation in only
two unknowns – µ and G. The complexity in experimentation is due to the
appropriate selection of material, the derivation of the constitutive equation
on the deformed state and material hyperelasticity.
Here, experimentation has four functions – material selection, constant
determination, prediction, and experimental verification of the numerical
model. In Section 3.1.2 the velocity of the molecule (c) was separated into
a component due to molecular stretch rate or vibration (c̀) and a compo-
nent due to molecular translation or flow (ć). The velocity c̀ is therefore
associated with completely reversible time-dependent behaviour, that is vis-
coelasticity. In contrast, ć is associated with either incompletely reversible
time-dependent elastic behaviour which will be called creep, or irreversible
time-dependent or time-independent behaviour which will be called plastic
deformation.
The model considered here is constructed only for viscoelastic materials.
Thus material selection includes establishing the conditions under which the
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material behaves as an isotropic, viscoelastic, hyperelastic material without
creep or plastic deformation.
It is a known property of polymers that the stress-strain curve of a previ-
ously strained specimen will be different from that of the original stress-strain
curve for that specimen. The present model predicts that this is a conse-
quence of molecular flow or slippage as represented by ć in this model. One
would therefore also expect that under the appropriate conditions (ć = 0)
stress-strain curves for a particular specimen will be reproducible.
In this chapter the first set of experiments will establish the conditions
(at room temperature) under which this polymer will behave as an isotropic,
viscoelastic, hyperelastic material without creep or yield. The second set
of experiments will determine the unknowns µ and G. The third set of
experiments will verify the reproducibility of the stress-strain curve on the
same specimen. Verification of the model is the subject of Chapter 13.
12.1 Material selection
The material used in these experiments is pellethane 2363 AE with density
1150kg/m3. The material was donated by the Cardiovascular Research Unit
(CVRU) at the University of Cape Town. The uniaxial tests were performed
on an Instron 5544 (described in Appendix B-5) – also belonging to CVRU.
Specimen Depth(D) W L S T
mm mm mm mm mm
S1 1.02 4.00 25 45 74.97
S2 1.02 4.02 25 46 74.98
S3 1.01 3.94 25 46 74.98
S4 1.01 3.96 25 46 74.96
S8T1 0.90 3.98 25 46 74.63
S9T2 0.90 3.99 25 46 74.80
S10T3 0.99 4.02 25 46 74.87
S11T4 0.93 4.02 25 47 74.77
S12V1 0.90 3.94 25 46 75
Table 12.1: Test specimen dimensions
Nine standard dumbell specimens were used for this series of experiments.
Four of these specimens (designated S1,S2,S3,S4) were used to determine
the conditions under which the specimens would not exhibit creep, stress
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relaxation or plastic deformation. An additional four specimens (designated
S8T1, S9T2, S10T3, S11T3) were used to determine the material constants
µ and G and also to illustrate the reproducibility of the stress strain curve
under the established conditions. The remaining specimen (S12V1) will be
used for the numerical model verification in Chapter 13. The dimensions of
the nine specimens are summarised in Table 12.1. The specimen depth was
Figure 12.1: Dumbell with measured dimensions designated
measured with a micrometer (precision 0.01mm) and the length, shoulder
length and total length were measured with a caliper (precision 0.02mm).
The dimensions in Table 12.1 are depicted in Figure 12.1.
12.1.1 Criteria for exclusion of creep and plasticity
For practical reasons, the conditions for which there is no creep or plasticity
are assumed to exist if the material returns to the original total length (T)
within 30 minutes. The presence of a change in total length (T) is defined
by a statistically significant difference in the measured value as determined
in Appendix B-4. For T, this significant change is 0.11mm. Conversely, a
change of measurement of less than 0.11mm is assumed to signify the absence
of a significant difference. If no significant difference can be detected in 30
minutes, creep and plasticity are deemed to be absent or neglible.
12.1.2 Stretch and stretch-rates that do not allow creep
All specimens were tested at room temperature. Specimen S1 was strained
to a maximum of 10%, S2 to 20%, S3 to 30% and S4 to 40%. Each specimen
was strained at 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300 and 600mm/min. The
changes in total length immediately after straining and relaxation are given
in Table 12.2.
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Specimen S1 S2 S3 S4
Stretch Maximum
Rate Strain 10% 20% 30% 40%
mm/min
2 75.40 75.40 75.70 75.60
5 75.20 75.30 75.68 75.40
10 75.13 75.13 75.29 75.33
20 75.05 75.33 75.20 75.20
50 74.98 75.13 75.24 75.23
100 74.99 75.13 75.14 75.13
150 75.00 75.06 75.11 75.09
200 74.96 75.11 75.14 75.15
400 74.98 75.14 75.14 75.15
600 75.00 75.18 75.19 75.26
900 74.97 75.13 75.13 75.10
Table 12.2: Immediate post strain total lengths
The difference in length (T) 30 minutes after the start of the strain ex-
periments are shown in Figure 12.2 as a function of stretch rate. The y-axis
indicates the change in total length, the red line is the smallest significant
difference and the curves represent the maximum strains as indicated in the
legend. Based on these results, the maximum allowable strain is 40% and
Figure 12.2: Change in length by strain rate and maximum strain
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the maximum allowable strain rate is 900mm/min – to avoid creep in this
material.
12.1.3 Criteria to exclude stress relaxation
Stress relaxation is a known feature of polymers. In the theory constructed in
this document, stress is a function of stretch and stretch rate. Equation (7.15)
cannot derive a form consistent with experimentally observed stress relax-
ation because, in 1D, (7.15) reduces to a generalisation of the Kelvin-Voigt
model of viscoelasticity as demonstrated in Section 7.2. The Kelvin-Voigt
model is known to predict instantaneous stress relaxation [16]. The theory
for specimen viscoelasticity does, however, predict stress relaxation.
Consider Equation (6.102). This equation describes a wave-like propa-
gation of stretch and stretch rate through a material specimen and is an
example of a non-linear wave equation as described in Section 6.6. The right
hand side is the divergence of the stress tensor as given by Equation (7.18).
The theory predicts that stress relaxation is a consequence of this stretch and
stretch rate propagation and redistribution within the specimen – specimen
viscoelasticity. Thus the measured (which for the instron is true apparent
specimen) stress is a function of the measured stretch and stretch-rate and
the propagation and distribution of stretch and stretch-rate through the spec-
imen. In order to negate the latter effect, the appropriate conditions have to
be established. The absence of inappropriate conditions will be informed by
recognising the absence of the consequences of these inappropriate conditions
– stress relaxation.
It is predicted that, for smaller specimens at lower stretch rates, stress
relaxation under isometric conditions will be less significant because the spec-
imen is able to be in quasi-equilibrium. Thus, in the stress relaxation experi-
ment, at the loading transition from displacement ramp to isometric stretch;
the specimen stretch and length are constant. Stress relaxation is predicted
to be a consequence of the specimen’s approach to steady state (and each
RVE material’s approach to maximum entropy with respect to stretch). The
ramp and isometric stretch are depicted in Figure 12.3.
The absence of stress relaxation will be determined in terms of the accu-
racy of the load measuring instrument. A significant load difference is 4.5%
as determined in Appendix B-5. A significant true apparent specimen stress
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Figure 12.3: The stress relaxation experiment
difference, as measured by the instron, is 0.48MPa (see Equation (B-4)). If
the maximum difference between the measured stresses at the end of ramping
and 30 minutes into the isometric phase is less than 0.48MPa of the mea-
sured stress at end of ramping, stress relaxation is considered to be absent.
12.1.4 Stretch rates that exclude stress relaxation
Specimens S8 through S11 were strained to 40% at various stretch rates as
indicated in Table 12.3 where the lower limit of 0.05mm/min and upper
limit of 800mm/min are constrained by the limits of the testing instrument.
The results of the stress relaxation experiment are provided in Table 12.4.
Stretch Rate (mm/min)
S8T1 0.2 2 40 500
S9T2 0.1 1 10 100
S10T3 0.4 4 20 400
S11T4 0.05 0.5 5 800
Table 12.3: Stretch rates to maximum strain 40%
The results are colour-coded to correspond to the stretch rates in Table 12.3.
The bold results, on the left, are the stresses at the end of ramping to
maximum strain and the italic results, on the right, correspond to the stress
at 30 minutes after the maximum strain is attained and maintained. Figure
12.4 charts the changes in measured stress (true apparent specimen), from
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Measured Stress (MPa) – 3 significant figures
S8T1 4.61 4.25 4.87 4.25 5.22 4.20 5.84 4.19
S9T2 4.34 4.07 4.57 4.08 4.79 4.08 5.75 4.07
S10T3 4.58 4.14 4.64 4.00 4.95 4.08 5.70 4.10
S11T4 4.23 4.04 4.57 4.14 4.73 4.10 5.81 4.03
Table 12.4: End of ramp and 30 minute stress (stress relaxation)
Figure 12.4: Absolute change with stress relaxation
Table 12.4, vs strain rate. The limit for the absence of a significant change
is 0.233MPa and is depicted as a red line. The absence of a significant
change signifies that specimen properties approximate material properties.
The strain rate that avoids stress relaxation is 0.05mm/min. This stretch
rate will be used to determine the material constants.
12.2 Theory validation
At least three predictions can be made based upon the theory and Equation
(7.19). Given that the left hand side of (7.19) depends on only two material
constants (G and µ), one should anticipate that, at steady state in a stress
relaxation experiment, the steady state stress is independent of the initial
ramp stretch rate.
One would further predict that the steady state stress in a stress relax-
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ation experiment is directly proportional to the stretch. Lastly, the appropri-
ate manipulation of Equation (7.15) – the equation for material stress – can
determine pellethane’s material constants at a stretch rate of 0.05mm/min
(refer to Sections 12.1.3 and 12.1.4) because, under these conditions, the
material properties of pellethane correspond to the specimen properties.
12.2.1 Strain-rate-independent steady state stress
The LHS of Equation (7.19) is written in terms of gradients of the square of
stretch, stretch rate and temporal derivatives of stretch rate. The theory pre-
dicts that disequilibrium is due to redistribution of macroscopic properties
through the specimen. Conversely, at steady state, macroscopic properties
are uniformly distributed throughout the specimen. By definition, at steady
state temporal derivatives are zero. Thus at steady state (in one dimension
where end x = L(t) is fixed and end x = 0 is the point of tensile load appli-
cation, x is in the opposite direction to the applied tensile load as depicted
in Figure 12.1. In Figure 12.1 x is in black and the apparent principal stress,
〈app〉T, is in cyan).
Let the principal strain ε be defined as ε := ∆λ, then Equation (7.19)
reduces to
κ∆v + κ∆r · ∇v = − ∂
∂x







































where the penultimate substitution is from (6.101) and ε1 is the principal
strain parallel to the applied force. The change in the length of a line seg-
ment ∆x (where the direction of x is parallel to the applied force) can either
be interpreted as the change in position of an RVE or the change in RVE
length. Further, ∆δx = ∆λδx0 = εδx0 where the specimen RVE length is
δx = λδx0. The initial length r0 = δx0 is therefore the initial specimen RVE
length. Thus the steady state stress of a specimen strained to a fixed stretch
is constant independent of stretch rate.
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Figure 12.5 charts the apparent stresses at steady state (30 minutes) for
each stretch rate. The experiments were performed for each of the stretch
rates described in Table 12.3 and to strains of 10%, 20%, 30% and 40%.
Figure 12.5(a) illustrates that for the strains tested, the steady state stresses
Figure 12.5: Strain rate independent steady state stress
remain constant. The linear regression [64] results depicted in Figure 12.5(a)
confirm this observation. The R value is the Pearson correlation coefficient
which here approximates zero, indicating a poor correlation between stretch
rate and steady state stress at best. Figure 12.5(b) depicts the same re-
sult but emphasizes the specimen tested, thereby confirming the specimen
independence of the result.
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12.2.2 Material maximum entropy stress-strain relation-
ship
Equation (12.1) predicts that, at steady state, a parabolic relationship exists
between principal stress and principal strain. To negate hydrostatic effects,
〈app〉T2 needs to be subtracted subject to the constraint
∏3




























is the non-parabolic equation for the apparent specimen and material prin-
cipal stress (specimen and material properties are equal at steady state).
Figure 12.6(a) uses a box-and-whisker plot to display the relationship be-
tween stress and strain. This particular plot is intended to display the low
variability at each strain. The n values correspond to the number of measure-
ments made. Figure 12.6(b) performs linear regression to provide a visual
depiction of the linearity.
Figure 12.6: Linear regression of specimen steady state true apparent
stress for stress relaxation. Strain, ε, is reported as a percentage.
The difference between the median and whiskers is 1.53×IQR where IQR
is the interquartile range (75thcentile − 25thcentile). The box is defined by
the 75thcentile and 25thcentile ( [108], Chapter 2). The gradient of the least
squares line in Figure 12.6(b) is 9.65 MPa with an intercept of 0.278 MPa.
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The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.9952 [64]. (P < 2e−16 for the gradient
and P < 1.89e−10 for the intercept where P is the probability that such an
event can occur at random). Of note, the higher number of measurements
at the 40% strain effectively increases the weighting of the 40% strain.
Figure 12.7: The parabolic principal material maximum entropy
stress-strain relationship
A least squares fit has been conducted to determine the constants for
Equation (12.2). The constant a = −2.3015MPa and b = 8.0618MPa
where a = R2µ0xκ/2 − 2κRµ0xr0 and b = R2µ0xκ. Figure 12.7 compares the
predicted material maximum entropy principal stress in red to the experi-
mental material maximum entropy principal stresses in blue.
12.2.3 Uniaxial test theory: specimen steady state model
This section will determine the constant κ. Recall that Equation (7.19)
is a macroscopic differential equation. However the left hand side of the
equation is a specimen description and the right hand side is a material
description. At steady state two implicit conditions are satisfied. The first
(by definition) is that temporal derivatives are zero. The second is that the
specimen description is the same as the material description. This result
is implicit in the model of specimen viscoelasticity presented in this work.
An alternate interpretation is that, at steady state, the whole specimen can
be approximated as an RVE. This is consistent with the definition of the
RVE (Section 1.1) because the theory predicts that, at steady state, there
is homogeneity with respect to molecular distribution. Thus, from the left
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hand side of Equation (7.19), for displacement v
∇ ·T = κ∆v + κ∆r · ∇v = κ∆v − κv · ∇v = κ∆v − κ
2
∇v2
where the direction of v is opposite to the direction of r as depicted in Figure














where the subscript 1 refers to the relevant principal vector component –
parallel to the applied force. After integrating with respect to x,
∆T1 = −κv21ε21 +
κv21
2
ε1(ε1 + 2) = −
κv21
2











where v1 is the initial specimen length and ∆x = v1ε1 is the change in spec-
imen length.
The same result can be derived for the remaining two directions. Sub-





































⇐⇒ λ2 = λ3 =
1√
λ1




∆T2 = ∆T3 = 0














































A least squares fit was conducted to show that κ = 10.55GPa.m−2 which
cannot be compared to Young’s modulus. Figure 12.8 displays the curve fit
to the data and differs from Figure 12.7 by substituting κ as an unknown.
Figure 12.8: The parabolic specimen steady state stress-stretch re-
lationship
12.2.4 Uniaxial test theory: fixed strain-rate model
It should be noted that the following derivation is for a material – the right
hand side of Equation (7.19). However, the tensile test is performed on a
specimen. In order for specimen properties to approximate material proper-
ties, the specimen has to be in steady state. It should be noted that (7.17)
is less correct than the unmeasurable formulation based on Equation (7.15).
Equation (7.15) is more correct because it corresponds to the specimen stress
whereas (7.17) is the measured stress as discussed in Section 5.1.5. A formu-
lation based on (7.17) is measurable and is thus presented.
True fixed strain-rate model
A uniaxial tensile test is typically performed at a fixed stretch rate. Thus the
specimen is never in steady state. Consequently the test has to be conducted
at quasi-equilibrium – where quasi-equilibrium is defined as a macroscopic
specimen phenomenon which describes a state of disequilibrium sufficiently
close to steady state such that a steady state approximation can be made.
In Section 12.1.3 it has been determined that the stretch rate 0.05mm/min
is compatible with quasi-equilibrium.
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Under fixed stretch rate conditions, a material behaves as follows:
δλ1 = λ̇1δt ⇐⇒ λ(t) =
t∫
0
λ̇1dτ = 1 + λ̇1t (12.7)







From Equation (7.37)) and the incompressibility condition (7.47) (λ1λ2λ3 =
1), the true latent strain energy function is




























W ∗ is used because the data reported by the tensile testing instrument is
corrected for current area. The stress results reported by the instrument are
thus true stress (σt). However, true latent specimen stress which, for quasi-
equilibrium, corresponds to true latent material stress is being determined
here. The latent stress cannot be measured. Differentiating Equation (12.10)
























Then using the relation λ23 = λ22 =
1
λ1
























+ 4µλ̇1 + 8µλ
−3

































+ 4µλ̇1 + 8µλ
−3






































+ 4µλ̇1 + 8µλ
−3









Given that under these conditions λ̇i is not constant for i = 2, 3, it follows
that σt2 and σt3 are not of the same form as Equation (12.12). From Equation
























Substituting Equation (7.49) into (12.13),





































Further, upon substitution of Equations (7.51) and (12.7),





































Then substituting Equation (12.8),









































Subtracting (12.15) from (12.12) and using (7.46),

































































































for the fixed stretch-rate uniaxial tensile test on an isotropic, incompressible,













The true stretch rate λ̇ has to be distinguished from the nominal stretch
rate which will be designated λ̇0. The nominal stretch rate will be defined
by Equation (12.23) and is the stretch rate reported by the tensile testing
instrument. The nominal stretch rate corresponds to the conventional defi-
nition of stretch rate and differs from the true stretch rate by being the ratio
of the rate of change of length relative to the undeformed length or s0.
Apparent fixed strain-rate model
The true fixed strain-rate model above determines the Cauchy true maximum
entropy latent stress. However, the latent stress is not directly measurable
(discussed in Section 5.1.5). The apparent stress 〈app〉T is measurable and
can be determined from the apparent stored energy functions.
Substituting Equation (7.47) into Equation (7.45),































































+ 2µλ̇1 + 4µλ
−3


































+ 2µλ̇1 + 4µλ
−3









Next, from Equation (12.19) with appropriate change of variable, and using
























= A(1− λ3/21 ) + 2µλ̇3 − 5µλ
3/2









The resultant principal stress is









































The elimination of hydrostatic components in Equation (12.20) is achieved
by subtracting Equation (12.21) from Equation (12.20) which yields



































































for the apparent fixed stretch-rate uniaxial tensile test on an isotropic, in-
compressible, viscoelastic specimen where, as for the true latent stress, λ̇ is
true stretch rate or ṡ/s. Note that because (12.22) is directly measurable, it
will be used for experimental purposes.
12.2.5 Experimental description and results
The uniaxial tensile tests described in Section 12.2.4 are described for ma-
terials in quasi-equilibrium. Section 12.1.4 determines that the stretch rate
compatible with quasi-equilibrium is 0.05 mm/min (quasi-equilibrium stretch
rate). The experimental data from the ramp components of the stress relax-
ation experiments conducted in Section 12.2.4 and described in Section 12.1.3
are used to determine the material constants in Equation (12.22). The con-
stants will be numerically equal to those of Equation (12.16)
It has been noted that in Section 12.2.4 the true strain rate λ̇ is used in
Equation (12.22). The tensile testing instrument is only capable of a fixed
nominal stretch rate λ̇0 where λ̇0 = ṡ/s0, s is the current specimen length and
















































where λ̇01 is 3.333× 10−5s−1.
Multiple linear regression ( [108], Chapter 11) is used to determine the
constants A,G and µ. These are found to be A = 6.213MPa, G = 0.971×
10−6MPa.s−1 and µ = −3.748× 104MPa.s.
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12.2.6 Comparing experiment and theory
Figure 12.9: Multilinear regression fit of experimental data
The experimental results for the quasi-equilibrium stretch rates are com-
pared to those predicted by Equation (12.22), and are charted in Figure 12.9.
Figure 12.9(a) is a plot of the experimental and theoretical stress across the
range of stretch. The discrete nature of the experimental results is due to
rounding error during data storage. Figure 12.9(b) is a plot of the difference
between experimental and theoretical results across the range of stretch. The
red circles indicate the smallest significant difference – which Equation (B-4)
calculats to be 0.233MPa. There is clearly close agreement between theoret-
ical and experimental results.
The results for the disequilibrium stretch rates (the complementary set to
the quasi-equilibrium stretch rates) cannot be calculated directly and are the
subject of Chapter 13. The methods described above can be applied to the
disequilibrium stretch rates but the values determined would be specimen
variables rather than the intended material constants.
Chapter 13
Model experimental verification
This chapter will present several results that are distinguished from those
of Chapter 12 by being based either on discrete theory or on approximate
special cases. Although Chapter 12 determined the material constants and
reproduced the uniaxial stretch data, it did not demonstrate viscoelastic be-
haviour. There are three components to the demonstration of viscoelastic
behaviour. The first is to show that for a fixed tensile load, the theory repro-
duces creep. Thus it must be demonstrated that a specimen with a constant
specimen principal stress, will deform to a state in which the stretch is greater
than the initial stretch. Secondly, a specimen at fixed stretch will achieve
a steady state where the principal stress is less than the initial. The third
component requires that between the initial and steady state the model must
reproduce the time-dependent behaviour.
The polymer flow equation (6.98) could not be solved analytically. How-
ever in Appendices C-1 and C-2, (6.98) is separated into stretch and stretch
rate components. Approximations to the stretch component (6.97) and
stretch rate component (6.93) were solved analytically. The initial stretch
distribution was calculated and shown to be related to stretch rate. For
each specimen the steady state stretch and principal stress are calculated to
demonstrate stress relaxation and creep. These experiments do not however
reproduce time-dependent behaviour, nor are they based directly on the con-
stitutive equation.
Time-dependent behaviour will be demonstrated using the discrete the-
ory – the polymer lattice Boltzmann method. This will also serve to verify
that the polymer LBM is a valid numerical method. One should be aware
that at present the LBM has limitations with respect to boundary conditions.
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In particular, actual displacement is not modelled, only strain at a specified
position. Thus a displacement boundary condition is not currently possible,
though a strain boundary condition is possible.
The creep experiment is isotonic and monitors the specimen stretch (λsp)
against time. For this experiment either 〈app〉σsp(t) and 〈app〉σ̇sp remain con-
stant or 〈app〉T and 〈app〉Ṫ remain constant as boundary conditions – depend-
ing on how the measured stress is defined (briefly discussed in Section 7.3).
The specimen stretch is determined from Equation (9.45). The stress relax-
ation experiment is isometric. Isometry is defined by a constant specimen
stretch λsp in the direction parallel to the applied force and stretch rate
λ̇sp = 0 in the direction parallel to the applied load. The apparent specimen
stress, 〈app〉σsp, is monitored against time.
Given the limitations of the LBM, it is the stress relaxation experiment
that will be modelled. The polymer LBM will thus be used to model the time
required for a viscoelastic specimen to reach steady state under a predefined
stress. The results of the numerical model are compared to the experimen-
tally determined results. In addition, Section 12.2.1 does not document the
stress as a function of time. This chapter will compare the numerically de-
termined stress, as a function of time, to the stress relaxation stress versus
time data determine in Section 12.2.1 but omitted there.
13.1 The stress relaxation prediction
Several stress relaxation experiments were conducted at various stretch rates
and specimen stretches. At steady state all spatial derivatives of the principal
stress are zero, stretch is uniformly distributed throughout the specimen
and thus spatial derivatives of stretch and stretch rate are zero. Thus the
specimen principal stress, based on Equation (7.17), reduces to
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Figure 13.1: The solid lines are the steady state stresses predicted
by the model while the icons represent the experimental results.
Data has been stratified by specimen stretch.
where (spec)λx is the specimen principal stretch. Equation (13.2) was previ-
ously determined by Treloar ( [138], Chapter 4) and reproduced by Equation
(3.58) in Section 3.2.7. The predicted steady state stress versus stretch rate
is depicted in Figure 13.1. The figure should be compared to Figure 12.3.
It is noted that the theoretical prediction is greater than the experimental
results. This can be explained in part by having stopped the experiment
after half an hour. At half an hour, the change in stress was very low but
not zero.
Appendix C (Equation (C-47)) provides a means of determining the initial
material stretch distribution for various experimental (true latent specimen)
principal stresses – where the potential material stretch distribution was de-
scribed in Chapter 11. The effect of stretch rate on stretch distribution is
depicted in Table 13.1. All the stretches and stretch rates in Table 13.1 that
are not depicted in red could be determined using Equation (C-52) which
corresponds to the distribution depicted in Figure 11.3(b). Although only
the red stretch/stretch rate combinations had to be determined using (C-52),
the stretch/stretch rate distributions depicted in blue were also determined
using (C-52). All of the remaining stretch/stretch rate combinations could
be determined either using (C-52) or (C-47) – where the latter corresponds
to the distribution depicted in Figure 11.3(a). All the stretch/stretch rates
in black were however determined using (C-47) – the results were more plau-
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Stretch Specimen stretch
rate 1.1 1.2 1.3
mm/min ηR(m−2) λm ηR(m−2) λm ηR(m−2) λm Lm ratio(%)
0.05 13148 0.86 55
0.1 280 0.103 11953 0.82 57
0.2 234 0.21
0.4 2593 0.137 22300 1.12 40
0.5 711 0.22
2 30976 1.32 36
10 4237 0.179 2567 0.27
20 3543 0.32
40 4296 0.181 51377 1.7 28
40 3764 0.33 72540 2.02 23
100 5352 0.26 4192 0.36
300 81415 2.14 22
600 5729 0.25 4574 0.38
800 5850 0.256 5389 0.46 82944 2.16 22
Table 13.1: Note that initial refers to the time at the end of the
ramping phase of the stress relaxation experiment. Equation (11.8)





where R(eq)µ is the chain length in the ground
state and Rµ0 is the maximum possible stretch as depicted in Figure
11.3(a). The domain over which the chain length is not the equilib-
rium chain length is [0,Lm] is – as depicted in Figure 11.3(a).
sible because the distribution of Figure 11.3(a) is anticipated with the higher
stretch rates.
It must be recognised that the results of Table 13.1 were derived based
on a diffusion equation approximation to the initial conditions defined by the
end of ramping in the stress relaxation experiment. The actual differential
equation is an example of the wave equation not the diffusion equation. An
analytical solution to the wave equation could not be found. Similarly, the
results of Section 13.2 are based on the diffusion equation approximation. As
discussed in Section 11.1.2, the traditional symmetry about the short axis
is assumed for pragmatic reasons. Under these conditions the 0.4mm/min
stretch rate at 10% stretch gives ηR = 12840 and λM = 0.15.
13.2 Prediction of creep
Creep experiments were not conducted. However, the theory predicts that
every principal stress has a unique steady state principal stretch given by
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Figure 13.2: The predicted final stretch for a creep experiment con-
ducted on pelethane. Results are stratified by initial stretch (end
of ramping)
Equation (13.2). Thus, in a creep experiment, the steady state stretch can
be predicted. The initial (end of ramping) stresses from the stress relaxation
experiments are used to predict the final stretch. Thus a calculation of the
final stretch was performed. The relationship between steady state stretch
and initial principal stress is a consequence of Equation (13.2). The pre-
dicted relationship with stretch rate is depicted in Figure 13.3 and reflects
the relationship between stretch rate and initial (end of ramping) principal
stress. It is noteworthy that there appears to be a logarithmic relationship
between change in stretch and stretch rate in the creep experiment. This
may be because Equation (11.15) predicts a hyperbolic relationship between
stretch rate and position for the diffusion equation approximation (11.2).
13.3 Common model requirements
The remainder of the chapter is devoted to modelling a real material where
the specimen is in disequilibrium. A numerical model is required because an
analytical solution could not be found to the polymer flow equation (6.98)
13.3.1 Macroscopic material constants
The material density is documented and in this case is 1150 kg/m3. The
value of κ was determined in Section 12.2.3 and equals 10.55GPa.m−2. Sec-
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Figure 13.3: The predicted percentage change in stretch for a creep
experiment conducted on pelethane depicting an apparent logarith-
mic relationship between stretch rate and steady state stretch. Re-
sults are stratified by initial stretch (end of ramping).
tion 12.2.5 determined that G = 0.971 × 10−6MPa.s−1 and µ = −3.748 ×
104MPa.s. The results are summarised in Table 13.2.
Material constant Value Unit
ρ 1150 kg/m3
κ 10.55× 109 Pa.m−2
G 0.971 Pa.s−1
µ −3.748× 1010 Pa.s
Table 13.2: Material constants
The values of τR and τṘ are obtained by solving for the 4 unknowns τR, τṘ,
δt and δx in the three equations (10.3), (10.55) and (10.36) subject to the
constraints τR > 0.5 and τṘ > 0.5 where Ṙrms is given by (13.7).
13.3.2 Maximum entropy mesoscopic material constants




− 2κRµ0xr0 = −2.30MPa
b = R2µ0xκ = 8.06MPa.

















where κ was calculated in Section 13.3.1. Therefore
r0 = 1.09× 10−2m = 10.9mm,
Rµ0x = 2.76× 10−2m = 27.6mm, (13.4)
thereby establishing that the maximum possible length of the RVE is 10.9mm
and the longest Rµ0x = Rrms/
√
3 is 27.6mm, at steady state.
Physically, the results of (13.4) are absurd and it appears that stress is
dependent on specimen size. The true latent material stress is defined by
one of the constitutive Equations (7.15) or (7.16). Here, it is the LHS of the
polymer flow equation (6.98) (that predicts the propagation of stretch and
stretch rate) which is being equated to the true latent specimen stress under
the very special condition of quasi-equilibrium – a surrogate for steady state.
These experiments are being performed at steady state (and more impor-
tantly quasi-equilibrium) to ensure that material properties and specimen
properties are equivalent. Given that, by the definition proposed in Section
1.1.1, the RVE is at a maximum at steady state and potentially is the size
of the specimen; effectively one is determining the maximum possible size of
the RVE and the longest possible Rµ0.
The physical explanation for the large Rµ0 is that the model was de-
signed such that information/force is transmitted across the molecule in-
stantaneously while the origin of time dependent behaviour is the delay in
the interaction between molecules. In a quasi-equilibrium experiment the
delays are negligible and consequently, from the perspective of the model,
all the molecules act as one long molecule. This is the origin of the large
calculated Rµ0.
These maximum limits are necessary because the LBM is only valid for
calculated Rf  Rrms. Finally it should be noted that the purpose of Sec-
tion 13.3.2 is not to determine the mean molecular length but to determine
parameters required in numerical modelling.
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where the negative sign indicates the molecular stretch rate is opposite in
direction to molecular stretch. It is recognised that root mean square values




µ0x. Also note that the nu-
merical method is on a 2D projection of the 3D model and consequently for




13.3.3 Non-maximum entropy mesoscopic material con-
stants
For the non-maximum entropy state, the value of Rrms is transformed to
R∗rms by the affine deformation assumption and is given by (3.57). Therefore






where R∗µG is the central measure in the non-maximum entropy state (see
Section 3.2.5). Again the relationship between Ṙ∗rms and R∗rms is given by
(8.63) such that
Ṙ∗rms = −ωR∗rms (13.7)
for critical damping.
Non-critical damping can be introduced in two ways. The first is direct
(see Section 8.4.3). The direct introduction of non-critical damping reduces
(13.7) to




In Section 10.3 it was however shown that the direct method for non-critical
damping does not reproduce Navier-Stokes-like numerical modelling. The
alternative is indirect and is analogous to scaling the critical solution. In
Section 10.1.3, Equation (10.38), it is shown how the latter implementation
of non-critical damping is achieved. In short, stretch is not affected, the non-
critically damped stretch rate is given by the critically damped stretch rate
divided by α (see Section 8.4.3 and (10.38)) whilst the non-critically damped
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and δt = α2δt′
where the Ṙ
′
D is the non-critically damped chain stretch rate, ṘD is the crit-
ically damped chain stretch rate, δt′ is the critically damped time increment
and δt is the non-critically damped time increment.
13.3.4 Initial chain length orientation
In Section 3.2.1, the coordinate system was constructed such that molecules
were always biased in the direction of the applied force and the coordinate
system for each molecule was force dependent. In the idealised representa-
tion that is the numerical model (the polymer LBM), it is noted that the
coordinate system is invariant or fixed. In order to remain consistent with
the theory, the idealised averaged representatives of the unstrained molecules
are orientated such that they are aligned with the applied force.
Figure 13.4: (a) Undeformed idealised incompressible RVE. (b) Defor-
mation due to force applied to incompressible RVE. (c) Equivalent
forces to generate the same deformation in a compressible material,
(d) Deformation of molecules and the molecular forces required to
induce the deformation. The red hatched area represents symmetry.
Figure 13.4(a) depicts an idealised RVE in the undeformed state with the
applied force. Figure 13.4(b) depicts the same incompressible RVE deformed
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with the direction of the deformation indicated. Figure 13.4(c) depicts the
forces that would have to be applied to produce the same deformation as in
13.4(b) for a compressible material. In Figure 13.4(d) the dashed lines rep-
resent the undeformed specimen and the solid lines represent the deformed
specimen. The dashed arrows represent averaged molecules. The correspond-
ing green arrows represent deformed molecules. Figure 13.4(d) depicts the
deformation of potential representatives of the averaged molecules and the
forces that would induce such changes. When comparing the forces that
would induce the desired changes in the molecules to the forces that would in-
duce the equivalent deformation in a compressible material (Figure 13.4(c)),
it is apparent that in Figure 13.4(d) molecular orientation (ii) has the force
that corresponds Figure 13.4(c). It is therefore molecular orientation (ii) that
is selected to represent the average of the collection of unstrained idealised
molecules in the RVE.
13.3.5 The maximum entropy function formulation
Equations (8.30) represent the maximum entropy function for stretch. Two
formulations exist: compressible and incompressible. Both will be presented.








where κ̂σi = κσiεσi, the incompressible formulation of (8.30) is obtained by
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Therefore the incompressible formulation of the stretch rate maximum en-







































































































































Given the focus of this work, only the incompressible formulation will be
used in the models.
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13.4 Evaluating the numerical method
Before modelling a real material, a fictitious material is constructed to test
whether the numerical method works. The evaluation is based on two criteria:
(a) at steady state, it is anticipated that the stretch is uniformly distributed
and the stretch rate is zero. The second is that the time to steady state
should be physically appropriate.
13.4.1 Prediction of time-dependent viscoelastic behaviour
The fictitious material has µ = −3.748× 1010 Pa.s, κ = 10.55e× 109 Pa/m2
and ρ = 1150 kg/m3. Figure 13.5 shows the specimen pressure (zero-order
stress) versus run number for an example of the above material with G =
9.71 × 106 Pa.s−1 and τR = 1.2. The initial condition had a curved vector
length profile along the length of the specimen with zero stretch rate. Of
Figure 13.5: This specimen has material properties µ = −3.748×1010 Pa.s,
κ = 10.55 × 109 Pa/m2, ρ = 1150 kg/m3 and G = 9.71 × 106 Pa.s−1. The
relaxation constant τR = 1.2. The time increment δt = 4.92 × 10−7 s
corresponds to critial damping. The logarithm of the x-axis is used.
note, the model appears to provide the correct form for the stress relaxation
experiment. Two result are, however, of concern. The first is that the spec-
imen stress at steady state appears too low relative to the original and the
second is the time increment. For the above material, the initial distribution
of stress throughout the specimen is depicted in Figure 13.6 where the BCs
applied are three surfaces duplicated and one with fixed stretch – here 1.1.
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Figure 13.6: The vector direction is such that the x-component is
positive and y-component is negative – indicating tension in the x-
direction and compression in the y-direction.
The distribution of stretch over the length of the specimen for various
times is depicted in Figure 13.7. Of note the stretch distribution is becoming
Figure 13.7: The x-axis is the position along the length of the unde-
formed specimen. The position x = 0 corresponds to the mobile edge
of the specimen. The y-axis is the stretch in the x-direction.
more uniform as predicted. However, it was predicted that the stretch would
become uniformly distributed about 1.1. Furthermore the area under the
curve should remain constant – representing constant specimen length.
13.4.2 The effect of relaxation constant
Figure 13.8 depicts the effect of critical damping on the stress relaxation
experiment for a material with G = 9.71× 106 Pa.s−1. Note that the time to
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Figure 13.8: The model is for critical damping. The x-axis is time with
zero order stress charted on the y-axis. The relaxation constant τR
is in brackets in the legend.
steady state remains constant.
13.4.3 The effect of non-critical damping
Two forms of non-critical damping can be applied. The first is direct damping
as described in Section 8.4.3. The second is indirect damping as described
in Section 10.1.3. This section explores the effect of the direct application
Figure 13.9: The x-axis is time from the onset of stress relaxation
and the y-axis is the zero order principal stress in the x-direction.
The damping constant α of Section 8.4.3 is in brackets in the legend.
of non-critical damping. It is noted that Section 10.3 shows that the appli-
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cation of direct non-critical damping does not reproduce Navier-Stokes-like
equations. Figure 13.9 depicts the effect of damping on zero-order stress
over time and also the effect of direct damping to the time required to reach
steady state for the above fictitious material with G = 971× 106 Pa.s−1 and
τR = 50. Note that the time to steady state is independent of direct damping.
13.4.4 Boundary condition evaluation
The effect of the BC on the zero-order stress, for critical damping, is depicted
in Figure 13.10 for a material with G = 9.71 × 106 Pa.s−1. The BC has a
Figure 13.10: The x-axis is the logarithmic scale for time from the
onset of the isometric phase in the stress relaxation. The fixed BC
is either λx = 1.0 or λx = 1.1. The adaptive BC is full adapt.
negligible effect on the stress. The difference in measured stress is due to
the initial stress. The absence of an effect of the BC is because the effect
is not propagating through the specimen. To confirm that the stretch is
not propagating through the specimen, a model was created with half of the
specimen at stretch 1.0 and the remainder at stretch 1.2. The stretch along
the specimen is depicted in Figure 13.11. Note that the stretch does not
propagate through the specimen as is required by the theory.
13.5 Computational constraints
It is desirable to have as large a value for τR and τṘ as is possible. Given
equations (10.36) and (10.55) it is an absolute requirement that τR > 0.5 and
τṘ > 0.5. It is also evident, from (10.36) and (10.55), that the discretisation
of the physical space (δx) and the discretisation of time (δt) is dependent on
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Figure 13.11: This specimen has half the specimen unstrained and the
other half strained. In theory the stretch should propagate along
the specimen length over time.
the material constants G and µ. The discritisation is related to the number of
nodes which can be modelled which is limited by the programming language.
In C++ the maximum size of long integer is 2147483647. This represents
the theoretical maximum number of nodes. This may or may not further be
inhibited by the memory constraints of the hardware. 64 bit integer types
have as yet not been standardised in C++.
For the specimen modelled here, the ratio of length to height is 6 and thus
the maximum number of nodes along the length is 113511, δx ≥ 1.1×10−7m
and τR ≤ 0.500044. This is sub-optimal [89, 126] – leading to instability.
It should be noted that the physical memory may or may not permit this
number of nodes. The results presented will be for τR = 0.500002 and τR =
0.500005. The latter corresponds to the memory limit.
13.6 Specimen stress vs time
This section compares the indirect application of non-critical damping model
results to an experiment. Three models are compared to the experimental
result. The difference is in the initial and boundary conditions. One model
uses an adapive BC with plane strain at the boundaries. A second model uses
an adaptive BC subject to the constraint λ1λ22 = 1. The third model uses
fixed BC with stretch at boundaries equal to 1.1. The results are depicted in
Figure 13.12(a) where the time axis is not logarithmic while Figure 13.12(b)
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is on a logarithmic time scale. This experiment is for a real specimen with
G = 0.971Pa.s−1 and damping factor α = 2000.
Figure 13.12: Indirect non-critical damping: (a)Comparison of model
and experimental stress versus time. (b)Comparison of model and
experimental stress on a logarithmic time scale.
It is evident that the predicted stresses decay much faster than is com-
patible with experiment. A small part of this is because the experiment has
as yet not reached steady state. Superficially, the results can become more
compatible by increasing the factor α. The bulk of the discrepancy is be-
cause of failure to maintain specimen length because the stretch does not
propagate through the specimen.
Chapter 14
Discussion
Several observations are noted with respect to experimentation. These can be
explained by the wave-like propagation of stretch (presented in Section 3.1.2
and depicted by Figure 3.3). This wave-like propagation of vector length and
the Gaussian distribution of vector length form the basis of this thesis.
14.1 Reconciliation of mathematical description
and physical interpretation
Vocabulary has been introduced to facilitate physical interpretation. This
thesis switches between purely mathematical descriptions and physically rel-
evant descriptions. This is most evident in Chapter 6 where the zero-order
approximation is alternatively described as the maximum entropy approxi-
mation and the first order approximation is described as the non-maximum
entropy approximation. These terms should not be used interchangeably.
The zero-order and first-order approximations are purely mathematical
consequences of the Chapman-Enskog expansion. The maximum entropy ap-
proximation is a physical term consistent with the zero-order mathematical
approximation and thus provides physical interpretation to the mathematical
approximation. Similarly, the concept of non-maximum entropy approxima-
tion provides physical interpretation to the higher-order approximations.
It may thus seem arbitrary and superfluous to have generated the dis-
tinction between the macroscopic material description and the mesoscopic
description in Chapter 3 and in particular in Table 3.1, given the uniformity





A distinction has to be generated between specimen viscoelasticity (which
is measured) and material viscoelasticity. The latter is defined by a volume
sufficiently small such that in a specified period of time the properties of
all the constitutive molecules are common. Molecular viscoelasticity is not
measured.
This document’s theory predicts that the phenomenon of viscoelasticity
is a consequence of the redistribution of stretch and stretch rate towards
steady state in a specimen – described by the LHS of Equation (6.98). Given
the analogy between the polymer flow equation (6.98) and the Navier-Stokes
equation, it is predicted that an analytical solution does not, as yet, exist.
Stretch and stretch rate redistribute towards steady state at a rate. If this
rate of redistribution is greater than the rate of change of the applied force,
one would predict that macroscopically the specimen is observed to be in
quasi-equilibrium. Conversely, if the rate at which the specimen approaches
steady state is significantly less than the rate of change of the applied force,
the specimen will always be in a state of disequilibrium. When the rate of
change of the applied force is zero – the isotonic creep experiment – specimen
elongation will be observed as the specimen approaches steady state. The
isometric stress relaxation experiment also applies a force to reach the fixed
stress. The measured specimen stretch is initially the consequence of the cu-
mulative stretches of the proximal layers of molecules as given by Equation
(7.24). The observed stress relaxation is a consequence of the redistribution
of stretch such that the vector length is common throughout the specimen.
The measured (true apparent specimen) stress is a function of the stretch
and stretch rate of the most proximal layer of molecules as given by (7.26).
Section 7.2 presents a modified Kelvin-Voigt model of viscoelasticity as
being the one-dimensional representation of Equation (7.15). This represents
the viscoelastic response of a collection of molecules in a volume sufficiently
small for properties to be common to all the molecules – a representative
volume. This is material viscoelasticity.
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The above description may be considered to be either a mesoscopic phe-
nomenon or a macroscopic phenomenon. In this work, viscoelasticity is con-
sidered to be a macroscopic phenomenon – although Table 3.1 demonstrates
that analogues between the material and mesoscopic descriptions often exist.
The reason is that one can argue that the mesoscopic description is a compro-
mise – because one cannot predict the behaviour of one molecule. Thus the
mesoscopic description is a proxy representation of one molecule. Viscoelas-
ticity, however, is not a property of a molecule – it is a phenomenon due to
the interaction between molecules. Thus one should conclude that (in this
model) viscoelasticity is not a mesoscopic phenomenon. One could counter-
argue that, considering interacting molecular pairs as a unit, the mesoscopic
description could be a proxy for the description of two molecules and that
then the mesoscopic description could include viscoelastic phenomena. It is
noted that the former description (mesoscopic description of one molecule)
generates a paradox because a macroscopic phenomenon cannot be repre-
sented mesoscopically – there is loss of information translating from macro-
scopic to mesoscopic which usually only occurs in the opposite direction.
A specimen is a collection of such molecules or representative volumes.
The viscoelastic response of a specimen is the consequence of several of the
modified Kelvin-Voigt idealisations as represented by Figure 7.5 in series.
The specimen viscoelasticity is predicted by Equation (6.98).
Viscoelasticity is a phenomenon and differs from a property because spec-
imen phenomena are not necessarily averages of material phenomena – as
demonstrated in this work. For viscoelasticity, the specimen viscoelasticity
is due to the redistribution of stretch along the specimen to the maximum
entropy stretch distribution.
14.3 Prediction and theory validation
The experiments that were conducted in Section 12.1.1 to confirm that creep
and plasticity do not occur in those specimen under those particular stretches
and stretch rates (exclusion of creep experiments) would indicate that the
rate of relaxation towards ground state is proportional to the stretch rate
and inversely proportional to maximum specimen stretch. This result is tab-
ulated in Table 12.2. The sample size is insufficient to confirm the above
observation. The relationship to strain is intuitively correct. The relation-
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ship to stretch rate can be predicted by the wave-like stretch propagation
assumption. At lower stretch rates, during the course of the experiment,
there is more time for the specimen to approach steady state. Alternatively,
a greater proportion of the specimen is stretched. Consequentl,y in the re-
laxation towards ground state, a greater proportion of the specimen has to
relax and this takes longer.
The experiments conducted in Section 12.1.3 to confirm that stress relax-
ation does not occur in those specimens under particular loading conditions
(exclusion of stress relaxation experiments) indicate that the time to ground
state is proportional to the stretch rate. This would be predicted by the
theory. More data is required to confirm the observation.
14.4 Continuum hyper- and viscoelasticity
The Ogden theory of hyperelasticity and the Rivlin-Green theory of vis-
coelasticty are mathematical theories that form the supersets of mathemati-
cal theories of hyperelasticity and viscoelasticity respectively. Furthermore,
Ogden theory is a subset of Rivlin-Green theory. The strength of these the-
ories lies in their excellent agreement with experiment. The agreement with
experiment is due to their mathematical generality. The strength of these
theories is also their weakness. Their generality is a consequence of their
purely mathematical nature but it is their purely mathematical nature that
detaches them from simple physical principles.
Given their mathematical generality, these continuum theories can be
constructed such that, under the appropriate constraints, they can produce
the same results as the more trivial statistical models of Treloar and of this
work. However, the mesoscopic theory does not detach from the underlying
physics. As a consequence, it has been possible to recognise the distinction
between material viscoelasticity and specimen viscoelasticity and to relate
these to the microscopic and mesoscopic architecture. Furthermore, a ratio-
nal basis to the experimental determination of the material constants has
been formulated and these constants necessarily have a physical interpreta-
tion.
It must be recognised that this theory is not designed to predict the
full range of hyperelasticity. This requires a consideration of molecular
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flow/slippage/plastic deformation. Thus the full range of hyperelasticity
cannot negate the effect of ć in the probabilty distribution function (3.1).
However the limits to which the theory can be applied both with respect to
stretch rate and stretch have not been established.
A comparison of Ogden’s hyperelastic theory and Rivlin-Green viscoelas-
tic theory with the mesoscopic maximum entropy theory presented in this
document needs to be made. It has been demonstrated that the Ogden and
Rivlin-Green theories represent supersets in their respective categories and
that, given that these are supersets, they contain the maximum entropy the-
ory contained in this document. It has, however, not been shown that the
maximum entropy theory contains Ogden and Rivlin-Green theory. This may
be possible. The maximum entropy theory presented in this document was
only expanded to zero and first order. It is plausible that when expressed to
nth order where n→∞, it can be shown to contain both Ogden and Rivlin-
Green where Ogden is a subset of Rivlin-Green. This would establish the
equivalence of Rivlin-Green and the nth order Chapman-Enskog expansion
of the maximum entropy theory.
It should be recognised that the mesoscopic theory produces a finite strain
equation for chain length. It is the Chapman-Enskog expansion applied to
first order which reduces the finite strain mesoscopic theory to the infinites-
imal strain macroscopic theory. The numerical method is based directly on
the finite strain mesoscopic theory. The value of determining higher order
Chapman-Enskog expansions lies in determining the experimental constants
and in extracting more accurate macroscopic entities like stress. It should
however be recognised that the numerical method does not use stress directly.
14.5 Experimental principles
This document distinguishes between specimen viscoelasticity and material
viscoelasticity. In order to determine material properties, it is necessary to
negate specimen phenomena. Specimen phenomena approximate material
phenomena when the specimen is in quasi-equilibrium. Quasi-equilibrium
can only be achieved at very slow stretch rates – effectively allowing the
specimen time to reach steady state.
Given that the observed phenomenon of viscoelasticity is assumed to be
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specimen viscoelasticity, the material constants can only be determined when
viscoelasticity is negligible.
Although the stretch rate of 0.5 mm/min still produced stress relaxation,
this was only marginally beyond the limit of statistically significant difference.
It is believed that a slower stretch rate would negate viscoelasticity. The
experiment was limited by the lower limit for stretch rate of the testing rig.
14.6 Material constants
The material constants can be divided into two categories. The first is physi-
cal material constants and the second is numerical model material constants.
The former has the conventional meaning of material constant – a property
which is independent of the state of the material or its environment. Oddly
the same concept may not have the value in the physical space as it does in
the modelling space – the numerical model is an abstract representation of
the physical model which is also a representation of the real world. Some
properties retain their values between the spaces.
14.6.1 Numerical model material constants
In Section 13.3.2, the RVE size (r0), the mean value of the chain length (Rµ0x)
and consequently the mean value of the chain stretch rate were calculated at
quasi-equilibrium. This resulted in physically improbable Rµ0x = 27.6mm
and r0 = 10.9mm. The origin of these improbable values is that, for the
numerical model, the size of a molecule is not determined by its physical
length, but by the delay in the interaction between the molecules. Since
these experiments are being performed at quasi-equilibrium conditions, no
delay in interaction is apparent and thus all the (physical) molecules be-
have (collectively) as one large molecule or magniectomer. Thus the mag-
niectomer will be defined as the representative molecule that is predicted
in quasi-equilibrium experiments and is due to all the molecules behaving
(or responding) to external forces in unison because delays are negligible.
Similarly (by the RVE definition proposed in Section 1.1.1) all the physical
molecules are similar and thus the RVE approximates the whole specimen –
or half a specimen in this case. These parameters represent the maximum




The most alarming of the physical constants is the viscous term – µ – which
is negative. To explain this result, and the paradoxes it will generate, one
should recognise that there are at least two interpretations of the uniaxial
tensile test. These interpretations are a consequence of the model used to
construct this thesis.
One should recognise that the (physical) model that that has been con-
structed in this thesis is for a pair of interacting molecules (described in
Section 4.1 where the molecules are represented as a mass-and-spring unit
and are depicted in Figure 4.2). As discussed in Sections 13.3.2 and 14.6.1,
in the quasi-equilibrium uniaxial tensile test (which has also been used to
calculate µ) the molecular length is the size of the whole specimen because
no delay in molecular interaction exists along the length of the specimen.
Given that model is for pairwise interaction, there must be a second (vir-




























Specimen magniectomer (Ms) Virtual magniectomer (Mv)
Figure 14.1: An initial unstrained state at t = 0 and a strained state
at t = t′ are depicted in this idealisation of the uniaxial tensile test.
Representative magniectomers are depicted in blue with the virtual
magniectomer dashed. The mass is at position A for the respective
magniectomers. The stretches are represented in green and the
velocities and stretch rates in red. The specimen is in black.
Figure 14.1 depicts the specimen magniectomer and the corresponding
virtual magniectomer required for the uniaxial tensile test. Implicitly, all of
the variables are functions of time. The viscous constant µ was calculated
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from Equation (12.22) where the variables λ̇s(t) and λs(t), from Figure 14.1,
were substituted into λ̇ and λ, respectively, in Equation (12.22). This sub-
stitution resulted in a negative µ.
The negative µ may or may not generate paradoxes. The first paradox
is that the material stress decreases with increasing stretch rate. At quasi-
equilibrium, the material stress reduces to the measured specimen stress
which is known to increase with stretch rate. However, the greater the stretch
rate, the less appropriate the quasi-equilibrium approximation becomes and,
consequently, the material stress cannot reduce to specimen stress. The
greater the stretch rate, the less homogenous the stretch distribution and,
consequently, the measured specimen stress increases.
The second paradox is that, in the absence of an elastic component, the
Kelvin-Voigt model should reduce to a Newtonian fluid. Such a Newtonian
fluid should have a positive viscous coefficient – µ. The potential paradox is
due to the definition of µ. The viscous coefficient of the fluid (which is relative
to velocity) is the negative of the viscous coefficient of the polymer (which
is relative to stretch rate). The origin of the change in sign is Equation (3.81).
Should either of these paradoxes exist, the origin may be that the in-
strument is actually measuring the velocity c̀v at position Av (the location
of the mass of the virtual magniectomer based on this work’s model) which
corresponds to position Bs.
The alternative interpretation is counterintuitive. Basically the positions
of the virtual magniectomer and the specimen magniectomer should be re-
versed such that the velocity measured by the instrument corresponds to the
velocity of the specimen’s magniectomer. Thus the velocity c̀s measured by
the testing instrument applies to the specimen magniectomer. The specimen
stretch rate is in the opposite direction to the stretch and is thus negative.
The stretch remains positive because it is measured from position As. This
alternate representation is depicted in Figure 14.2. It should also be noted
that Figure 12.1, which was used used to justify the displacement v being in
the opposite direction to the position vector r in the derivation of Equation
(12.6), corresponds to the orientation of Figure 14.2 and would have inter-




























Virtual magniectomer (Mv) Specimen magniectomer (Ms)
B′s
Figure 14.2: An initial unstrained state at t = 0 and a strained state
at t = t′ are depicted in this idealisation of the uniaxial tensile test.
Representative magniectomers are depicted in blue with the virtual
magniectomer dashed. The mass is at position A for the respective
magniectomers. The stretches are represented in green and the ve-
locities and stretch rates in red. The black rectangle is the speci-
men.
14.7 Model verification
In Section 13.6, the stress calculated by the tensile testing rig is described
as being equivalent of the true, apparent, zero-order specimen stress in the
x−direction (direction of applied load). The justification for the use of the
zero order stress is provided in Section 9.5 and the analogy with the mea-
surement of pressure (not stress) in a fluid is apparent.
Figure 13.5 clearly shows relaxation to material maximum entropy and
specimen steady state. It has, however, been noted that the time to steady
state is too short to achieve steady state. Furthermore, Figure 13.11 depicts
a physically implausible scenario – the stretch is not propagating through the
specimen. The absence of the propagation of stretch is especially important
because the theory for specimen viscoelasticity requires the propagation of
stretch through the specimen. In the absence of the propagation of stretch,
the numerical model reduces to the modelling of material viscoelasticty. In
Section 7.2 it had been established that material viscoelasticity is a variant of
the Kelvin-Voigt model of linear viscoelasticity which relaxes to steady state
instantaneously as discussed in Section 12.1.3. Supportive evidence that it
is material viscoelasticity that is being modelled is provided by Figure 13.9
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where the effect of the direct application of non-critical damping is applied.
An attempt was made to establish the origin of the failure of stretch to
propagate. Figure 13.8 was an attempt to determine the effect of relaxation
constant. No effect was detected. However, it should be recognised that to
achieve higher relaxation constants the material constant G had to be in-
creased by a factor of 1 × 109. Thus, to determine the effect of increasing
the relaxation constant by a factor of 700, the material stiffnesss had to in-
crease by a factor of 1× 109. It is therefore proposed that the origin of this
problem is the very small relaxation parameter τR – imposed by the phys-
ical limitations of the computational hardware. This low τR induces very
fast relaxation. The theory predicts that the propagation of stretch through
the specimen counteracts the relaxation due to material viscoelasticity. It is
proposed that because of the magnitude of τR, the material relaxes towards
maximum entropy faster than the wave propagates through the specimen.
The lattice Boltzmann method is typically performed on massively par-
allel machines. For this work, the algorithm was written for a uni-core pro-
cessor. Performing the modelling using a parallel algorithm would have had
three advantages. Firstly, the calculations would have occurred faster and,
secondly, massively parallel machines typically have more memory and would
therefore have allowed higher relaxation constants and, as a consequence, a
finer mesh (more RVEs) would have been allowed. Lastly the higher relax-
ation constants would have allowed a slower rate of stretch decay. However,
as discussed in Section 13.5 there may still be limitations to the programming
language.
Although Figure 13.12 shows more appropriate stress relaxation results, it
is recognised that this was achieved with indirect non-critical damping. Indi-
rect non-critical damping simply represents a scaling of the critically damped
case – subject to the constraint that the material constants as calculated from
the discrete theory remain constant (see Section 10.1.3). This scaling has not
negated the problem of not retaining specimen length as depicted in Figure
13.7.
Analytical solutions to the polymer flow equations could not be gener-
ated. It was possible to find an analytical solution to an approximation to
the polymer flow equations.
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It has been demonstrated that both creep and stress relaxation phenom-
ena can be generated by this model/theory.
14.8 Polymer boundary conditions
Novel symmetry boundary conditions have been defined for polymers in this
document. The wall BCs for the fluid LBM have the advantage of being
local in time and space. The symmetry BC is no longer local in space but
remains local in time. The absence of a local solution to the BC adds to the
computational expense.
The adaptive BC parallel to the applied force is less complex than the
equivalent perpendicular BC because the BC is applied uniformly. The adap-
tive BC perpendicular to the applied force is more complex because the
stretch propagates through the specimen and consequently the BC is not
applied uniformly.
Furthermore, the walls perpendicular to the applied force move as the
stretch propagates through the specimen. The numerical model does not
allow for moving boundaries. Therefore the approximation that the walls are
stationary was made – this is not consistent with the proposed theory.
14.9 Numerical method
It is apparent that the numerical method constructed here has limitations.
These limitations can broadly be grouped as shared with the fluid and poly-
mer LBM specific.
The two major criticisms of the fluid LBM (see Section 2.4) are the con-
straints concerning boundary conditions and the prohibitively fine mesh at
higher Reynolds numbers. The BC problem is illustrated in this document.
A new BC type has also been introduced that, although local in time, is not
local in space – in contrast to the fluid lattice Boltzmann method boundary
conditions. The equivalent of higher Reynolds numbers is a high κ and low
G. Thus the combination of high κ, low G and the non-local calculation of
the boundary condition, required by the fixed specimen length, effectively
doubles the computational expense of just the high κ and G.
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The constraints perculiar to the polymer LBM are a direct consequence of
the Gaussian chain-length distribution. Equations (3.55) and (3.56) constrain
Rµ/Rrms such that chains with less than 42 links (n) are modelled with












Thus the finite strain, mesoscopic theory is constrained to the modelling of
shorter molecules to stretches much less than 1.7 and the longer molecules
to stretches much less than 2.
Furthermore the plastic region cannot be modelled because of the omis-
sion of ć in the probability distribution functional (3.1) used in the derivation
of the theory. It is noted that the mesh generated by this method is pro-
hibitively fine. This is a known limitation of the lattice Boltzmann method.
The LBM constructed in this document was confined to 2D. As for gases,
one could construct a 3D LBM. However, depending on the number of vec-
tor lengths selected for the 3D LBM (15 vector length, 21 vector length, 27
vector length) the memory requirements may increase substantially.
The stresses extracted from the numerical model are based on the small
strain assumption. The underlying model (which is based on the propagation
of stretch throughout the specimen) does not have this restriction. However,
to acquire more accurate predictions of stress (particularly for larger strain),
higher order stress tensors will have to be formulated. It should be recognised
that exactly the same simulation is conducted whether one runs small strain
or large strain. The stresses are determined in post-processing and are a
consequence of the distribution of stretch and the form of the stress tensor.
The underlying simulation does not consider stress.
Chapter 15
Conclusion
This thesis has used an idealised model of a rigid billiard ball molecule with
an elastic component to model polymers. Thus a specialised gas model has
been shown to model polymers. The limitation of this model is easily recog-
nised if one models matter occupying only a portion of a lattice space. This
matter will rapidly occupy the whole space like a gas.
An alternate interpretation is that a Gaussian chain length distribution
model for polymer molecules has been modified to include velocity (time-
dependent) effects. A Chapman-Enskog type expansion is then applied to
the resultant partial differential equation. The elastic component is due to
the vibration of the chain as a whole – and not the individual segments.
The most general description would be that this is a theory of the trans-
mission of properties (both information and responses to information) be-
tween molecules (or individuals) of a material (with the same innate charac-
teristics) that possess non-adaptive memory (or instinct) and the prediction
of the resultant response (or behaviour) of the whole specimen (or group) that
is made of the above material – when the properties cannot be transmitted
instantaneously and simultaneously (or efficiently) between molecules.
15.1 Summary of results
A unique model of the microscopic behaviour of polymers has been con-
structed and has been extended into the macroscopic domain. Considerable
analogy with the Navier-Stokes equations have been demonstrated. The the-
ory is based on a wave-like propagation of stretch within a specimen. The
observed viscoelastic phenomena are not material properties but specimen
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properties – a consequence of the initial and steady state distributions of
stretch within the specimen. The concept of material and specimen vis-
coelasticity has been introduced as a consequence.
A new means of generating constitutive equations for polymers has been
established based on statistical mechanics. The mesoscopic theory based on
a Gaussian chain length distribution can be used to generate progressively
higher order macroscopic constitutive equations by applying the Chapman-
Enskog expansion to the mesoscopic theory for polymers to progressively
higher order. The underlying mesoscopic theory can also be adapted in two
ways. The first is by extending the underlying theory to variants of non-
Gaussian chain length and the second is to include more variables in the
underlying probability distribution function. In particular, adding a velocity
component that is independent of stretch should introduce the ‘slippage’ of
plastic deformation and vibration should introduce hysteresis. Progressively
higher order Chapman-Enskog expansions can be applied to these mesoscopic
models to generate more macroscopic constitutive equations. This method of
deriving constitutive equations cannot be accused of being phenomenological.
New and physically justified experimental methods have been developed
to determine the material constants. These results show excellent agree-
ment. Although a numerical method has been developed to model the stress
relaxation experiment, this has not proven as successful as anticipated. The
limitations are those already known to the pre-existing LBM – boundary con-
ditions and the excessive number of representative volume elements required.
15.2 Recommendations and future work
Future work will be divided into four components – theory, experimentation,
numerical method and application.
This theory was based on the Gaussian chain-length distribution. Treloar
has shown that use of the functional (Langevin) provides better results. The
theory may well be improved if one uses the Langevin. The theory as pre-
sented was only developed with respect to mass, elasticity, momentum and
force. Internal energy and therefore temperature was not developed. An
opportunity therefore exists to extend this theory to include thermal effects.
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The effect of molecular translation/flow/slippage as represented by ć was
negated in the curent model. Incorporating this variable should account for
plastic deformation, yield and anisotropy. The incorporation of damping
should allow for hysteresis.
The theory was developed only for incompressible materials. It is ac-
knowledged that this is only an approximation. The theory should therefore
be extended to include compressible materials.
It has been shown that Rivlin-Green theory is the superset of viscoelastic
constitutive equations and that the maximum entropy theory to first order
is contained in Rivlin-Green. It remains to be shown that the nth order sta-
tistical theory where n→∞ contains Rivlin-Green theory.
In Section 6.1.4 it was shown that
∫
ρ(p)ψ(i) = 0 is a necessary condition
for ρ(r) + J (r) = 0 to have a solution. It remains to be shown that this is a
sufficient condition.
Experimentally only a finite set of strains and strain-rates were tested
to determine when this one material would behave as a pure hyperelastic,
viscoelastic, isotropic material without creep. These experiments should be
repeated with larger sample volumes, on more materials at different temper-
atures. The constants µ and G also need to be determined for more materials
at more temperatures, strains and strain-rates. Once a more comprehensive
theory has been constructed these experiments may be extended to plastic
deformation and anisotropy. The observation that the relaxation towards
ground state is proportional to the stretch rate towards maximum stretch
during the ramping phase of the stress relaxation experiment needs to be
confirmed.
The numerical method has to be extended into 3D and implemented on
a massively parallel machine. The time modelled will then be able to be
increased. Massively parallel machines will allow for larger relaxation con-
stants and consequently smaller time increments.
As for gases, the internal energy has yet to be incorporated into the nu-
merical method. The numerical method at present does not model displace-
ment. To make this modelling method more physically relevant, boundary
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conditions (and the method itself) would have to be modified such that dis-
placement can be incorporated. Modelling of displacement would also fa-
cilitate tensile, compression and shear testing. In Chapter 10, a factor 2/3
appears in Equations (10.35) and (10.54). Although it has been suggested
that it is a consequence of the 2D lattice when the theory was developed for
3D, this remains to be shown explicitly.
Chapter 9 used a direct finite differencing procedure to calculate the
derivatives of stretch and stretch rate – used to determine the stress. An
indirect method (comparable to the conventional) would be to use either a
paraboloid or biparabolic curves (the one can be shown to reduce to the
other) to approximate the stretch and then to differentiate over that func-
tion. The results of these three forms for the calculation of stress remain to
be compared.
In the calculation of intergrals, the approximation
∫ t
0
RSdτ = −RS/ω is
used. The alternative would be to add the RSδt for small increment in time
δt from 0 to t. Similarly, R̈D was approximated by −ωṘD. The alternative
would be the more conventional (ṘD(t + δt) − ṘD(t))/δt for small time in-
crement δt. The advantage of the method used in this thesis is that it is local
in time.
It should be noted that the stress calculation presented in Chapter 9 was
for nominal stress (relative to original surface area). A formulation for true
stress should also be constructed (relative to current surface area) and the
results should be compared.
Chapter 13 has shown that this numerical method can be used to model
viscoelasticity but this does not prove the theory correct. Chapter 13 does,
however, provide supportive evidence for the theory. Additional validation
would be provided by showing directly that stretch and stress are propa-
gated in a wave-like manner. The wave propagation of stretch may be able
to be demonstrated with high frame-rate cameras and markings on the test
specimen. The wave-like propagation of stress may also be demonstrated
qualitatively using non-destructive real time optical birefringence. It may
also be possible to quantify using polarisation sensitive optical coherence to-
mography [146].
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The theory predicts that increased polymer cross-linking should not af-
fect the constant G. The constant |µ| should however increase. The micro-
structure therefore should be correlated with the macroscopic properties.
In Chapter 11, two boundary condition options were presented – adaptive
and non-adaptive. Chapter 13 briefly compared these BCs. The effect was
neglible. This may be a consequence of the low relaxation constants or the
mesh discretisation. The origin of the absence of effects due to BCs remain
to be investigated.
The obvious application is polymeric material. Of note biological tissue
has similar behaviour and the model could be applied to a range of biological
tissues.
The numerical method is unusual in that it is a Lagrangian description of
a solid. Fluids are typically modelled using a Lagrangian description. This
numerical method may therefore facilitate the modelling of fluid-structure
interaction.
Finally it is suggested that Table 3.1 should be refined to incorporate
the findings in this theory. The microscopic and material categories remain
the same but the specimen terms are refined. Thus the specimen can ei-
ther be homogenous or not. Four homogenous specimen terms are defined
– ground state corresponds to Rµ = Rµ0, Ṙµ = 0, steady state refers to
Rµ 6= Rµ0, Ṙµ = 0, quasi-equilibrium implies that Ṙµ ≈ 0 and isolibrium
is defined by Rµ 6= Rµ0, ‖Ṙµ‖  0. The inhomogenous states remain the
same. Table 15.1 summarises the results with homogenous terms in italics
and bold inhomogenous terms. Note that the static states have changed
Mesoscopic Material Specimen
Default Equilibrium Equilibrium Ground State
Static Equilibrium Equilibrium Steady State
Transient Maximum Entropy Maximum Entropy Quasi-equilibrium
Maximum Entropy Maximum Entropy isolibrium
Non-Equilibrium Non-Equilibrium Disequilibrium
Table 15.1: Refined mesoscopic, material and specimen terms
mesoscopically when compared to Table 3.1.
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Glossary
affine The affine deformation assumption in statistical me-
chanics states that for a body at steady state stretched
by a fixed stretch tensor λ each molecule in the body
is also stretched by λ.
Cauchy Cauchy stress tensor is a stress tensor defined on the
deformed area – the true stress.
chain length Vector from one end of a molecule to the other end
of a molecule representing the displacement from end-
to-end for the molecule. The entity is the same as
vector length. Chain length is the terminology used
by Treloar [138]. Vector length is the preferred term
because the measured entity is a vector.
continuum Continuum mechanics is the branch of mechanics in
which bodies are considered to be continua in which
the macroscopic properties are functions of position
creep Phenomenologically defined as incompletely reversible
time-dependent elastic specimen behaviour of a spec-
imen at fixed stress. An example of disequilibrium.
disequilibrium A macroscopic phenomenologically defined term in
which macroscopic properties change with respect to
time
ensemble Collection of systems (all of which are replicas of the
system being investigated) that are separated by arti-
ficial boundaries and are grouped together (as an en-
semble) by virtue of being able to form a single mass in
space because the artificial borders are shared between
the systems.
equilibrium The collection of microscopic states of a material for
which the macroscopic properties of the material do
not vary with respect to time.
ground state Steady state of a specimen where the external envi-
ronment is in a default state
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inverse in a binary or pairwise interaction, the inverse inter-
actions are the interactions which would occur if the
final states returned to their initial states.
isolates To group separately and recognise as a distinct unit.
isolibrium Homogenous specimen state where the common mean
vector length is not the equilibrium or ground state
mean vector length and the common mean vector
length stretch rate is not zero. Derived from Latin
(iso and libra).
macroscopic Properties of a continuous body are a function of po-
sition in the continuum.
magniectomer The representative molecule that is predicted in quasi-
equilibrium experiments. The collection of molecules
that behave (or respond to external forces) in unison
because delays are negligible and thus act as a single
molecule. Derived from Latin (magna and coniecto)
and Greek (meros).
material Let the superset be matter. Let any contiguous (or
simply connected) region of the superset of matter be a
subset of matter. The collection of contiguous subsets
of matter that have common macroscopic properties
that are independent of spatial dimension (like density,
temperature and magnetism) constitute a material.
Thus a material is defined by matter with common
spatially-independent properties. Given that the sub-
sets are contiguous, each has an associated position.
Thus the material description is united by common
position-dependent but spatially-independent proper-
ties. Material descriptions can be either microscopic
or macroscopic.
maximum entropy The maximum entropy state is the collection of mi-
croscopic states for which, under conditions where the
material macroscopic properties are varying, the en-
tropy is maximised at any instant in time. Therefore,
under these varying conditions, properties change un-
til the above microscopic states are achieved.
measured stress On the instron uniaxial testing rig, this corresponds
to the true apparent specimen stress. The instron cor-
rects for current surface area by using the incompress-
ibility assumption.
mesoscopic Description of the probability of a collection of
molecules having a set of properties.
microscopic The complete description of the properties of an indi-
vidual molecule.
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non-equilibrium The microscopic states of a material for which macro-
scopic properties of the material vary with respect to
time.
phenomena Observed relationship between one macroscopic prop-
erty and another macroscopic property
plastic Plastic deformation will be defined phenomenolog-
ically as irreversible non-elastic time-dependent or
time-independent specimen behaviour.
pressure tensor Pressure exerted by a system on a surface due to the x
component where x = D refers to dynamic and x = S
refers to static
quasi-equilibrium A state of disequilibrium sufficiently close to steady
state such that a steady state approximation can be
made
representative The representative volume with respect to statistical
mechanics will be the largest volume within a material
in which the microscopic properties can be represented
by a narrowly distributed symmetric probability dis-
tribution
reverse In a binary or pairwise interaction, the effect of
molecule 1 on molecule 2 is the forward interaction,
the reverse interactions would be the effect of molecule
2 on molecule 1.
specimen A well defined geometric shape composed of a mate-
rial. A specimen has all the macroscopic properties
of a material as well as properties that are due to the
space occupied by the geometric shape
statistical Statistical mechanics is the physics of deriving the
macroscopic properties of a material from the mi-
croscopic properties of the material under specified
conditions. The microscopic properties of individual
molecules are not utilised, rather the probability dis-
tribution of microscopic properties is used
steady state State of a specimen in which the macroscopic proper-
ties do not change with respect to time in the absence
of a changing external environment
stress relaxation Phenomenologically defined as time dependent stress
behaviour of a specimen at a fixed stretch. An example
of disequilibrium.
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stress tensor Nine component second order tensor with the com-
ponents representing axial and tangential components
of stress on the faces of an idealised cube. The cube
represents a portion of the material
stretch Material stretch is the length of a representative vol-
ume divided by the length of the original representa-
tive volume. Specimen stretch is the average material
stretch over the volume of the specimen. Can also be
represented as a tensor.
stretch rate The temporal derivative of vector length when inter-
preted microscopically. The temporal derivative of
stretch when interpreted macroscopically.
vector length Vector from one end of a molecule to the other end
of a molecule representing the displacement from end-
to-end for the molecule. There are two variants in
the document. The first end of Rf is selected from a
particular direction. The first end of R∆ is selected
at random.
viscoelasticity Phenomenologically defined as completely reversible
time-dependent elastic specimen behaviour. An ex-
ample of disequilibrium.
List of Symbols
ć velocity independent of stretch rate
Ṙf chain/vector length stretch rate
c̀ velocity due to stretch rate of adja-
cent molecules
λ microscopic stretch tensor
λsp specimen stretch – the average of
material stretches over the specimen
C the perculiar velocity – c− c0
c velocity of position A – due to a
stretch rate component c̀ and an in-
dependent component ć
c0 mean velocity of the control volume
F force acting on a molecule
p momentum of a molecule
r microscopic position
Rf chain/vector length selected from a
fixed direction
R∆ vector/chain length of randomly se-
lected chain
Rµ0 mean vector/chain length for a RVE
at equilibrium
Rµ mean of non-randomly selected vec-
tor lengths within an RVE
Rf0 vector length of a non-randomly se-
lected molecule at equilibrium
∂ep
∂t Polymer chain interaction term.
change in stretch and momentum
due to molecular interaction
λ̂ microscopic chain length stretch
vector
ι the ratio of current chain stretch
rate to root mean square initial
chain length stretch rate
κ elastic constant per unit volume
PD dynamic pressure tensor
PS static pressure tensor
PnD dynamic pressure vector
PnS static pressure vector
r macroscopic position
T the latent material stress tensor
Rµ0 Rµ(x, t) at x = 0 and t = 0 where
x = 0 is the point at which the force
is applied and t = 0 is the end of
ramping in the stress relaxation ex-
periment
S Entropy of a network (of chains)
ρ demsity or mass per unit volume
ρn molecular density or moleculesper
unit volume
λ̂ macroscopic chain length stretch
vector
f gas probability distribution function
K elastic constant for an individual
molecule
m mass of a molecule
p polymer probability distribution
function
p(ms) maximum entropy distribution
function
RµG0 magnitude of geometric mean of
non-random vector lengths within
an RVE at equilibrium
si Entropy of the ithchain
〈app〉T the apparent material stress which
(to zero order) is −PS −PD
〈app〉σsp(t) specimen stress is the average of
the apparent stress over the volume
of the specimen
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Appendix A: Statistical Mechanics
Specific results
A-1 Proof that K1R∆1 · Ṙ∆1 + K2R∆2 · Ṙ∆2 = K0(R∆G ·
Ṙ∆G + A1A2R∆12 · Ṙ∆12)
Let
R∆1 = R∆G + A2R12









Similarly, let R∆2 = R∆G + A1R21, Ṙ∆1 = Ṙ∆G + A2Ṙ12 and Ṙ∆2 =
Ṙ∆G + A1Ṙ21. Consider
K1R1 · Ṙ1 = K1(R∆G + A2R12) · (Ṙ∆G + A2Ṙ12)
= K1(R∆G · Ṙ∆G + A22R12 · Ṙ12
+A2Ṙ12 ·R∆G + Ṙ∆G · A2R12)
= K1(R∆G · Ṙ∆G + A22(R1 −R2) · (Ṙ1 − Ṙ2)
+A2(Ṙ1 − Ṙ2) · (A1R1 + A2R2)
+A2(A1Ṙ1 + A2Ṙ2) · (R1 −R2)
= K1(R∆G · Ṙ∆G + A22R1 · Ṙ1 − Ṙ1 ·R2 − Ṙ2 ·R1
+R2 · Ṙ2 + A2A1Ṙ1 ·R1 − A2A1R1 · Ṙ2
+A22Ṙ1 ·R2 − A22R2 · Ṙ2 + A2A1Ṙ1 ·R1
−A2A1Ṙ1 ·R2 + A22R1 · Ṙ2 − A22R2 · Ṙ2)
= K1(R∆G · Ṙ∆G + (A22 + 2A2A1)R1 · Ṙ1
−A1A2Ṙ1 ·R2 − A2A1R1 · Ṙ2 − A22R2 · Ṙ2). (A-2)
Similarly
K2R2 · Ṙ2 = K1(R∆G · Ṙ∆G + (A21 + 2A1A2)R2 · Ṙ2
−A1A2Ṙ1 ·R2 − A1A2R1 · Ṙ2 − A22R1 · Ṙ1). (A-3)
A-1
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Summing Equations (A-2) and (A-3)
K1R1 · Ṙ1 + K2R2 · Ṙ2 = K0R∆G · Ṙ∆G
+(K2A1A2 + 2K1A1A2 −K1A1A2)R1 · Ṙ1
−K0A1A2Ṙ1 ·R2 −K0A1A2R1 · Ṙ2
+(K1A1A2 + 2K2A1A2 −K2A1A2)R2 · Ṙ2 (A-4)
and applying Equation (A-1) to Equation (A-4)
K1R1 · Ṙ1 + K2R2 · Ṙ2 = K0R∆G · Ṙ∆G +K0A1A2R1 · Ṙ1
−K0A1A2Ṙ1 ·R2 −K0A1A2R1Ṙ2 +K0A1A2R2 · Ṙ2
= K0(R∆G · Ṙ∆G + A1A2(R1 −R2) · (Ṙ1 − Ṙ2))
= K0(R∆G · Ṙ∆G + A1A2R12 · Ṙ12). (A-5)
A-2
∫
φ1(FF1−F ′F ′1)q1 dq dRf dRf1 dṘf dṘf1 = 14
∫
(φ+φ1−
φ′ − φ′1)(FF1 − F ′F ′1)q1 dq dRf drf1 dṘf dṘf1
If the function q is symmetric (ie q12 = q21) and F,G and φ are functions of

















φ1(F1G2 − F ′1G′2)q12 dq dRf1 dRf2 dṘf1 dṘf2
=
∫





(φ− φ′1)(F1G2 − F ′1G′2)q12 dq dRf1 dRf2 dṘf1 dṘf2.
If the molecules are both of the same type, suffix 2 can be omitted such that∫





(φ1 − φ′1)(F1G− F ′1G′)q1 dq dRf1 dRf dṘf1 dṘf . (A-6)
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Since Rf1, Rf , Ṙf and Ṙf1 all refer to either m1 or K1; interchanging Rf1,
Rf , Ṙf and Ṙf1 on the right does not alter the integral (A-6). Therefore∫





(φ− φ′)(FG1 − F ′G′1)q1 dqdRf1 dRf dṘf1 dṘf . (A-7)
Similarly, by interchanging F1G− F ′1G′ with FG1 − F ′G′1∫





(φ1 − φ′1)(FG1 − F ′G′1)q1 dq dRf1 dRf dṘf1 dṘf (A-8)
and ∫





(φ− φ′)(F1G− F ′1G′)q1 dqdRf1 dRf dṘf1 dṘf . (A-9)









(φ+ φ1 − φ′ − φ′1)(F1G+ FG1 − F ′1G′ − F ′G′1)
×q1 dq dRf1 dRf dṘf1 dṘf
and, if F = G, then∫





(φ+ φ1 − φ′ − φ′1)(FF1 − F ′F ′1)q1 dq dRf1 dRf dṘf1 dṘf .
A-3 Lattice Boltzmann equation 1st order expansion


























n(x, t) := n0 + δn1 + δ


















+ m · ∇
)
n(0) (A-13)
Substituting definitions (A-11) and (A-12) into Equation (A-10) to order δ2,
−1
γ










































































































































Let w be a tensor with componentes wij. Let w be a tensor called the
conjugate such that wij = wji. If and only if w = w is the tensor w
A-5 Appendix A




(w + w). (A-14)
The divergence of tensor w = wxx+wyy+wzz. Next, non-divergent (the trace
is zero) tensors are constructed. For any tensor w a non-divergent tensor ẘ
can be formed by
ẘ = w − 1
3
(wxx + wyy + wzz)I (A-15)
= w − 1
3
(w : I)I. (A-16)
Consequently
ẘ = w − 1
3
(w : I)I (A-17)
= w − 1
3
(w : I)I (A-18)
= w − 1
3
(wxx + wyy + wzz)I. (A-19)
A-5 A tensor integral results
Let w be any tensor independent of Γ. then the following five integral are
equal provided they converge.
1.
∫
F (Γ)ΓΓ(Γ̊Γ : w)dΓ
2.
∫
F (Γ)Γ̊Γ(Γ̊Γ : w)dΓ
3.
∫











Equivalence of the above equations is documented by Chapman and Cowling
[18].





























Given that the conservation laws (10.10) must apply to progressively higher
order approximations of κσi,
κ
〈0〉





























=⇒ 0 = +δr+1t κ
(r+1)
σi ∀ δt ⇐⇒ κ
(r+1)
σi = 0 ∀ r ∈ N0. (A-24)





























σi Eσi = 0 ∀ r ∈ N. (A-26)
Appendix B: Statistics and instru-
ments of measure
B-1 The concept of significant change
Repeated measurements of a measurand are rarely the same. One would
anticipate a probability distribution and typically the distribution is Gaus-
sian about the true measurement. Although not necessarily the case, in this
document it will be assumed that the data is parametrically distributed – a
Gaussian distribution.
A significant change from a value x is defined by a value y which can
be distinguished from x with greater than 95% probability. At least two
approaches exist. The first focusses on the analytical variability or the vari-
ability of the analyser. This concept is encapsulated by the limit of detection
(LoD). The second approach factors in a ‘natural’ variation in the mea-
surement that may occur over time (eg. length that may vary with ambient
temperature). This latter concept is based on the analysis of time-series and
is represented by the concept of reference change values (RCV ).
B-2 The limit of detection
Linnet and Kondratovitch [92] document the derivation of the concept of
LoD. By definition, LoD is the smallest value that can be distinguished from
zero. Linnet and Kondratovitch [92] recognise that at zero the inevitable neg-
ative values are approximated to zero. Thus the distribution about zero is
not considered Gaussian and non-parametric analysis is conducted.
A schematic representation of the LoD is given in Figure B-1. In the
model, the most distal 5% is considered a type I error (α in Figure B-1) –
detection of measurand in the absence of measurand. The most proximal
5% of measurements of a measurand just greater than zero, is considered a
type II error (β in Figure B-1) – failure to detect measurand in the presence
thereof. Let the 95th centile of the zero measurement be P95 (thus excluding
α). For a one-sided significance level of 95% on a Gaussian distribution
B-1
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Figure B-1: Limit of detection
z = 1.65 (thus excluding β). Consequently
LoD = P95 + 1.65σs (B-1)
where σs is the standard deviation of a measurement very close to zero. The
LoD is thus the smallest significant value that can be distinguished from zero.
Of note the theory is non-parametric and assumes that a significant dif-
ference can only be greater than zero. P95 is determined on measurements
performed on one sample on the same day and σs is performed on one sam-
ple on consecutive days. Also note that the theory only considers analyser
variability.
B-3 Reference change values
Reference change values (RCV ) also consider a significant change. This the-
ory focusses on measurand variability. Thus if a measurand varies naturally
over time (for example length in response to different ambient temperatures),
then the RCV is the smallest difference between a measurement taken at time
t1 and time t2 that can be considered significant.
The theory relies on the analysis of time series [105] and various models






where σa is the analytical standard deviation and σg is the standard deviation
B-3 Appendix B
over time. For a two-sided 95% Gaussian significance level z = 1.96. One
would anticipate that σa ≤ σg thus a conservative significant change would
be given by
RCV = 2.77σa (B-2)
This concept is applicable in scenarios where the experiment is conducted
over several days to weeks.
B-4 Arbitrary non-time-series significant change
Although the concept of LoD is more appropriate to the experimental analy-
sis conducted over a few hours it should be recognised that in Equation (B-1)
the significance level is one-sided whereas in Equation (B-2) the significance
level is two-sided.
Figure B-2: A significant difference
The origin of the one-sided 95% significance level (P95) is the observation
that the measurements about zero are asymmetric. When determining a sig-
nificant change about an arbitrary value x, a two-sided 95% significance level
is required because in general the measurements will be normally distributed
about x. The type I error (α1 and α2 in Figure B-2 each contributing 2.5%)
is symmetrical about x. The smallest significant value greater than x is then
y where the type II error is one-sided and equates to 5% (β in Figure B-2).
The smallest significant difference (SSD) is then y − x such that
y − x = z1σ1 + z2σ2
where z1 is for the two-sided significance level, σ1 is the standard deviation of
Appendix B B-4
measurements about x, z2 is for the one-sided significance level and σ2 is the
standard deviation for a value close to x. For 95% significance level, where
σ1 ≈ σ2, the smallest significant difference (SSD) is given by
y − x = SSD = 1.96σ1 + 1.65σ2 ≈ 3.61σ1. (B-3)
Equation (B-3) can be applied to a significant change less than or greater
than a measured value provided the data is normally distributed and that
the ‘natural variation with time’ is limited.
B-5 Instruments
The specimen depth was measured with a micrometer with precision 0.01mm.
It is assumed that repeated measurements of the same length will be nor-
mally distributed about the true length with 95% of readings being within
0.03mm (three times precision) of the true length. The standard deviation
when measuring using the micrometer is therefore 0.015mm. A significant
difference for the micrometer is given by Equation (B-3) as 0.05mm.
The remaining spatial dimensions were measured with a caliper with pre-
cision 0.02mm. It is assumed that 95% of repeated measurements of the
same length will lie within 0.06mm of the true length. The standard de-
viation is thus 0.03mm. Equation (B-3) therefore predicts that smallest
significant difference is 0.11mm.
The uniaxial testing rig was an Instron 5544 with load capacity of 2 kN ,
maximum travel range of 1067mm, load range of 8N to 2 kN , load preci-
sion of 0.5% and speed range 0.05mm/min to 1000mm/min. It is assumed
tht 95% of results will be within 1.5% of true value, the standard deviation
(SD) is thus 0.75% and a significant difference in load is therefore 2.7%. The
precision of extension is 0.01mm. Again the anticipated standard deviation
is 0.015mm.
The measured stress (σt), however, is derived from force (F) and area (A)
where (given an incompressible material with initial dimensions x0, y0, z0)












where x is the final length in the direction of tension and A is the true area.
























































This result is used in Section 12.1.4 where the steady state force is always
greater than 10N . At 10N the standard deviation would then be 0.075N .




























and the smallest significant difference in σt is given by
SDσt = 6.45e
−2MPa
⇐⇒ SSDσt = 3.61× 6.45e−2MPa = 0.233MPa. (B-4)
Appendix C: Diffusion equation so-
lutions
C-1 Solution of stretch diffusion equation
The diffusion equation is for a scalar. Here (for the surrogate of the macro-








(for G > 0) will be determined in order to establish the initial value prob-
lem for the numerical modelling based on predefined boundary conditions.
Separation of variables (Haberman [52], Chapter 1) will be used. Let
RSµx(x, t) = RSx(x)× RSt(t) (C-2)













Consider the temporal component (LHS) of Equation (C-3).
ṘSt(t) = −ηRGRSt(t)
⇐⇒ RSt(t) = A0e−ηRGt. (C-4)
Given that the molecular length must relax to the unstrained state, this
function must be monotonically decreasing. Given that G > 0, for this
function to decrease, ηR > 0. Thus, for molecular stretch,
ηR > 0. (C-5)




⇐⇒ AB2eBx = −AηReBx ⇐⇒ B2 + ηR = 0 (C-6)
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subject to (C-5). The solution is therefore B = ±
√
|ηR|i where i =
√
−1








|ηR|x) + c2 sin(
√
|ηR|x). (C-7)
Combining (C-4) and (C-7) as described by (C-2)










RSµx(x, 0) = A1 cos(
√
|ηR|x) + A2 sin(
√
|ηR|x) (C-8)
where A1 = A0c1 and A2 = A0c2. The boundary conditions are as for Section
11.1.1. As is suggested by (11.4) through (11.7), the predicted molecular







|ηR|x) + A2 sin(
√
|ηR|x) + R(eq)Sµx. (C-9)
Stretch distribution for special case Lm ≤ L0
Referring to Figure 11.3, two situations or cases are identified. The first, in








|ηR|x) + R(eq)µ ∀ 0 ≤ x ≤ Lm ≤ L0
R
(eq)
µ ∀ Lm ≤ x ≤ L0
(C-10)







|ηR|x) + R(eq)µ ∀ 0 ≤ x ≤ Lq
R
(eq)
µ ∀ Lm ≤ x ≤ L0
.
(C-11)
As an aside, differentiating Equation (C-11),











which (when compared to (8.41), (8.46) and (8.63)) provides an alternate
interpretation of ω that only applies for the Lagrangian approximation. It
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should however be recognised that (8.46) is also an approximation.
Substitution of the stretch diffusion equation solution (C-10) into IC con-
straint (11.3) yields





|ηR|Lm) + R(eq)µ Lm−R(eq)µ Lm (C-13)
as the specimen stretch solution which is an equation in three unknowns.
The geometry of Figure 11.3 introduces the additional constraint (11.10)
and consequently Equation (C-13) reduces to




Stretch distribution for special case Lm = L0
For special case Lm = L0, as depicted in Figure 11.3(b), IC constraints (11.4)















∀ 0 ≤ x ≤ Lm = L0 (C-15)
and (Rµ0 − R(eq)µ ) cos(
√
|ηR|Lm) = (Rµ0 − R(eq)µ ) cos(
√
|ηR|L0) 6= R(eq)µ . For









dx = λ̇spec (C-16)








|ηR|L0) + R(eq)Sµ L0. (C-17)
C-2 Solution of stretch rate diffusion equation








(for µ < 0) will be determined in order to establish the initial value problem
for the numerical modelling based on the boundary conditions of Section
11.1.1. Applying the same arguments as in Section C-1,
ṘDt(t) = A0e
−ηṘµt (C-19)




for which the characteristic equation is
B2 + ηṘ = 0 (C-20)












where cosh q = (e−q + eq)/2 and sinh q = (e−q − eq)/2. Substituting BC
(11.12)




















only applies for the Lagrangian approximation to the stretch rate diffusion
equation utilised exclusively as an approximation to the IC. Returning to





















can be solved for ηṘ and c4 and applies to both Lm < L0 and Lm = L0.
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Relating the stretch and stretch rate initial conditions
It is recognised that in principle RSµ and RDµ refer to the same variable
Rµ. Rµ has been separated into RSµ and RDµ components both to facili-
tate numerical modelling and to generate an analytical solution to the IC
approximation to Equations (11.1) and (11.2). Equations (C-24) and (C-12)
provide an opportunity to recouple the stretch and stretch rate solutions to
the Lagrangian diffusion equation approximation to the polymer flow equa-
tion (6.98). Comparing (C-24) to (C-12), which also only applies for the IC












Equation (C-26) is used in Section 13.2 to show that diffusion equation ap-
proximations to the polymer flow equation predict both creep and stress
relaxation.
C-3 The stress and stress rate constraints on the diffu-
sion equations





































where the components are not independent. Equation (C-28) should also be
compared to the alternative for discrete theory provided in Section 9.4. The




































As noted, the y-component is not independent of x. The substitution (C-12)
could be used but the approximation
∫
RSxdx = −RSx/ω is made as in

























































upon substititution of the definition of D (6.84) and Ḋ (6.79). As in Chapter
12, the principal stress is indeterminate but is possible to calculate by the
appropriate selection of constraints, as determined by the experimetal con-
ditions, as previously described in Section 3.2.7 for the equilibrium situation
and Section 9.6 for discrete, disequilibrium theory.
The principles to be applied are briefly described here. Thus for the
stress relaxation experiment in 1D being conducted here, the second prin-
cipal stress (perpendicular to the applied load) is zero. Thus subtracting
the second principal stress from the first principal stress will yield the first
principal stress as in Section 3.2.7.
Based on the above principles, in analogy with the case for the first prin-





































where all functions are uniform in the y-direction. Thus subtracting (C-29)
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from (C-28) one gets



















































From the 2D correction factor provided by Section 10.1.3, (3.44), λ2 = λ3
and
∏












































































































































where the last result is derived from the differentiation of
∏
λi = 1 as in
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Section 11.5. Given that λy = λz,
λxλ
2
























The integration described by (C-30) is applied to (C-33), (C-35) and (C-38).







is monotonically decreasing on the applicable domain √ηRx ∈ [0, π2 ] and thus









































































Equations (C-33), (C-35), (C-38) and (C-40) are substituted into (C-30).


































































































which represents an independent equation for determining c4,Lm,Rµ0, ηR, ηṘ
and A(λM ,
√
















C-4 Solving for the initial condition parameters for Lm ≤
L0
Differentiating (C-30) with respect to time yields the stress rate equation.
Further substituting the approximations R̈Dµx ≈ −ωṘDµx and ṘSµx = −ωRSµx

































































































































|ηR|,Lm) is given by Equation (C-42). In order to fully de-
scribe the stress at time t = 0, it is necessary to solve all five equations.
However, for the special case when the contribution of stretch rate is neg-
ligible, only three equations need to be used – (11.10), (C-13) and (C-41).
The initial stress equation is truncated because of the absence of stretch rate
terms. Substitute (C-32) into (C-14) to produce
π
2
(λspec − 1)L0 = LmλM ⇐⇒ Lm =
π
2λM
(λspec − 1)L0 (C-44)
which demonstrates that an inverse relationship exists between the maxi-
mum stretch and the length with λ 6= 1 as anticipated. Furthermore, with












































































































which can be solved by the Newton-Rapheson method. It is recognised that√
|G/µ| is negligibly small and that terms dependent on sinh
√
|G/mu|π/2x













by L’Hospital’s rule. Thus, approximating cosh (−√ηṘ) ≈ 1 and sinh (−
√
ηṘ) ≈






























which can be solved for λM . The maximum stretch λM can be substituted
in (C-44) and (C-45) to solve Lm and
√
ηR respectively.
C-5 Solving for the initial condition parameters for Lm >
L0
For Lm > L0, all calculations have to be performed on the domain 0 < x <
L0, x ∈ R and Rµ(L0, 0) 6= R(eq)µ . Equation (C-41) (ignoring stretch rate

























































(Rµ0− R(eq)µ ) cos
√
|ηR|L0 + R(eq)µ − Rµ0
)
.(C-48)
It is recognised that for negligibly small
√
|ηR|L0, which is valid for Lm  L0,
cos
√

































































|ηR|L0 is negligibly small, a Taylor expansion of the RHS of







=⇒ ηRL20 = 6
1 + λM − λspec
λM
. (C-51)












































(λspec − 1) + 2(λspec − 1)
)
(C-52)
which can be solved for λM by the Newton-Rapheson method. Note that, in
general, 1 + λM ≥ λspec. Furthermore 1 + λM = λspec occurs at steady state
when the stretch is uniformly distributed. Substituting λM into (C-50), one





C-6 Newton-Rapheson method for Lm ≤ L0






























λM − 〈app〉σsp1(0), (C-53)



























when one differentiates with respect to λM . Thus successive approximations













C-7 Newton-Rapheson method for Lm > L0






























































































2(1 + 2λM − λspec)
(λM + 2)
√








− 3(1 + 2λM − λspec)
2(λM + 1)
√




















where λ(0)M = λspec − 1 is used as the first approximation. It should be noted
that both Equation (C-53) and Equation (C-55) proved difficult to solve by
the Newton-Rapheson method.

